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Deciding the truth of a Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) is a canonical PSPACE-complete problem. It

provides a powerful framework for encoding problems that lie in PSPACE. These include many problems in

automatic verification, and problems with discrete uncertainty or non-determinism. Two person adversarial games

are another type of problem that are naturally encoded in QBF.

It is standard practice to use Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) when representing QBFs. Any propositional

formula can be efficiently translated to CNF via the addition of new variables, and solvers can be implemented

more efficiently due to the structural simplicity of CNF. However, the translation to CNF involves a loss of some

structural information. This thesis shows that this structural information is important for efficient QBF solving,

and shows how this structural information can be utilized to improve state-of-the-art QBF solving.

First, a non-CNF circuit-based solver is presented. It makes use of information not present in CNF to improve

its performance. We present techniques that allow it to exploit the duality between solutions and conflicts that is

lost when working with CNF. This duality can also be utilized in the production of certificates, allowing both true

and false formulas to have easy-to-verify certificates of the same form.

Then, it is shown that most modern CNF-based solvers can benefit from the additional information derived

from duality using only minor modifications. Furthermore, even partial duality information can be helpful. We

show that for standard methods for conversion to CNF, some of the required information can be reconstructed

from the CNF and greatly benefit the solver.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) is the canonical NP-complete problem. Given a boolean formula, a SAT solver needs

to determine whether or not that formula is satisfiable, i.e., whether or not there exists a truth assignment under

which the formula is TRUE.

SAT solving offers a simple and uniform representation that can be used for a wide variety of problems. SAT

solvers use well-developed lightweight and efficient data structures and benefit from powerful but simple learning

techniques. Although there are no algorithms for SAT solving that are efficient in the worst case, in practice there

are a wide range of areas where SAT solvers are successfully employed to solve large industrial problems.

SAT solvers can be used to solve many interesting problems by encoding these problems as boolean formulas,

and then interpreting the answer. For example, one might encode a statement such as “this boolean circuit does

not implement the correct function.” Then, if the formula is FALSE, the circuit can be considered correct, and if

the formula is TRUE, the satisfying assignment would give an example case where the circuit fails. The variables

here are implicitly existentially quantified, i.e., the formula actually encodes the statement “there exists a set of

inputs so that the circuit gives the incorrect output.” In general, SAT seeks to find a single satisfying assignment

to the formula—it is asking if there exists a setting of the variables that makes the formula TRUE.

Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs) are an extension of SAT that allows both universal and existential quan-

tification. In particular, a QBF is specified by a sequence of alternating universally and existentially quantified

variables followed by a boolean formula over these variables. SAT can then be viewed as the special case where

all of the variables are existentially quantified. The QBF decision problem is the problem of deciding whether or

not a QBF is TRUE. This problem is PSPACE complete.

We will present QBFs more formally in Section 2.1, but semantically a QBF can be viewed as a two-player

game. The two players, one controlling the existentially quantified variables, and the other controlling the uni-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

versally quantified variables, take turns setting their variables. The sequence of quantified variables, i.e., the

quantifier, dictates the order in which the moves are played. At each point, the owner of the outermost variable

assigns it a value, and the formula is simplified accordingly. The goal of the existential player is to make the

formula TRUE, while the goal of the universal player is to make the formula FALSE. The existential player has a

winning strategy if it can force the formula to become TRUE no matter how universal sets its variables (in this

case, we say that the QBF formula is TRUE). Similarly the universal player has a winning strategy if it can force

the formula to become FALSE no matter how existential sets its variables (in this case, we say that the QBF

formula is FALSE).

Many problems have a natural representation in QBF. For example, QBF naturally represents finite state two-

player games, where the existential and the universal variables represent the possible moves, and the formula

represents the game mechanics and the winning condition. Suppose the two players are P1 and P2, and the game

is three moves long. To check whether P1 has a winning strategy, we might encode the formula as follows: “there

exists a move M1 for P1, such that M1 is a valid move, and for all moves M2 by P2, either M2 is invalid, or there

exists a valid move M3 for P1 such that P1 wins the game.”

QBF is not limited to simple two-player games, however. Any behavior that can be cast as adversarial can be

encoded. An example of this is the encoding of conformant and contingent planning problems.

Conformant and contingent planning involve planning problems that allow incomplete information and/or

nondeterminism. The planner needs to come up with a plan that would achieve the goal no matter how the non-

determinism plays out. Since the plan must always work, we could view the world as an adversary, each valid

move of which the plan must be able to handle. We would let the adversary determine the unknown and non-

deterministic events, and try to create a strategy that works no matter which events occur. In other words, we can

view these these types of planning as a two-player game and cast them as QBFs [53].

Another area where QBF can be used is in solving various problems that arise in circuit verification, design,

and debugging. One example is configuring Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Field Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are programmable circuits. The question of whether a certain function can be programmed

by a particular FPGA can be cast as a QBF: does there exist a setting of the FPGA control lines such that for all

inputs the FPGA outputs the correct function value [40].

Recently, QBF solvers have been applied to an interesting problem of automated reduction finding [36]. In

short, the formula encodes a statement “there exists a reduction r from problem A to problem B such that for all

inputs x, x ∈ A iff r(x) ∈ B.” Although this application is limited to bounded input length reductions in a certain

class, it can still provide useful tools for complexity theoretic reasoning.

PSPACE is widely believed to contain harder problems than NP, and thus QBF being PSPACE complete is

likely to harder to solve than SAT. In practice QBF has shown itself to be harder than SAT. On the flip side, QBF
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is more expressive, and can succinctly represent some problems whose natural SAT encoding is exponentially

sized. In practice, QBF has been applied to problems that grow too large for a SAT solver to handle. For example,

some verification problems traditionally solved by SAT solvers contain structural repetition, and can be more

efficiently represented as a QBF. This efficiency in representation can allow QBF-based approaches to outperform

SAT-based approaches when the problems become large [45].

Despite its worst-case complexity, QBF solvers are being actively developed and are gaining efficiency. This

thesis is aimed at improving QBF solving techniques by alleviating a long-standing problem in QBF: the inability

of QBF solvers to reason equally efficiently for both the existential and the universal players. The roots of this

problem stem from the formula representation that is being used.

Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is a representation for boolean formulas which has become ubiquitous in

SAT solving. Any propositional formula can be efficiently translated to CNF via the addition of new variables,

and solvers can be implemented more efficiently due to the structural simplicity of CNF. Many effective data

structures and techniques have been developed to work with CNF. Clause learning, which is probably the most

important breakthrough is SAT solving technology, is an effective reasoning technique specific to CNF.

QBF solving, having inherited many techniques from SAT, has also adopted CNF. The most widespread format

for QBF solving is Prenex CNF, where a series of quantifiers is followed by a boolean formula expressed in CNF.

QBF solvers are able to benefit from the well-engineered data structures and techniques aimed at working with

CNF. However, the CNF representation poses some problems for QBF solving.

CNF is extremely well-suited to reason about conflicts (variable assignments that falsify the formula), how-

ever, it is quite inefficient when it comes to reasoning about solutions (variable assignments that satisfy the for-

mula). Prenex CNF allows the QBF solver to reason efficiently for the existential player (which needs to avoid

conflicts), but prevents effective reasoning for the universal player (which needs to avoid solutions). This is not a

problem for SAT solvers, since, as mentioned previously, a SAT formula is a QBF with only existential quantifica-

tion. So, a SAT solver never needs to reason for the universal player. It only encounters a satisfied formula once,

when the search is over—so efficiency in detecting and reasoning about what satisfies the formula is not needed.

On the other hand, a SAT solver needs to analyze many conflicts, so it needs to reason about those efficiently.

The ineffectiveness of CNF for reasoning with solutions slows down QBF solvers which often must process

an exponential number of solutions. In addition to increasing the solving time the built in bias of CNF towards

conflicts causes other problems. One has to do with certificates and strategies.

A certificate is an additional piece of information that the solver might provide together with its result. The

certificate allows the user to verify that the provided result is correct. There is a CNF-based proof system called

resolution which can be efficiently verified and can certify that the formula is false for any variable setting (is

UNSAT). So, a resolution proof is commonly used as a certificate of unsatisfiability. To verify that a formula is
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satisfiable, it is enough to supply the satisfying assignment and verify that it satisfies the formula. So the satisfying

assignment is an effective certificate of satisfiability.

The resolution proof system has been extended to QBF, forming a proof system called Q-resolution. A Q-

resolution proof is an easily verifiable certificate for QBFs which are FALSE. However, because CNF is biased

towards conflicts, there is no straightforward way to extend Q-resolution to provide certificates for true QBFs.

Instead, the attempts to certify true QBFs have typically tried to mimic the SAT case by focusing on obtaining

strategies.

Recall that in SAT solving, in addition to providing an easy way to verify that the formula is satisfiable,

a satisfying assignment also carries useful information. For example, it might encode an actual plan, a failure

scenario, or the solution to a puzzle. In QBF solving one might also be interested not only in the answer (which

player can be guaranteed to win the game), but also in how the victory can be obtained. However, in QBF a simple

variable assignment is not sufficient, since the answer must capture responses to different moves by the opponent.

What is desired is a strategy. In addition, a strategy can potentially verify that a QBF is true. Different methods

of recording strategies and different ways of encoding them have been developed. Unfortunately, these methods

are usually either prone to combinatorial explosions, are computationally hard to verify, or both.

Thus, the bias in CNF has also affected certificates: while there was a uniform and easy-to-verify method

for certifying FALSE QBF formulas, there was no such method for TRUE formulas. Conversely, there have

been methods to generate strategies for TRUE QBF formulas (winning strategies for the existential player), but

no counterpart for FALSE QBFs (winning strategies for the universal). In this thesis, we show how by utilizing

the non-CNF structure it is easy to obtain Q-resolution proofs for TRUE formulas. Moreover, we show that Q-

resolution proofs encode all the necessary information about the winning strategy, and thus can themselves be

viewed as a strategy representation. We present an algorithm which, given a Q-resolution proof, interactively

extracts a strategy for the winning player.

So, by being able to construct Q-resolution proofs for both TRUE and FALSE QBF formulas, and being able to

extract strategies from these proofs, we are able to have uniform and easy-to-verify certificates for both polarities,

as well as compute strategies for both the existential and the universal players.

In Chapter 2 we will present some of the formal background. Then, in Chapter 3 we present a non-CNF QBF

solver used as the basis for our approach, which takes the first steps towards using non-CNF information for better

reasoning for the universal player. Instead of CNF, it uses a logical circuit as the internal representation for the

formula. In Chapter 4 we present the core of our approach. We show how the circuit-based QBF solver can be

modified to achieve complete duality between the existential and the universal player and be able to reason equally

efficiently for both. We also include a few smaller improvements and simplification techniques that allow us to

further speed up the solver. In Chapter 5 we present experimental results. We show the merit of our approach
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by demonstrating how the addition of dual propagation improves our circuit-based solver. We also compare

our approach with other non-CNF approaches, and with CNF-based approaches to which we feed the converted

versions of the formulas.

In Chapter 6 we present our approach for certificate generation. We show how we can obtain certificates and

strategies for both TRUE and FALSE formulas. We experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of our approach,

showing that the overhead of producing the certificate is extremely small, and that our certificates can be verified

by third-party verifiers.

In Chapter 7 we reconcile our approach with existing CNF-based solvers. Indeed, by using a non-CNF repre-

sentation, our solver misses out on the efficient CNF-based data structures and techniques that have been devel-

oped. We show that the most common CNF-based solvers have indeed all the necessary mechanisms for using

dual propagation. We show how these mechanisms can be correctly initialized to obtain the full power of dual

propagation while retaining the benefits of CNF-specific techniques and data structures. We also include some

theoretical results describing the conditions that make initialization sound. We experimentally show that the CNF

techniques do offer advantages, and that the resulting solver is more efficient than the non-CNF versions. We

then take this approach a step further, and show how dual propagation can be used in cases when the non-CNF

representation is unavailable. Instead of using the complete representation of the problem, we can still benefit

from partial structural information that can be obtained by various heuristic methods from the CNF. Of course,

the weaker the reconstruction, the less useful dual propagation will be. However, our approach is able to benefit

from partial information while causing no overhead if the reconstruction was poor. We show the feasibility of this

approach.

In Chapter 8 we conclude the thesis by summarizing our contributions and discussing future work.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Overview of QBF

In boolean algebra, variables are allowed to take on one of two possible values: TRUE (>) and FALSE (⊥).

Propositional formulas are defined to be the smallest set closed under boolean operations that contains variable

names and the constants> and⊥. Here we will only consider the boolean operations AND (∧), OR (∨) and NOT

(¬), which are sufficient to represent any boolean formula. For readability, our examples might use connectives,

such as IMPLICATION (→) and EQUALITY (=), which are also easily represented using the above operators:

(a→ b) ≡ (¬a ∨ b) and (a = b) ≡ ((a ∧ b) ∨ (¬a ∧ ¬b)).

We say that two formulas f1 and f2 are propositionally equivalent iff f1 and f2 evaluate to the same value

for any setting of variables.

A literal is a boolean variable or its negation. For any variable x, literals x and ¬x are called contradictory. A

clause is a disjunction or literals, and a cube is a conjunction of literals. Because both conjunction and disjunction

are commutative and idempotent, the order does not matter and multiple copies of the same literal can be removed.

So, when the operator is clear from the context, a clause or a cube can be treated as the set of literals it contains.

We will sometimes denote a clause or a cube by a coma-separated list in round brackets. We will allow a slight

abuse of notation by mixing literals and sets of literals. For example, if α is a set of literals and v is a literal, the

notation (α, v) would denote the set α ∪ {v}.

An empty clause is logically equivalent to ⊥, and an empty cube is >. If a clause contains contradictory

literals, the clause is called tautological and trivially evaluates to >. Similarly, a cube with contradictory literals

evaluates to ⊥. Such a cube is also (somewhat misleadingly) called tautological. Alternatively, it could be called

a contradictory cube.

6
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A formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is a conjunction of clauses, and a formula in Disjunctive

Normal Form (DNF) is a disjunction of cubes. Again, when the operator is clear from the context, a formula in

CNF or DNF can be treated as a set of clauses or cubes. Note that by applying De Morgan’s Law, negating a CNF

yields a DNF and vice versa. We say that a clause (cube) c1 subsumes another clause (cube) c2 if c1 ⊂ c2. If a

CNF (DNF) formula f contains a clause that subsumes another one, the subsumed clause can be removed without

changing its set of satisfying assignments.

Any propositional formula can be converted to CNF in linear time using the Tseitin transformation. This

transformation works by creating new variables to represent each subformula [61].

An assignment is a set of variable-value pairs, where each variable is assigned to either > or ⊥. It can be

represented as a set of literals that are made true by the assignment. We say that the assignment is complete if

each variable in the problem is assigned a value, and partial otherwise. For a formula or an assignment f , we use

var(f) to denote the set of variables that appear in f .

We use φ|π to denote the restriction of a formula φ by the assignment π. The restriction φ|π is defined to be

the formula φ with each variable x ∈ var(π) replaced by > if x ∈ π and ⊥ if ¬x ∈ π, and then simplified using

the following rules:

• > ∧ p ≡ p

• ⊥ ∧ p ≡ ⊥

• > ∨ p ≡ >

• ⊥ ∨ p ≡ p

• ¬⊥ = >

• ¬> = ⊥

We note that if π is a complete assignment, then φπ will be either > or ⊥. If π is a partial assignment, then

φπ may either be a constant, or a formula over the variables unassigned in π.

Note that for a CNF g, restricting g by π means, for any literal ` ∈ π, removing from g all clauses containing

`, and removing ¬` from the remaining clauses; if no clauses remain, g is >; if an empty clause arises, g is ⊥.

However, if π is a partial assignment, then g is typically simplified without being reduced to > or ⊥.

A Satisfiability (SAT) solver, given a propositional formula f , needs to determine whether or not f is satisfi-

able, i.e., whether there exists an assignment π such that f |π = >.

Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs) are defined to be the smallest set containing propositional formulas

that is closed under boolean operations and quantification. A quantifier is a special operator of the form Qx.φ,
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where x is a variable, φ is a QBF, and Q is the quantifier (∀ or ∃). The value of a quantified formula is defined as

follows:

• ∀x.φ def
= φ|x ∧ φ|¬x

• ∃x.φ def
= φ|x ∨ φ|¬x

Without loss of generality, we will assume that the quantified variables are unique so that no variable can

appear in two different quantifiers in the same formula. We further assume that if a variable x is quantified in a

QBF φ, then it does not appear outside the scope of its quantifier. Such a variable is called bound in φ. A variable

x is free in φ if φ contains no quantification of x. A formula φ is called closed if it contains no free variables (i.e.,

all variables in var(φ) are bound in φ) and open otherwise. For a bound variable x, we say that the quantifier of

x, written q(x), is the quantifier (∀ or ∃) that was used to quantify x.

Any QBF can be expanded into a propositional formula by unrolling the definitions of quantifiers. After

simplification, it will become a propositional formula over its free variables. A closed QBF formula would

simplify to a constant. This unrolling, however, would typically require exponential space and time, so more

efficient methods of solving QBF are preferred. It can be seen though that for any closed QBF φ, either φ ≡ > or

φ ≡ ⊥.

We say that a QBF φ is in prenex normal form if φ = Q1x1Q2x2 · · ·Qkxk.f where f is a proposi-

tional formula, and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Qi ∈ {∀,∃}. In such formulas f is said to be the body of φ, and

~Q = Q1x1.Q2x2 · · ·Qkxk the quantifier prefix (sometimes referred to simply as the prefix). Any QBF can

be converted into prenex form: given that each quantified variable is uniquely named, we can simply move all

quantifiers to the front of the formula (with due attention to scoping).

We note that Qx1Qx2.φ ≡ Qx2Qx1.φ, so if two consecutive quantifiers have the same operator, then their

order does not matter. Hence we can record consecutive variables with the same quantifier as being in the same set.

We define a quantifier block ~Qb = Qixi · · ·Qi+jxi+j to be a largest possible consecutive sequence of identical

quantifiers contained in ~Q. We can then avoid unneeded repetition of quantifiers, writing ~Qb = Qixixi+1 · · ·xi+j .

The prefix can thus be written as a sequence of quantifier blocks, with the quantifier of each block different from

that of the previous one.

Definition 1 (Quantifier level). A quantifier level of a variable x with respect to a quantifier prefix ~Q is the

number of the quantifier block containing x in ~Q, where we number the quantifier blocks starting with 1. When

the quantifier prefix is clear from the context, the quantifier level of x is written lvl(x).

Variables with lower block numbers are said to be outer, and with larger block numbers inner. The quantifier

level lvl(f) of a propositional (sub)formula f is the largest quantifier level of any variable in var(f). In particular,
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the quantifier level of a literal is that of its variable. A literal x1 scopes a literal x2, written x1 <q x2, if

lvl(x1) < lvl(x2). Similarly, x1 ≤q x2 if lvl(x1) ≤ lvl(x2).

A quantifier block is said to be existential if its quantifier is ∃, and universal if its quantifier is ∀. A literal

is called existential (universal) if its variable belongs to an existential (universal) block. A clause is called all-

universal if all the literals it contains are universal. Note that the empty clause is also an all-universal clause.

Definition 2 (Tailing literal). A literal ` is tailing in a propositional formula f if var(`) ∈ var(f), and for all

variables v ∈ var(f), v ≤q `.

As we will see, the concept of tailing literals is central to learning in QBF solvers. We will usually refer to

tailing literals in clauses or cubes.

Given a closed QBF φ, a QBF solver needs to determine whether φ is TRUE (evaluates to >) or FALSE (eval-

uates to ⊥). Most state of the art QBF solvers assume that φ is in prenex CNF form, i.e., φ is in prenex notation,

and its body is in CNF .

2.1.1 Models and Countermodels

⊥

⊥

⊥

⊥value

∀y

∀x

∃z

⊥

⊥

⊥ >

⊥

⊥

⊥ ⊥

>

> >

Figure 2.1: An example decision tree

When working with QBF, it is often useful to consider decision

trees. A decision tree is a complete binary tree whose height is the

number of variables in the formula. Each level is associated with

a variable and the variables are ordered by the quantifier prefix.

Each node n corresponds to a (partial) assignment asgn(n)

determined by its path to the root, and is labeled by the value of

the formula under that assignment (val(n)). The assignment is

defined as follows:

• if n is the root, then asgn(n) = ∅

• if a node nc is a left child of node of a node np, and is at the level associated with a variable x, then

asgn(nc) = asgn(np) ∪ {¬x}

• if a node nc is a right child of node of a node np, and is at the level associated with a variable x, then

asgn(nc) = asgn(np) ∪ {x}

Note that each leaf corresponds to some complete assignment π.

Suppose ~Q.f is the formula that the decision tree is built for. Then the labels on the nodes are then defined as

follows:
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• if n is a leaf, then val(n) = f |asgn(n). Note that asgn(n) is a complete assignment, so f |asgn(n) is either

> or ⊥.

• if np is at the level associated with an existential variable, and has children nl and nr, then val(np) =

val(nl) ∨ val(np)

• if np is at the level associated with a universal variable, and has children nl and nr, then val(np) =

val(nl) ∧ val(np)

Fig. 2.1 shows the decision tree for ∃z∀xy.(x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z).

In SAT, a model of a formula is simply an assignment of the variables under which the formula is>. However,

as mentioned before, QBF models (Q-models) are more complicated. A Q-model is a tree specifying a strategy

that allows the existential player to win, i.e., force the body of the QBF to be true no matter how universal sets

its variables. In particular a model specifies a move for existential in response to every line of play for universal.

Representing models compactly is an open topic, however, the following straightforward representation is often

useful for theoretical analysis.

Definition 3 (Q-model). A Q-model M is a smallest subtree of the decision tree that respects the following rules:

• the root of the decision tree is in M

• if a non-leaf node n ∈M is at the level of a universal variable, then both children of n are in M

• if a non-leaf node n ∈M is at the level of an existential variable, then exactly one child of n is in M

• for each included node n ∈M , val(n) = >

Intuitively, a model contains all the leaf nodes necessary to guarantee that the formula is >. The dual notion

for a false QBF is called a Q-countermodel. A Q-countermodel is a subtree of the decision tree that guarantees

that the formula is false.

Definition 4 (Q-countermodel). A Q-countermodel M must satisfy the following rules:

• the root of the decision tree is in M

• if a non-leaf node n ∈M is at the level of a universal variable, then exactly one child of n is in M

• if a non-leaf node n ∈M is at the level of an existential variable, then both children of n are in M

• for each included node n ∈M , val(n) = ⊥
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In the rest of the thesis we only deal with models and countermodels for QBF. So, whenever we mention

models or countermodels, we refer to Q-models and Q-countermodels, respectively.

Since the root has a unique label a QBF has at least one model or countermodel but never both. Furthermore

it can be noted that a QBF is > iff it has at least one model and a QBF is ⊥ iff it has at least one countermodel. In

Fig. 2.1 the shaded nodes represent one possible countermodel for ∃z∀xy.(x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z). Note that this is not

the only countermodel for that formula.

We say that a transformation is (counter) model-preserving if any (counter) model of the formula before

the transformation is still a (counter) model of the formula after the transformation. For example, the action of

removing a clause from a formula is model-preserving, because any node in the decision tree that is> remains>,

so any model remains a model. It is not, however, counter-model preserving. For example, consider removing the

first clause from ∀y∃x.(x∨y)∧(¬x∨y). This changes the value of the leaf node corresponding to the assignment

{¬x,¬y} from ⊥ to >, thereby destroying a countermodel. In fact, this example only had one countermodel

which is now destroyed, and the new formula ∀y∃x.(¬x ∨ y) is satisfiable.

If a transformation only affects the body of the formula and preserves propositional equivalence (the trans-

formed formula is equivalent to the original formula for all settings of the variables), then it is easy to show that it

is is both model- and countermodel preserving. That is because such a transformation does not cause any nodes

in the decision tree to change value.

2.1.2 Resolution and refutations

Resolution is a proof system for proving that a propositional formula in CNF is unsatisfiable [54]. It uses a single

rule of inference called resolution which can be formalized as follows: let f be a propositional formula in CNF.

Suppose f contains clauses c1 = (α, x) and c2 = (β,¬x) for some literal x and sets of literals α and β. Then, if

the clause (α, β) is not tautological, it is called the resolvent of c1 and c2 on x (written resx(c1, c2)). Because the

resolvent needs to be non-tautological, then in order to be able to resolve two clauses, they must contain exactly

one complimentary literal. So, any two clauses can have at most one resolvent. Thus, if the variable on which

the resolution is performed in not important, the subscript can be dropped (written res(c1, c2)). If a clause c is a

resolvent of c1 and c2, then c1 ∧ c2 → c.

Definition 5 (refutation). A refutation of a CNF f is a sequence of clauses c1, c2, . . . , ck where:

• ck is the empty clause ⊥

• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, either ci ∈ f , or for some j,m < i, ci = res(cj , cm)
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Resolution is a sound and complete proof system for propositional formulas, i.e., a CNF formula f is unsatis-

fiable iff there exists a refutation of f .

Q-resolution [9] is an adaptation of resolution to QBF that introduces a new inference rule.

Definition 6 (Universal reduction). Suppose φ = ~Q.f is a QBF in prenex CNF. Let c ∈ f be a clause with

c = (α, u), where u is a universal literal that is tailing in c. Then the universal reduction of c, written uru(c), is

c′ = (α).

Theorem 1. Adding a clause obtained by universal reduction is both model- and countermodel-preserving.

Proof. We note that models and countermodels are defined in such a way that no node outside their respective

subtrees can affect the value associated with their nodes. So, it suffices to show that adding a clause obtained

by universal reduction never affects the value of any leaf in the decision tree which is part of a model or a

countermodel.

First, we note that no nodes marked ⊥ can be affected by adding a clause. So, any subtree which was a

countermodel before adding the clause remains a countermodel for the transformed formula.

Let c′ = (α) be the new clause, and let c = (α, u) be the clause from which c′ was obtained. Here u is a

universal variable that is tailing in c. Now, suppose that a leaf node n changed value as a result of adding c′. Then

π = asgn(n) must be such that c′|π is ⊥ while c|π is >. Then u ∈ π (u is > in π), and for any literal ` ∈ α,

¬` ∈ π (all variables of α are ⊥ in π).

Let na be the ancestor of n at the level associated with u. Note that asgn(na) ⊆ π. Because u is tailing in

c, var(α) ⊆ var(asgn(na)), in other words, all variables of α are already assigned in asgn(na). Let n¬u be

the child of na such that ¬u ∈ asgn(n¬u). Then under any assignment that includes asgn(n¬u), c is ⊥. So,

val(n¬u) is ⊥. Because na is a universal node whose one child is ⊥, it cannot be a part of any model. So, neither

can any of its children, including n.

So, any node affected by adding c′ cannot be a part of a model or a countermodel. Thus, the transformation is

both model- and countermodel-preserving.

We will write c′ = ur(c) if c′ is the result of repeatedly performing universal reduction steps on c′, until no

more universal reduction steps are possible. It is easy to show that the order of these steps does not affect the

result.

Note that if c′ = uru(c) or c′ = ur(c), then c′ subsumes c. So, after c′ is added, c can be removed without

changing the propositional value of the formula.

If a formula is given in prenex CNF and its innermost quantifier block is universal, then any occurrences of the

innermost universal variables can be removed from the clauses as these variables must be tailing in any clauses
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that they appear in. Furthermore, variables that do not occur in the formula can be eliminated from the quantifier

without changing the value of the formula. So, we can assume that the innermost quantifier block of a prenex

CNF is always existential.

Definition 7 (Q-refutation). A Q-refutation of a QBF φ in prenex CNF is a sequence of clauses c1, c2, . . . , ck

where:

• ck is an empty clause ⊥

• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, either ci ∈ f , or for some j,m < i, ci = res(cj , cm), or for some j < i, ci = ur(cj)

Q-resolution is a sound and complete proof system for QBF, i.e., a QBF formula φ in prenex CNF is ⊥ iff

there exists a Q-refutation of φ [9].

Resolution and Q-Resolution have their analogues for dealing with DNF. Term resolution combines two

non-tautological cubes c1 = (α ∧ x) and c2 = (β ∧ ¬x) to obtain a new cube c3 = (α ∧ β), as long as c3 is

non-tautological. It has the property that c3 → c1∨c2. Existential reduction allows removing a tailing existential

from a cube. Like universal reduction, existential reduction preserves models and countermodels of a formula.

We will use ere(c) to denote the result of existentially reducing an existential literal e from a cube c, and er(c) to

denote the result of exhaustively applying existential reduction to c. We will use the term Cube Q-resolution to

refer to a proof system that works on DNF and consists of term resolution and existential reduction steps. It can

be shown that cube Q-resolution is a sound and complete proof system for formulas in DNF. In this case however,

a cube resolution proof producing the the empty cube proves that the QBF is True.

2.2 Solving Clausal QBF

We present the standard approach for search-based QBF solving where a search-based solver systematically

searches through variable assignments. Upon finding a conflict (a complete or partial assignment which can

be detected to falsify the formula), it uses the mechanism of clause learning (with some changes to accommo-

date universal reduction) to analyze the conflict and make an inference which can help prune the search space by

avoiding subspaces where a similar conflict would occur. CNF is well-suited for conflict detection and analysis,

and clause learning is a very powerful technique which often greatly reduces the search space of the solver.

A SAT solver needs to efficiently deal with many conflicts, but is finished as soon as it finds the first assignment

that satisfies the formula. On the other hand, a QBF solver needs to consider many different ways of satisfying

the formula, checking that is it satisfiable under alternative values of universal variables. So, it needs a similar

way to learn and generalize solutions as well as conflicts.
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The method of cube learning was designed to do just that. However, CNF is not well-suited for detecting

when the formula is true. So, a solution can usually be detected only after all the variables have been assigned

without a conflict. After that, the solver selects a subset of those variables sufficient to satisfy every clause, and

uses that as the starting point for solution learning.

2.2.1 Basic Algorithm

Most state-of-the-art QBF solvers are based on conflict driven clause learning SAT solvers, which in turn are based

on the DPLL algorithm [11]. The core of the DPLL algorithm is search: it searches through the space of variable

assignments until it finds a satisfying one. However, the addition of clause learning has shifted the paradigm:

with clause learning the algorithm is best viewed as a mechanism for performing resolutions until either finding

a satisfying assignment, or a refutation of the formula [31, 24]. Of course, a single satisfying assignment is not

enough for QBF, so the algorithm is modified to account for that.

Algorithm 1 presents an outline of QDPLL, a DPLL style algorithm for solving QBF [21], [64]. The solver

maintains a set of clauses C, initialized to the clauses of the input formula, and a set of cubes U , initialized to the

empty set. The sets are maintained so that every model of Q.φ is also a model of Q.C, and every countermodel

of Q.φ is a countermodel of Q.U (note that initially Q.U ≡ Q.⊥ ≡ ⊥, since an empty DNF is ⊥).

The solver maintains the current partial assignment using a data structure τ called the trail, which is simply

an ordered sequence of literals. Viewed as a set, τ represents the current assignment that is being considered by

the solver. There are two places where literals are added to the trail.

On line 5 some variable assignments are recognized as forced by the formula using a technique called unit

propagation (explained in more detail below); these literals, called inferred literals, are added to the trail at this

point. There are two possible outcomes of unit propagation: either a conflicting (i.e., empty) clause or cube is

discovered and returned, or the propagation is performed to completion and NONE is returned.

If propagation completes without finding a conflicting clause or cube, then another unassigned variable is

selected on line 7 and is assigned a value. The resulting literal is returned and added to the trail, or, if all variables

have already been assigned, NONE is returned.

It is worth noting that there is a restriction on the literals chosen as decisions, on line 7, by the algorithm. This

is due to the semantic property of QBF that the quantifier ordering is important. The intuitive reason behind this

is that the values of the variables with a larger (inner) quantifier block might depend on the values of the variables

from smaller (outer) quantifier blocks, but not vice versa. This property is demonstrated by the simple example:

∀x∃y.(x∨y)∧ (¬x∨¬y) is>, while ∃y∀x.(x∨y)∧ (¬x∨¬y) is⊥. If the solver branches on decision variables

in a manner that does not respect their scoping the result can be incorrect.
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Algorithm 1: QDPLL

Input: A closed QBF φ = ~Q.f in prenex CNF
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if φ ≡ ⊥

1 τ ← empty sequence of literals;
2 C← f ;
3 U← ∅;
4 while TRUE do
5 c← unitPropagate(τ , ~Q, C, U);
6 if c = NONE then
7 v← select dec( ~Q, τ );
8 if v = NONE then
9 c← gatherCube(τ , f);

10 else
11 τ ← 〈τ, v〉;
12 end
13 end
14 if c 6= NONE then
15 if c is a clause then
16 (btlevel, c)← analyzeConflict (c, τ , ~Q, C);
17 if c ≡ ∅ then return FALSE;
18 C← C ∪ c;
19 else
20 /*c is a cube*/
21 (btlevel, c)← analyzeSolution (c, τ , ~Q, U);
22 if c ≡ ∅ then return TRUE;
23 U← U ∪ c;
24 end
25 backtrack (τ , btlevel);
26 end
27 end

So, when the algorithm chooses the next

variable to assign by decision, it can only con-

sider the variables from the first quantifier block

that contains unassigned variables. This restric-

tion can be slightly relaxed by considering non-

prenex quantifier structures [4] or variable de-

pendencies [43]. Detailed discussion of these

techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Within the candidate set of variables, a vari-

able is chosen according to a heuristic similar to

that used in SAT: VSIDS [46]. This heuristic fa-

vors the variables that have participated in recent

learned clauses. The VSIDS heuristic can be

adapted to QBF by also considering the learned

cubes [65].

We say that a decision level of a literal p on

a trail τ is the number of decision literals which

appear no later than p in τ (including p itself, if it

is a decision). For example, if the trail is vwxyz,

and only v and x are decision literals, then the

decision level of v and w is 1, while the decision level of x, y and z is 2. It is also possible for literals to have

decision level 0 if they are implied by the original formula.

If no more variables remain, then all the variables have been assigned without a conflict. So, a solution is

found. In this case, a new conflicting cube is constructed from the current set of assignments on line 8. The

details of this will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.

If a conflicting clause or cube is found, then clause learning (on line 16) or cube learning (on line 21) is

performed.

An conflicting clause indicates that there is no model extending the current node, while a conflicting cube

indicates that there is no countermodel extending the current node. The result of clause (cube) learning is a new

clause (cube) that can be added toC (U ) whilst preserving models (countermodels), since the new clause, or cube,

is a logical entailment of the current C or U . The solver then backtracks to ‘btlevel’: the level at which it is once

again possible that a model or countermodel exists. Backtracking is done by simply removing from τ all literals

with decision level greater than ‘btlevel’.
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If during the learning process an empty clause is discovered, the original formula is ⊥. On the other hand if

the learning process discovers an empty cube the original formula is >. The appropriate values are returned on

lines 17 and 22.

2.2.2 Unit propagation

Algorithm 2: Unit Propagation

Data: Trail τ , Prefix ~Q, set of clauses C, set of cubes U
Result: a conflicting clause or cube, or NONE;

τ is updated with new inferences
1 while TRUE do
2 if any c ∈ C is such that ur(c|τ ) = ∅ then
3 return c;
4 else if any c ∈ U is such that er(c|τ ) = ∅ then
5 return c;
6 else if any c ∈ C is such that |ur(c|τ )| = 1 then
7 `← ur(c|τ );
8 τ ← 〈τ, `〉;
9 reason[var(`)]← c;

10 else if any c ∈ U is such that |er(c|τ )| = 1 then
11 `← ¬er(c|τ );
12 τ ← 〈τ, `〉;
13 reason[var(`)]← c;
14 else
15 return NONE;
16 end
17 end

Here we treat the trail τ both as a sequence of lit-

erals (when we append literals on lines 8 and 12),

and as an assignment under which the clauses

and cubes are evaluated.

Algorithm 2 shows the simple logic for Unit

Propagation. We consider clauses after substitut-

ing the assignment, simplifying, and performing

universal reduction; and cubes after substitution,

simplification and existential reduction. If after

this any clause or cube becomes empty, then we

say that that clause or cube is conflicting, and re-

turn it. If a clause or a cube c becomes unit—that

is, contains only a single literal `—then we add

an appropriate literal (` if it was a clause and ¬`

if it was a cube) to the trail as an implied literal.

We will say that ` is the implicate of c, and that c is the reason of the implication of var(`). Every time a literal is

implied, its reason is recorded, to be used in clause and cube learning, discussed below.

Note that since we are performing universal or existential reduction, a unit clause can only contain an existen-

tial literal and a unit cube can only contain a universal. A unit clause (`) signals the existential player that if ` is

set to ⊥, the f will become ⊥ and the player loses—so ` must be set to >. A unit cube (`) signals the universal

player that if ` is set to >, then f will become >, so ` must be set to ⊥.

The algorithm keeps adding implied literals until it either finds a clause or a cube which became empty (in

which case the conflicting clause or cube is returned), or no more clauses or cubes are empty or unit (in which

case NONE is returned).

An important technique for efficient unit propagation is called watch literals. Watch literals were introduced

in the SAT solver Chaff [46], and have been adapted to QBF [16]. Watch literals allow the solver to efficiently

recognize unit and empty clauses and cubes, but do not change the main ideas outlined here.1

1The order in which the rules are applied (the order of if-else statements) in the algorithm is for convenience of presentation only. In actual
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2.2.3 Clause learning

Algorithm 3: Conflict Analysis

Data: Conflicting clause c, Trail τ , Prefix ~Q, set of clauses C
Result: backtracking level, learned clause

1 c← ur(c);
2 while ¬ asserting(c) do
3 if empty(c) then return c;;
4 p← trail-deepest(c);
5 if p is existential then
6 c← ur(resp(c, reason[var(p)]));
7 else
8 q ← trailing(c);
9 c← ur(resq(c, reason[var(q)]));

10 end
11 end
12 d← al(c);
13 return (d, c);

We say that a literal p is trail-deepest in a

clause or a cube c if, among all the literals

in c that appear in the trail τ , p appears the

latest.

A clause c is asserting if it has only one

literal ` whose decision level is the maxi-

mum among all literals in the clause, and

` is existential. We say that the asserting

level of an asserting clause c, al(c), is the

second largest decision level represented in

c, and 0 if c contains only `.

Algorithm 3 details the procedure for

dealing with conflicts. First, the algorithm performs universal reduction and resolution steps to obtain an asserting

clause. It picks the trail-deepest literal p. If p is existential, then it cannot be a decision literal. Otherwise, since

decision literals are the first in their decision level, the conflict clause c would have been asserting, and this

iteration would not have been executed. Since p is not a decision literal, must have been implied by some clause

containing ¬p. The algorithm resolves the current conflict clause c with this clause.

If p is universal, then it cannot be trailing (since universal reduction has been performed on c). In that case,

there is some existential literal q, which is scoped by p and was assigned before p. Because of the ordering

restriction on decision literals, q could not have been picked as a decision literal while p was unassigned. So, q is

an implied literals, and thus has a reason clause. The algorithm proceeds to resolve that clause with c.

After an asserting clause is found, it is added to the database. The algorithm will then backtrack to the earliest

point where the new clause would be unit. That would mean that the backtracking level is the asserting level of

the final learnt clause.

After clause learning is done, unit propagation would immediately detect a new implied literal from c, because

c is now unit with respect to the modified τ .

A very subtle issue with the above algorithm is the fact that sometimes it can produce tautological clauses.

This could happen due to clashes with unassigned universal literals that have been universally removed in a clause

that became unit. It has been proven that even with the tautologies, although the result is no longer a refutation,

the resulting behavior is still sound [62]; alternatively, there are various ways to avoid generating tautologies [19].

algorithms the order is unspecified and depends on the implementation. For example, a unit cube could be processed before a unit clause or
even before a conflicting clause.
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2.2.4 Cube learning

Algorithm 4: Solution Analysis

Data: Conflicting cube c, Trail τ , Prefix ~Q, set of cubes U
Result: backtracking level, learned clause

1 c← er(c);
2 while ¬ asserting(c) do
3 if empty(c) then return c;;
4 p← trail-deepest(c);
5 if p is universal then
6 c← er(resp(c, reason[var(p)]));
7 else
8 q ← trailing(c);
9 c← er(resq(c, reason[var(q)]));

10 end
11 end
12 d← al(c);
13 return (d, c);

Just as clause learning allows the solver to ef-

fectively reason about conflicts and prune con-

flicting parts of the decision tree, cube learn-

ing is aimed at reasoning about solutions, and

pruning away parts of the decision tree that

are guaranteed to only contain solutions [65].

Cube learning is quite similar to clause learn-

ing.

Recall that given a formula in DNF, cube

Q-resolution, consisting of resolution steps on

cubes and existential reduction steps, is a com-

plete proof system: it would produce an empty

cube if and only if the formula is>. The cube learning process is outlined in Algorithm 4, and is identical to clause

learning displayed in Algorithm 3, except that the roles of universal and existential variables are switched.

We can see that cube learning is in many ways a dual of clause learning—except for an important difference

pointed out previously. Sometimes a solver recognizes a solution only when all the variables have been assigned,

and no conflict is found. Since f ⊆ C and no conflicting clause has been found, all of the input clauses are

satisfied by the trail τ . In that case, the algorithm needs to compute the initial solution cube to start the learning

process with. Such a cube is obtained by finding a subset π of the complete assignment in τ that satisfies all the

clauses. Finding the smallest such subset is a minimum hitting problem, which is NP-complete. So, in practice,

π is found using greedy heuristics. In particular, we iterate over the input clauses and greedily select a true

literal from each input clause accumulating a set π sufficient to satisfy all clauses. In this literal selection process

innermost existential variables are preferred, since they will be existentially reduced away in the final cube, also,

variables already included in π are preferred so as to reduce the final size of π.

The conjunction of literals in π is the new cube cn. Note that by construction cn → f , and since f is falsified

at every leaf of every countermodel of ~Q.f , cn must also be falsified and the set of countermodels is preserved.

cn is also conflicting at this point of the search: every literal in it is >. So, it is a valid cube to start the learning

process with.

Definition 8 (Base cube). We will say that a cube obtained by a QDPLL algorithm by a process other than cube

Q-resolution is called a base cube.

It follows that any cube obtained by the QDPLL algorithm is generated by cube Q-resolution from base cubes.
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We do not require these base cubes to be necessarily placed in the cube database. In fact, the algorithm outlined

above generates the base cubes by cube gathering and uses them to obtain a learned cube. It does not necessarily

place these base cubes in the database.

Later in the thesis we will discuss the technique of initializing the cube database with an initial set of cubes.

We will also refer to those as base cubes. In the algorithm outlined above, however, the only way of obtaining

base cubes is through the cube gathering procedure.

Even with clever heuristics, the cubes generated by this method tend to be extremely large. Since all new

cubes are generated by term resolution from these initial long cubes, the effectiveness of cube learning in the

QDPLL is negatively impacted.

2.3 Symbolic approaches to QBF

Although DPLL is the most widespread approach to solving QBF formulas, it is not the only one utilized in

modern solvers. A different approach, based on symbolic manipulation, has been shown superior for certain

classes of problems.

Symbolic approaches operate on the formula directly, simplifying it to eventually get a solution. Often, how-

ever, the size of the intermediate formulas becomes prohibitively large. Symbolic solvers incorporate heuristics

and other techniques for reducing the size of these intermediate formulas. Nevertheless these algorithms are gen-

erally memory-intensive, and tend work well only on those families of problems where the intermediate formulas

simplify well.

The QBF solver quantor [6] is an example of a the symbolic approach. It uses universal elimination and res-

olution to eliminate universal and existential blocks. It keeps eliminating inner quantifiers, heuristically choosing

from a number of symbolic techniques. Eventually the formula either simplifies to a constant, or becomes small

enough so that it can be completely translated to SAT and solved using a SAT solver.

A similar idea has been applied in a number of solvers which use different internal representations aimed to

reduce the blow-up in the size of the formula during expansion. The solver AIGSolve [50] uses And-Inverter

Graphs (AIGs) as its main representation. An AIG is a logical circuit consisting of AND and NOT gates. The

main advantage of this representation is that the algorithm does not need to convert back to clauses after each

quantifier elimination. In the worst case, the formula will double in size, but this effect can be somewhat mitigated

by AIG simplification techniques, which include discovering and merging logically equivalent subgraphs, and

simplification based on a BDD representation.

AIGSolve initially accepts the formula in prenex CNF, and then builds an AIG by detecting variables that

are functionally defined by others. It is also able to utilize various AIG-based techniques for preprocessing and
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simplification of the formula. Another solver, nenofex, uses Negation Normal Form, which is an AND-OR tree

of literals [41]. It places a number of restrictions on the formula structure to keep it efficiently manageable, and

performs symbolic reasoning on that.

A notable recent approach to non-DPLL QBF solving is rareqs [33]. Like previous symbolic approaches, it

creates a propositional representation of the formula, which can be solved with a SAT solver. Unlike the previous

approaches, it uses careful expansion, that is, it creates its propositional formula in an additive manner, only

expanding certain parts of the formula it deems necessary [34]. As a result, its memory consumption problems

are alleviated, and it is applicable to a wider range of problems

2.4 Non-CNF approaches to solving QBF

As we have explained above, the CNF representation, although simple and efficient, prevents effective reasoning

for the universal player in QBF solving. A number of alternative representations and methods that have been

proposed to remove the limitations associated with the CNF representation.

Duaffle. In order to overcome the limitations of CNF it has been proposed to complement the CNF repre-

sentation with a DNF. The solver Duaffle [55] does this partially. It takes the formula represented in two parts,

one in CNF and another in DNF, joined either by disjunction or conjunction. It then executes the standard search

algorithm on both parts (the procedure for DNF is symmetric to CNF). The solver was only a proof of concept

implementation, lacking many features vital to modern QBF solving. In particular, it never included clause or

cube learning.

IQTest. Rather than splitting the formula into parts, the solver IQTest [63] represents the whole formula

twice: once in CNF, and once in DNF. It reads a formula represented as a logical circuit, and builds the two rep-

resentations separately using the Tseitin transformation [61]. Both parts of the formula contribute to propagation,

with the CNF assigning the existential literals, and DNF assigning the universal ones. A falsified clause in the

CNF is a conflict, and a true clause in the DNF is a solution. In both cases, the standard learning procedure allows

using Q-resolution (or cube Q-resolution) to obtain a new clause (in CNF) or a cube (in DNF) to continue with

the search.

GhostQ. This QBF solver has been developed independently and at the same time as the approach described

in Chapter 4. It considers the QBF from the two-player game perspective, and develops a method that turns out to

be very similar to Dual Propagation [39]. It will be discussed in more detail later.

CEGAR. A new technique has recently gained recognition for QBF solving. The QBF solver rareqs men-

tioned above is based on a technique called Counter Example Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) [33].

Although the current implementation is limited to CNF, the published algorithm is applicable to general (non-
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CNF) formulas. A limited version of this technique has been incorporated into GhostQ, and a full non-CNF

prototype is being developed.

In a way, a CEGAR-based solver could be classified as a search-based solver. It operates by assigning the

variables and evaluating the results. However, the reasoning it uses to prune the search tree involves building up

partial representations of the formula by direct manipulation on the formula, so it could also be considered an

expansion-based solver.

A solver following the CEGAR paradigm would, for each quantifier level, maintain an abstraction, that is,

a simplified representation of the formula. Its purpose is to summarize the losing moves at that level. Each

abstraction starts out empty (least restrictive) and is later updated to prune more moves.

At each level, the variable settings are chosen to satisfy the current abstraction at that level. When only one

unassigned quantifier block ~Q is left, the remaining problem (when ~Q is existential) or its negation (when ~Q is

universal) is solved by a SAT solver to determine the winner W , which is either existential or universal. Then the

solver considers the moves by the other player, L. Let k be the number of the deepest quantifier block controlled

by L. We can consider the setting of variables at quantifier level k to be a losing move, and the setting of variables

at level k + 1 to be the response to that move.

Then the solver updates the abstraction at level k in such a way as to disallow any setting of variables which

is a losing move under the same response at k + 1. This is done by symbolic manipulation of the formula, and

usually introduces new variables at level k.

The solver then attempts to find a move at level k which satisfies the new abstraction. If successful, the search

continues. If the abstraction becomes unsatisfiable, then the previous move by L is now considered at the deepest

losing move.

This recent technique shows a lot of promise for QBF, but exploits quite different intuitions from those used

in our work.



Chapter 3

A circuit-based QBF solver

As mentioned previously, cube learning suffers from the fact that the CNF representation is poorly suited for

detecting when the formula is true. The cube derived by a CNF-based QBF solver at a satisfying leaf node is

guaranteed to make the formula true, but it is often needlessly large: a smaller assignment might be enough to

satisfy the formula, but the CNF form hides the structure necessary to recognize that.

The goal of cube learning is to generalize solutions and avoid processing similar ones in the future. So, smaller

cubes would prune more of the search space, and thus be more effective. For example, the solver might need to

verify that the formula is true for all settings of k universal variables u1, · · · , uk. If, after encountering the first

solution, it is able to infer that u1 is sufficient to satisfy the formula, it does not have to separately verify the

2(k−1) combinations of values for u2, · · · , uk. If, on the other hand, the solver is unable to generalize and can

only infer that each complete setting satisfies the formula, all the 2(k−1) settings have to be checked.

Example 1. Consider the formula

∀x1x2 · · ·xk∃e.(x1 6= x2) ∨ (x2 6= x3) ∨ · · · ∨ (xk−1 6= xk)

∨ ((e = x1) ∧ (e = x2) ∧ · · · ∧ (e = xk))

This formula is true, and encodes the fact that unless the universal sets some pair of its variables to different

values, the existential can always find a value for e that is equal to all the xi’s.

As mentioned previously, in this thesis we generally only consider the logical connectives ∧, ∨ and ¬. This is

consistent with the encodings and formats that we are working with, many of which do not support other operators.

However, we will sometimes use other operators for readability. Here we take x1 6= x2 to be an abbreviation for

(x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x2), and x1 = x2 to be an abbreviation for (x1 ∨ ¬x2) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2).

When expanded, this formula would be as follows:

22
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∀x1x2 · · ·xk∃e.

 ∨
1≤i<k−1

(xi ∨ ¬xi+1) ∧ (¬xi ∨ xi+1)

 ∨
 ∧

1≤i≤k

(e ∨ ¬xi) ∧ (¬e ∨ xi)


To encode this formula in CNF, new variables have to be introduced together with new clauses to encode their

definitions. The CNF representation of this formula obtained by applying the Tseitin encoding consists of the

following sets of clauses:

• For every i such that 1 ≤ i < k, the Tseitin encoding will create a variable ai and add constraints to ensure

ai = xi ∨ xi+1. The clauses encoding that constraint are:

For every 1 ≤ i < k, (¬ai ∨ xi ∨ xi+1)

(ai ∨ ¬xi)
(ai ∨ ¬xi+1)

• For every i such that 1 ≤ i < k, a variable bi is added such that bi = ¬xi ∨ ¬xi+1 yielding the set of

clauses

For every 1 ≤ i < k, (¬bi ∨ ¬xi ∨ ¬xi+1)

(bi ∨ xi)
(bi ∨ xi+1)

• For every i such that 1 ≤ i < k, a variable di is added such that di = ai ∧ bi. Thus, di represents the

subformula (xi ∨ xi+1) ∧ (¬xi ∨ ¬xi+1). The clauses for this step are:

For every 1 ≤ i < k, (di ∨ ¬ai ∨ ¬bi)
(¬di ∨ ai)
(¬di ∨ bi)

• For every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a variable gi is added such that gi = e∨¬xi. The clauses for this step are:

For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (¬gi ∨ e ∨ ¬xi)
(gi ∨ ¬e)
(gi ∨ xi)

• For every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a variable hi is added such that hi = ¬e∨xi. The clauses for this step are:

For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (¬hi ∨ ¬e ∨ xi)
(hi ∨ e)
(hi ∨ ¬xi)

• A variable m is added such that it is equal to the conjunction of all the gi and hi variables. The clauses for

this step are:

(m ∨ ¬g1 ∨ ¬g2 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬gk−1 ∨ ¬h1 ∨ ¬h2 ∨ · · · ∨ hk−1)
For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (¬m ∨ gi)

(¬m ∨ hi)
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• Finally, the the new variable o will be created such that it is equivalent to the entire formula: o = (d1 ∨

d2 ∨ · · · ∨ dk−1 ∨m). The clause (o) would then be added to indicate that the formula needs to be>. Note,

however, that since o is forced to be true by the unit clause we can simplify this step to the addition of the

single clause:

(d1 ∨ d2 ∨ · · · ∨ dk−1 ∨m)

The newly introduced variables are placed in the earliest existential quantifier block following the variables

on which they are dependent. In our case, all variables are dependent on the xi’s, so the quantifier prefix becomes

∀ x1 x2 · · · xk∃ e a1 a2 · · · ak−1 b1 b2 · · · bk−1 d1 d2 · · · dk−1 g1 g2 · · · gk h1 h2 · · · hkm.

By looking at the original formula, it is easy to see that if the solver sets x1 and ¬x2, the formula becomes

> and no further assignments are needed. This is not obvious, however, when we consider the CNF. When we

create the new auxiliary variables to represent subformulas, some of the properties of the formula change.

In the original formula, any complete assignment involving {x1,¬x2} must make the body of the formula

>. In the CNF, it is possible to set the auxiliary variables incorrectly, obtaining an assignment which contains

{x1,¬x2} but makes the body of the formula ⊥. Since the auxiliary variables are not distinguished from the

original ones, the solver has no way of knowing that for any setting of the original variables, there must be a

setting of the auxiliary variables that satisfies the constraints.

As a result, the solver cannot recognize that {x1,¬x2} is sufficient to make the formula >. Any solution that

the solver can discover must contain a literal from every clause. In this example, it would need to include every

single variable. The existential variables from the deepest level would then be removed by existential reduction.

However, all the xi’s must be included in every base cube that the solver discovers. So, the solver would need to

go through every combination of the values for the variables xi and thus do an exponential amount of work. If it

had the ability to recognize the shorter cubes, it could potentially solve the problem in linear time.

In this chapter we will present an approach aimed at facilitating solution detection by working with the non-

CNF representation directly. This will allow us to use a technique of don’t care propagation to be able to detect

solutions earlier and to have smaller starting cubes.

A powerful non-CNF representation is to encode the formula as a boolean circuit. In this chapter, we present

a circuit-based QBF solver which allows better solution reasoning than preceding CNF-based solvers. This work

was done in collaboration with Iverson who developed a prototype circuit based QBF solver [32]. The contri-

butions of this thesis involved extending this prototype to add universal reduction during propagation and imple-

menting more efficient clause and cube learning. In addition more extensive experiments were performed. The

main results of this chapter were published in [27].
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Figure 3.1: Circuit representation of the formula in Example 1

3.1 Circuit representation

A boolean circuit can be thought of as a directed acyclic graph. The source nodes (the ones which have no input

edges) correspond to input variables of the circuit. Every other (internal) node is a logical gate. For our purposes

we assume the gates are AND, OR and NOT gates. There is a single node with no outgoing edges. This is the

output of the circuit.

Figure 3.1 shows the circuit representation of the formula in Example 1. Small circles indicate that the input

is negated (through a NOT-gate). All other gates are labeled for ease of reference. The inputs representing xi’s

are shown twice for ease of presentation, but in reality each input is represented by a single node.

In our solver we associate a truth value with every node. The truth values of the input variables are associated

with their respective source nodes. Each internal node contains the truth value associated with the subformula it

represents. Standard rules of Boolean logic can be used to propagate values through the circuit.

3.2 The algorithm

The basic algorithm for the solver is outlined in Algorithm 5. We note that it is almost identical to QDPLL

outlined in Algorithm 1. The differences between the algorithms are highlighted.

The input now uses circuit representation for the body of the formula. The clause database is initially empty—

it will be populated only by clause learning which will be based on clauses lazily generated from the circuit form.

Propagation will be performed on the circuit representation directly as well as on the learnt clauses and cubes.

There will be additional propagation, called don’t care propagation, which will help in early solution detection,

and the variable selection process as well as cube gathering will be modified to take this into account.
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Algorithm 5: QDPLL with circuit reasoning

Input: A closed QBF φ = ~Q.f in prenex circuit notation
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if φ ≡ ⊥

1 τ ← 〈 output(f ) 〉 ;

2 C← ∅ ;
3 U← ∅;
4 while TRUE do
5 c← propagate(τ , ~Q, f , C, U);
6 if c = NONE then
7 v← select dec( ~Q, τ );
8 if v = NONE then
9 c← gatherCube( output(f ) );

10 else
11 τ ← 〈τ, v〉;
12 end
13 end
14 if c 6= NONE then
15 if c is a clause then
16 (btlevel, c)← analyzeConflict (c, τ , ~Q, f , C);
17 if c ≡ ∅ then return FALSE;
18 C← C ∪ c;
19 else
20 /*c is a cube*/
21 (btlevel, c)← analyzeSolution (c, τ , ~Q, f , U);
22 if c ≡ ∅ then return TRUE;
23 U← U ∪ c;
24 end
25 backtrack (τ , btlevel);
26 end
27 end

We note that there is a propositional

variable associated with each gate output

of the circuit. During the solving process,

these will be put on the trail, just like the

input variables, and will also participate in

learned clauses.

We want the conflict to occur when-

ever the variables are set in such a way that

the formula cannot be true. So, at the be-

ginning of the search we set the output of

the circuit to >. This is accomplished on

line 1 where we put the variable associ-

ated with the circuit output (output(f)) on

the trail (this corresponds to asserting that

the variable is true). This is not a decision

literal, in fact, we treat it as if it was in-

ferred from the original formula. In par-

ticular that means that its decision level is

0.

3.3 Propagation

A straightforward application of Boolean

logic allows one to propagate values within the circuit. For example, knowing the values of all the inputs to the

gate, the resulting value of the the gate can be computed. Sometimes it is enough to know only one value: for

example, if one of an AND gate’s inputs is ⊥, the value of the gate must be ⊥. Note that the propagation rules

can be applied backwards as well as forwards, for example, if the AND gate must be >, then all of its inputs must

be >. It has been shown that these kinds of propagation rules are actually equivalent to unit propagation on the

Tseitin encoding of the circuit [60]. That is, suppose we created a new variable for every gate, and have added

clauses to ensure that it is equivalent to the appropriate subformula over its inputs. Then this new variable would

be forced by unit propagation if and only if the corresponding gate would be set to the same value by propagation

on the circuit. Apart from guaranteeing correctness, this also provides a way to lazily generate clausal reasons

which can be used in clause learning. Table 3.1 summarizes the propagation rules that can be applied in the
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Table 3.1: Propagation rules for the circuit representation and their corresponding reason clauses
Gate Given Propagate Reason clause

g = NOT (x)

g = > x = ⊥
(¬g ∨ ¬x)

x = > g = ⊥
g = ⊥ x = >

(g ∨ x)
x = ⊥ g = >

g = AND(· · · , x, · · · ) g = > x = >
(¬g ∨ x)

x = ⊥ g = ⊥
g = OR(· · · , x, · · · ) g = ⊥ x = ⊥

(g ∨ ¬x)
x = > g = >

g = AND(x1, x2, · · · , xk) all xi are > g = >
(g ∨ ¬x1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬xk)g = ⊥ and exists 1 ≤ j ≤ k

s.t. any xi 6= xj is >
xj = >

g = OR(x1, x2, · · · , xk) all xi are ⊥ g = ⊥
(¬g ∨ x1 ∨ · · · ∨ xk)g = > and exists 1 ≤ j ≤ k

s.t. any xi 6= xj is ⊥
xj = >

boolean circuit, and gives a reason clause that can be generated to justify variables forced as a result of applying

each of them. We note that whenever the variable to be propagated is already assigned a value different from

the value inferred by the propagation rule, a conflict is detected. In that case, the reason clause is the conflicting

clause that can be used to start the learning process.

We have extended this idea to QBF. First, since the new variables will participate in clause learning, they need

to be placed in proper order in the quantifier. A gate variable g that represents a subformula f is existential, and

must be able to take on different values depending on the values of the variables in var(f). So, we place it at the

earliest existential quantifier level that is at least lvl(f). Since we are not dealing with the CNF, the last quantifier

level of the input formula might be universal. In that case, a new existential quantifier level will be created.

In some cases the reason clauses generated by these propagation rules can be universally reduced. Sometimes

this allows propagation to happen earlier in the search. For example consider the prefix ∃e∀u∃k and a gate

g = AND(e, u, k). Suppose at some point in the search g is forced to ⊥ and k is forced to >. Universal

reduction then makes it possible to force e to > without waiting for u to be assigned. The propagation algorithm

checks for these cases and applies universal reduction when possible.

The propagation algorithm for circuits utilizes the above rules. If there is an applicable rule that forces a

variable that is already set to the opposite value, the reason clause for the rule is conflicting, and it is returned as

a conflict clause. If an applicable rule forces a variable that is unset, the corresponding literal is added to the trail

with the corresponding reason.1 In addition, the clause and cube databases are propagated as before. Propagation

stops when either a conflicting clause or cube is found in the database, a gate rule causes a conflict, or when there

are no more applicable gate rules or units in the clause and cube databases to be propagated.2

1In practice it is enough to remember the gate which caused the assignment, and the clause can be lazily generated if the literal happens to
participate in the learning process.

2In practice the detection of applicable rules can be performed using a technique similar to watched literals [46].
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3.4 Don’t Care Propagation

Sometimes due to a current assignment, some subcircuit can no longer affect the value of the circuit. For example,

if one of the inputs of and AND-gate is ⊥, then no other input can affect the value of that gate. Any subcircuit

which cannot affect the value of the output does not need to be considered; if some variable appears only in these

irrelevant subcircuits, then the solver does not need to instantiate it, and should not include it when it computes

a clause or a cube. Don’t Care Propagation is a mechanism for detecting such irrelevant gates and variables.

Techniques for detecting don’t cares in non-clausal formulas have been extensively studied [57, 8, 30].

We have implemented don’t care propagation in a similar way as has previously been done in circuit-based

SAT solvers [60]. Don’t care propagation is useful in SAT, since it allows the solver to save work by avoiding

solving irrelevant subcircuits. However, the potential benefit of don’t care propagation is much greater in QBF,

where for different settings of the universals the same irrelevant subformula might have to be solved many times.

Also, don’t care propagation helps reduce the size of the cubes as these cubes need not include literals to make

the irrelevant parts of the circuit true.

In order to perform don’t care propagation we detect when the values of gate outputs are justified. A gate g is

justified when the assignment of its input is sufficient to trigger one of the rules to assign g. In particular, a NOT

gate is justified whenever its (sole) input is assigned. An AND gate is justified when at least one of its inputs is ⊥

or when all of its inputs are >. An OR gate is justified when at least one of its inputs is > or when all of its inputs

are ⊥.

Often a gate is justified at the same time as it is assigned, although not always. For example, the output gate

is initially assigned to >, but none of its inputs have a value. Suppose then that the output gate o is an AND-gate.

Then its inputs are assigned to >. At this point o becomes justified. Its inputs, however, now have a value but are

not justified.3

As soon as a gate is justified, all its unassigned inputs are considered irrelevant with respect to that gate.

When a node (an internal gate or circuit input) is irrelevant with respect to all gates where it appears as input, it is

considered a don’t care node. Recursively, any input of a don’t care gate is irrelevant with respect to that gate. So,

whenever a subcircuit is unable to affect the circuit output, all of its nodes will recursively be labeled don’t care.

The variable selection algorithm is slightly modified to take the don’t care information into account. As

before, it considers the variables in the order of quantifier prefix and ranks them according to a VSIDS score.4

However, any don’t care variables are ignored and remain unassigned.

3Detecting whether a node is justified can also be done efficiently using watched literals.
4Because of the quantifier ordering restriction, the variables that represent gate outputs can rarely be branched on before their inputs are

assigned. And when the inputs are assigned, a value is implied for the gate output, so it is never a viable candidate for a decision variable.
Sometimes it might be possible to branch on a gate variable, when its deepest inputs are multiple variables on the same existential level. Our
preliminary tests have failed to show any benefit to this. As a result in our implementation only original input variables are considered as
candidate decisions.
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3.5 Learning

Algorithm 6: gatherCube(g) for a circuit solver
Input: The output gate g
Output: Set of values sufficient to (recursively) justify g

1 J ← justification set(g)
2 S ← ∅
3 for e ∈ J do
4 if e is a gate node then
5 S ← S∪ gatherCube(e)
6 else
7 S ← S ∪ {e}
8 end
9 end

10 return S

The cube gathering procedure takes ad-

vantage of gate justification. Algorithm 6

shows the procedure for cube gathering on

the circuit. The first observation is that

whenever all the inputs that are not don’t

care are assigned, every gate is either la-

beled don’t care or is justified. Now, for

a gate g we will say that the justification

set for g is a set of input assignments suf-

ficient to trigger a rule that justifies g. For

each gate g, we remember the justification set that was used when g was first justified. In order to gather the cube

for learning, we recursively collect the set of inputs which are sufficient to justify the output.

We note that clause and cube learning can be performed in exactly the same way as in CNF-based solvers.

The reason clauses are lazily generated from the circuit in the manner specified above, based on the rules that were

used to assign the literals. From these reason clauses new clauses and cubes can be learnt in a manner identical

to the CNF-based QDPLL. The newly learned clauses and cubes are then added to their respective databases, and

are propagated alongside the circuit.

Although the learning algorithm is the same, we note that cube learning greatly benefits from the improve-

ments in the base cubes created by cube gathering. It is possible to construct examples where the cubes generated

from the Tseitin transformation of the circuit are arbitrarily longer than those found by our cube gathering method.

One such example is the formula in Example 1.

Example 2. Recall the formula from Example 1 whose circuit representation is shown in Figure 3.1. When x1

and ¬x2 are set, the gates a1 and b1 propagate the value >. Then the gate d1 becomes >, and as a result so does

the output gate O. The rest of the circuit becomes irrelevant (don’t care), so no further instantiations are needed.

The justification set for o is {d1}. For d1, it is {a1, b1}. For a1 it is {x1}, and for b1 it is {¬x2}. So, cube

gathering on the circuit will then obtain the cube (x1,¬x2).

As we have shown before, a cube generated by a CNF-based solver from the Tseitin transformation of this

formula would need to include all the xi’s, generating a cube of length k. As a result, in order to determine

that the formula is >, it would need an exponential number of cubes, while our solver by exploiting the circuit

representation would only need a linear number of cubes.
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3.6 Properties

Just as QDPLL on the CNF, our algorithm is sound and complete for solving QBF formulas.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 5 run on input QBF φ returns TRUE iff φ ≡ > and FALSE iff φ ≡ ⊥.

Proof. First, we will briefly discuss completeness. We can make the same arguments for completeness as can be

generally made for QDPLL solvers.

We note that any backtracking involves adding an implied literal at a level to which backtracking leads. Sup-

pose the formula has n variables. We will introduce a weighting function w(π) which assigns a weight to the

trail π. We set w(π) to be a sum of the weights of the literals in π; an unassigned literal has weight 0; a literal

at decision level d has weight nn−d. Note that there can be at most n decision levels, so the minimum weight of

an assigned literal is n0 = 1, and the maximum is the weight for literals implied at decision level 0, which is nn.

Because an unassigned literal has weight 0 and any assigned literal has larger weight, assigning a literal increases

the total weight of the trail. Now, suppose a solver backtracks to decision level k. Each such backtracking is

followed by at least one new assignment as level k; also, no more than n literals become unassigned, and all of

them were at level of at least k. So, if the weight of the trail before backtracking and assignment is w, then the

new weight of the trail would be at least w+ nk − (n× nk−1) ≥ w. The largest possible trail weight is obtained

when every literal is implied at the topmost level, and that weight is n × nn. If that happens, it means the solver

will immediately obtain an empty clause or cube, and will terminate. So, the weight of the trail is constantly

increasing and can never exceed nn+1. So, the solver is guaranteed to terminate. 5

To prove correctness, we observe that any time the algorithm returns an answer, this will be because it

generated either an empty clause or an empty cube. If the solver returns FALSE, then an empty clause has been

generated. The clauses are generated by Q-resolution from the clauses lazily generated from the circuit. So, the

sequence of Q-resolution steps provides a refutation of the Tseitin encoding of the formula. That means that the

input formula must be ⊥.

If the solver return TRUE, then an empty cube has been generated. The cubes are learned from the base cubes

constructed by cube gathering procedure. Suppose the formula being solved is φ = ~Q.f . Then any base cube c

generated by cube gathering has the property that for any assignment, c → f . In particular, that means that at

any leaf in the decision tree where c is >, f is >. Let C be the DNF created by the disjunction of the base cubes

that the algorithm obtained during the solving process. Then it can be shown that at any node in the decision tree

where the value for ~Q.C is >, the value for ~Q.f is > as well.

5We note that if a solver implements a restarting strategy, this guarantee is lost. It is possible to construct another argument, relying
on the fact that any new clause or cube generated using clause learning will be asserting (will strengthen unit propagation), which shows
completeness in the presence of restarting. However, in the presence of clause deletion even this more sophisticated argument fails. In fact, a
QDPLL solver with both restarts and clause deletion does not have a termination guarantee.
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If an empty cube has been generated, that means that cube Q-resolution produced an empty cube from ~Q.C.

Because Q-resolution is sound, that means that ~Q.C is >. So ~Q.C has a model, every node of which is >, and

that same model is also a model for ~Q.f . So, ~Q.f must be >.

Experimental results for this solver are included in the evaluation in Chapter 5. The results indicate that it is a

robust solver that is superior to the non-CNF approaches available at the time of its release. On certain benchmark

sets favorable to our approach it outperforms stand-alone CNF-based approaches run on the CNF-encoded version

of the problem. See Chapter 5 for more details.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have described a QDPLL-based solver that works on a circuit representation of the problem.

The solver does not utilize restarts, and as such we have shown this solver to be complete. We have also shown

that the solver is always sound. The richer structure of the circuit representation allows more powerful reasoning

than can be performed with CNF.

We have presented don’t care propagation, a technique that exploits the circuit representation to allow the

solver to avoid solving irrelevant subformulas. We have also shown how with don’t care propagation the circuit

representation can yield better base cubes than those generated from the CNF representation, thus improving

solution processing in the solver. Finally we have shown that this improvement can produce an exponential

speedup on certain inputs.



Chapter 4

Dual propagation in a non-CNF solver

We have shown that the approach presented in Chapter 3 is in some cases able to significantly improve cube learn-

ing. Don’t care propagation ignores irrelevant subformulas, and thus can avoid including unnecessary variables

in the cubes. However, this approach is not enough to make cube learning as effective as clause learning. There

is another problem that don’t care propagation is unable to address: the inability of the universal player to reason

about subformulas.

Recall that when translating to CNF, a new auxiliary variable is created to represent each subformula. For

example, a single auxiliary variable v might encode the statement that exactly one of the given set S of input

literals is true. Clauses can include auxiliary variables, which allows a single clause to use the formula structure

to express rich conditions over the input variables. For example, the clause (¬a∨ v) would represent the fact that

if a is true, exactly one variable of S must be true, otherwise the whole formula is false.

The same is not possible for cube learning. The previous cube learning approaches, both CNF and non-CNF,

work in such a way that the base cubes only contain original input variables. When dealing with the proposition

that exactly one variable in S needs to be true, such a solver would be unable to generate a base cube shorter than

|S|. So, it would need |S| cubes where a single cube could be sufficient.

Example 1 (page 22) does not suffer from this problem because the solutions are structured in such a way that

many solutions can be captured by a single cube over the input variables. However, that is not true for all formulas.

Some constraints, for example, parity constraints, present solution spaces where no cube over the original input

variables can capture more than one solution.

Example 3. Consider the formula ∃e∀x1x2 · · ·xk.(x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xk)→ (e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xk)

Here⊕ is the exclusive-or operator, defined as v1⊕v2 = (¬v1∧v2)∨(v1∧¬v2). Exclusive-or is commutative

and associative, so brackets can be omitted. When the order is needed (for example, when converting to clauses),

32
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( x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 ) ( x2, x3, x4, x5 )
( x1, x2, x3, x4 ) ( x2, x3, x4 )
( x1, x2, x3, ¬x4, x5 ) ( x2, x3, ¬x4, x5 )
( x1, x2, x3 ) ( x2, x3 )
( x1, x2, ¬x3, x4, x5 ) ( x2, ¬x3, x4, x5 )
( x1, x2, ¬x3, x4 ) ( x2, ¬x3, x4 )
( x1, x2, ¬x3, ¬x4, x5 ) ( x2, ¬x3, ¬x4, x5 )
( x1, x2 ) ( x2 )
( x1, ¬x2, x3, x4, x5 ) ( x3, x4, x5 )
( x1, ¬x2, x3, x4 ) ( x3, x4 )
( x1, ¬x2, x3, ¬x4, x5 ) ( x3, ¬x4, x5 )
( x1, ¬x2, x3 ) ( x3 )
( x1, ¬x2, ¬x3, x4, x5 ) ( x4, x5 )
( x1, ¬x2, ¬x3, x4 ) ( x4 )
( x1, ¬x2, ¬x3, ¬x4, x5 ) ( x5 )
( x1 ) ( )

Figure 4.1: Cubes generated for an instance of Example 3 with k = 5 by cube gathering

we will assume the ordering from left to right. For example, v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3 ⊕ x4 would be treated as ((v1 ⊕ v2)⊕

v3)⊕ v4.

When e is set to ⊥, then for any setting of the xi’s either (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xk) is ⊥, or (e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕

x3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xk) is >. So, the formula is >.

However, neither of the two reasons can be efficiently summarized by a cube over the original input variables.

Figure 4.1 shows the learned cubes generated for an instance of this example where k = 5. The solver used was

the circuit-based solver with don’t care propagation. For readability, literals that were implied at decision level

0 at the time the cube was created are omitted. From the structure of the learnt cubes, it is evident that the base

cube generated in each case contained all the xi variables, and shorter cubes were generated by resolving with

previously obtained cubes. It can be shown that the solver needs an exponential number of base cubes in order to

refute the formula.

We are unaware of a previous cube generation strategy that would be able to infer a base cube any smaller

than k. To solve this problem efficiently, a way to be able to refer to subcircuits in cube generation is necessary.

Another area where the universal player remains weaker than the existential is propagation. Existential vari-

ables can be forced by unit propagation, which means that the existential player is in effect able to proactively

avoid moves which lead to a false formula. Unit propagation can never force universal variables, so the universal

player is initially lacking a similar ability. Only late in the search, when the cube database becomes sufficiently

filled, can propagation of unit cubes help correctly set universal variables.

In this chapter we present the concept of dual propagation, which allows a circuit-based solver to overcome

these problems by working on the formula and its negation at the same time. This work has been published in

[23]. We later added some small improvements to the circuit-based solver: the ability to handle and simplify
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NNF, and a version of phase memorization adapted to QBF. These improvements were published in [22]. The

latter sections of this chapter cover these techniques. The experimental results for these techniques are presented

in Chapter 5.

4.1 Dual propagation

The asymmetry between the reasoning possible for the existential and the universal player is surprising because

QBF is completely symmetrical: by negating a QBF, we get the same game with the existential and universal

players’ roles reversed. Thus, by performing propagation on the negation of the formula, we should be able to get

the inferences for the universal player that are as powerful as those the existential player enjoys.

Moreover, cubes and clauses are duals of each other. If all of the literals in a clause become false the formula is

falsified; if all of the literals in a cube become true the formula is made true. However, in the common approach to

cube learning clauses and cubes are generated by quite different processes. Intuitively, the duality between cubes

and clauses should mean that there exists a dual version of clause learning that can make the solver’s exploitation

of cubes as effective as its exploitation of clauses. In fact, we note that clause learning on the negation of the

formula can be used to obtain good cubes for the original formula.

Suppose a QBF formula φ = ~Q.f is being solved. Then its negation ¬φ is ⊥ iff the original QBF ~Q.f

is >. Now, let Q̂ be the same quantifier prefix as ~Q, except that the quantifiers are flipped. For example, if

~Q = ∃x1∀x2x3∃x4, then Q̂ will be ∀x1∃x2x3∀x4. By pushing in the negation in ¬φ using De Morgan’s Laws,

we obtain Q̂.¬f .

Note that¬f can be represented simply by taking the circuit representation of f and passing the output through

a NOT gate. If we want to solve Q̂.¬f with a circuit based solver we would take the output of ¬f and set it to

>. The signal would propagate back through the final NOT gate, and set the output of f to ⊥. So we see that the

final NOT gate can be discarded, and it suffices to set the output of f to ⊥.

Now the solver would start to set the input lines of the circuit. These are identical to the input lines of f but

have reversed quantifiers. The set input lines are propagated and contradictions are detected. Propagation exploits

the local logical properties of the gates and labels each propagated value with a clausal reason. Contradictions

generate falsified clauses (conflict clauses) consisting of local sets of inputs and outputs of a single gate. Thus

clause learning operates just as before.

Allowing a slight abuse of notation, we will use the same names for the corresponding input variables in ~Q and

Q̂. Indeed, although they have different quantifiers, the two versions conceptually refer to the same input variable.

The formula Q̂.¬f simply provides an alternative view of the formula, from the universal player’s perspective.

Suppose now that propagation on Q̂.¬f , under a partial assignment π, forces an input literal `. Then ¬` must
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make Q̂.¬f false, and thus make ~Q.f true. So when solving φ unit propagation on ¬φ tells us that we need

not explore the subtree below ¬`: the formula is provably made true under that setting. Note that, if a clause

c becomes unit (`) when solving Q̂.¬f , then ` must be an existential in Q̂; otherwise c would be a conflict.

Similarly, due to universal reduction rules, any literal forced by propagation on the circuit must be existential.

Thus, unit propagation in ¬φ can only force input universals in φ, while unit propagation in φ can only force input

existentials in φ. Unit propagation on ¬φ can be just as powerful as unit propagation of φ. So unit propagation on

¬φ allows us to identify and steer the solver away from assignments that make the formula true just as effectively

as unit propagation on φ allows us to identify and steer the solver away from falsifying assignments.

Similarly we see conflicts in ¬φ identify when φ must be true. And clauses learnt from these conflicts allow

us to detect similar assignments that must also make φ true. Furthermore, clauses learnt this way can be just as

effective on assignments that make the formula true as clauses learnt from φ are on falsifying assignments.

Note that we have not mentioned propagation on the cube database in ¬φ or φ. That is because when using

dual propagation, the clauses of ¬φ play the role of cubes in φ and vice versa, so there is no need to keep separate

cube databases.

Algorithm 7 outlines the basic algorithm that includes dual propagation. One thing to note is that in reality

we do not actually need to do propagation on ¬f . Rather we can use the same circuit representation for f and

propagate two values in this circuit along a primal and dual channel. Formally, every gate g of the circuit is given

two truth values: a primal value gp and a dual value gd. These variables are included in the quantifier prefix as

before, following their inputs. The value gp is set to be existential on the primal channel, and gd is set to be

existential on the dual channel (and is thus universal on the primal channel).

The primal inputs of a gate are logically connected to the gate’s primal output, and its dual inputs are logically

connected to its dual output. Initially, the circuit output’s primal value is set to > and its dual value to ⊥ (this is

done on line 3). The clause database C, as before, contains the clauses obtained by clause learning on ~Q.f . The

solution database U is now simply the database of clauses obtained by clause learning on Q̂.¬f (recall that the

negation of a CNF is a DNF, so if this database is negated then a cube database is obtained).

For readability we have separated the propagation on the primal channel (line 8) and on the dual channel (line

15), but in reality the two can be interleaved. We note that the assignments of the dual values are ignored when

propagating on the primal channel, and vice versa. The input variables always have an equal primal and dual

value, hence the solver need only keep track of one value for the input variables. Whenever their value is set,

by decision or by values being propagated back along one channel, the same value goes out along both channels.

Thus, the channels can affect each other via the input lines.

As before, search sets input lines and propagation sets the auxiliary variables. Both φ and ¬φ have the same

existential auxiliary variables scoped by the same set of input variables. Note that the dual auxiliary variables,
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being existential in the dual, are now considered universal on the primal channel (although they never participate

in propagation or learning on the primal channel). Now, however, both primal and dual values are propagated

through the circuit to the auxiliary variables. Thus propagation might set either or both values of the auxiliary

variables. Contradictions are detected from both the primal and dual values.

Algorithm 7: Circuit solver with Dual Propagation

Input: A closed QBF φ = ~Q.f in prenex circuit notation
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if φ ≡ ⊥

1 o← output(f );
2 Q̂← flipQuants( ~Q) ;
3 τ ← 〈op,¬od〉 ;
4 C← ∅;
5 U← ∅;
6 while TRUE do
7 while propagation is possible do
8 c← propagate(τ , ~Q, f , C) ;
9 if c 6= NONE then

10 (btlevel, c)← analyzeConflict (c, τ , ~Q, f , C);
11 if c ≡ ∅ then return FALSE;
12 C← C ∪ c;
13 backtrack (τ , btlevel);
14 else
15 c← propagate(τ , Q̂, f , U) ;
16 if c 6= NONE then
17 (btlevel, c)← analyzeConflict (c, τ , Q̂, f , U);
18 if c ≡ ∅ then return TRUE;
19 U← U ∪ c;
20 backtrack (τ , btlevel);
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 select dec( ~Q, τ );
25 end

We note that the input existential vari-

ables are exclusively set by propagation on

the primal channel, as are primal values for

internal lines. Thus, any implied existen-

tial has a clausal reason derived from the

primal channel, and clause learning can be

performed on the primal channel in exactly

the same way as before. Similarly, the uni-

versal input variables, as well as dual chan-

nel values, are set only by propagation on

the dual channel. So, any implied literal

that is existential on the dual channel has a

clausal reason derived from the dual chan-

nel. So again, clause learning on the dual

channel can be performed using exactly the

same algorithm as before.

In both cases a clause is learnt and the

solver backtracks. Primal clauses are put

in database C and dual clauses are put in

database U . Just like propagation on the

circuit, unit propagating C forces primal

values and existential variables while unit propagating U forces dual values and universal variables. As more

clauses are learnt these databases can considerably increase the power of primal and dual unit propagation, as

well as the ability to detect primal and dual conflicts.

We note that the algorithm lacks the call to gatherCube. That is because cubes are generated more efficiently

from ¬φ, and the old method is no longer needed. Indeed, the solver always encounters either a primal conflict or

a dual conflict along each path it explores—once a sufficient number of input lines have been set either a> or a⊥

must be propagated to the circuit output causing either a primal or a dual conflict. Finally, the solver terminates on

learning either an empty primal or an empty dual clause indicating that the input QBF is false or true respectively.
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u = F [Dual channel]
g3 = T (¬u) g3 = T (¬u)
g2 = T (g1,¬u)
g4 = T (g2) g4 = F (¬g2, g3)

x = F (¬g4)

Figure 4.2: Example circuit solved by dual propagation

( ¬[¬(e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3) ∧ x4] , ¬[¬(x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3) ∧ x4] , ¬[¬(x4)] )
( [¬(e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2)] , [¬(x1 ⊕ x2)] , x3 )
( [¬(e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3)] , [¬(x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3)] , x4 )
( ¬[¬(e⊕ x1) ∧ x2] , ¬[¬x1 ∧ x2] , ¬[¬(x2)] )
( ¬[¬(e⊕ x1 ⊕ x2) ∧ x3] , ¬[¬(x1 ⊕ x2) ∧ x3] , ¬[¬(x3)] )
( x1 )
( ¬[¬x3], x2 )
( x3 )
( x2 )
( )

Figure 4.3: Cubes generated for an instance of Example 3 with k = 5 by dual propagation.

Example 4. Figure 4.2 illustrates dual propagation with a simple example. On the left, it shows a formula that

can be completely solved by dual propagation. On the right it shows the sequence of values forced by propagation

on the two channels, together with their reasons, starting with the circuit output g1. The last assignment on the

dual channel causes a conflict, since the variable x is universal along that channel. There have been no decision

variables, so clause learning will produce an empty clause on the dual channel and the formula is found to be true.

Note that if we use the primal channel only, no propagation after the initial assignment can take place.

Now that the dual channels of the auxiliary variables can be used in dual clauses, the universal player gains

the ability to reason about subformulas.

Example 5. Let us return to the formula from Example 3. Recall that a universal player reasoning exclusively

about the input variables would need to generate an exponential number of base cubes, because each cube it

generates would need to include all the variables xi.

Figure 4.3 shows the cubes generated by dual propagation for an Example 3 instance where k = 5. Again,

the literals that were implied at the decision level 0 at the time of cube generation are omitted. We note that the

cubes now include the auxiliary variables that correspond to subformulas. We have used notation [f ] to indicate a

literal that corresponds to a formula f . We note that we no longer need an exponential number of cubes to refute

the formula, because reasoning is being done on substructures. For example, the very first cube generated would
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cover any solution where e is ⊥, x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 is > and x4 is >. Since (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3) = > has 6 different

solutions, and x5 can take any of the two values, cube gathering using only input variables would need to produce

12 different base cubes to obtain the same functionality.

We also note that x5 does not appear in the cubes produced by dual propagation. That is due to the other

advantage of dual propagation over cube gathering: being able to propagate values even with an empty cube

database. In fact, as soon as all previous variables are set, x5 is set by propagation and has a clausal reason. After

reaching a conflict, that clausal reason is resolved with, and x5 does not need to be included in the final cube.

We can see that where cube gathering needed to process 32 cubes, dual propagation only needs 10. In fact,

the difference grows for larger instances because cube gathering exhibits exponential behavior on this family of

examples, where dual propagation is polynomial. Some experiments on this example are presented in Section 7.3.

As we have shown in Section 3.3, propagation rules on the circuit simulate unit propagation on the Tseitin

encoding, and lazy generation of reason clauses produces the clauses from the Tseitin encoding. Using these

facts, we can show that dual propagation on a circuit is a special case of dual propagation discussed in Chapter

7. The proof of correctness presented in that chapter also applies. Here, however, we present a proof sketch that

provides some intuition for the techniques used in Chapter 6.

Theorem 3. A circuit-based solver with dual propagation run on input QBF φ returns TRUE iff φ ≡ > and

FALSE iff φ ≡ ⊥.

Proof. The argument for completeness is identical to that in the proof of Theorem 2 on page 30. We have not

changed the property that upon each backtrack a new implied literal is added. So, as the search continues, the

number of literals at lower decision levels grows, and eventually, if the solver does not terminate sooner, a conflict

or a solution will be found at decision level 0, at which point the solver will derive an empty clause or an empty

cube.

The argument for correctness is also very similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2. Any time the algorithm

returns an answer, that is because it generated either an empty clause or an empty cube. As before, if the solver

returns FALSE, then that means that an empty clause has been generated by Q-resolution from the clauses lazily

generated from the circuit, which means that the input formula must be ⊥.

If the solver return TRUE, then an empty cube has been generated. With dual propagation, it means that an

empty clause has been generated by Q-resolution from clauses lazily generated from the negation of the circuit.

So, the sequence of these Q-resolution steps provides a refutation of the Tseitin encoding of the negation of the

formula. That means that the negation of the formula is ⊥, and thus the formula is >.

The proof of correctness is based on the idea that while solving a ⊥ formula, the solver effectively constructs

a Q-refutation of the Tseitin encoding of the formula, and while solving a > formula, it constructs a Q-refutation
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of the Tseitin encoding of the negation of the formula. As we will see in Chapter 6, this intuition can be used to

generate certificates for both true and false formulas.

4.2 Don’t Care Propagation

Dual propagation can be easily integrated with don’t care propagation. Since propagation has the same logic along

both the primal and dual channels (albeit with potentially different values being propagated), it is not difficult to

extend the notion of don’t cares to the dual channel values. We define DC-1 variables to be those variables

whose value is irrelevant assuming the 1-value of the output, and DC-0 variables as those variables whose value

is irrelevant assuming the 0-value of the output. By applying the same techniques used to detect DC-1 variables

we can detect DC-0 variables.

Theorem 4. If all the input variables are set, except for those that are also DC-1 or DC-0, then propagation will

find a conflict on at least one of the channels.

Proof. Let ~Q.f be the formula being solved, and suppose that the assignment π assigns a value to every variable

that is neither DC-1 nor DC-0. Suppose further that propagation on π generates no new inferences and finds no

conflicts.

Then we can show that for any node n that is neither DC-1 nor DC-0, both the primal and dual values of n

must be assigned in π and must be identical, i.e., np|π = nd|π . We will show that by recursion on the longest

path from n to input variables. This is well-defined because the circuit is a DAG.

If n is an input variable, then it must be assigned in π and its value is shared between the channels and np is

always the same as nd. Suppose n is an internal node.

• Suppose n is a NOT-gate, and let g be its input node. The only way g could be irrelevant with respect to n

is when n is a don’t care node. Since n is neither DC-1 nor DC-0, then g is also neither DC-1 nor DC-0.

So, g is assigned in π and its dual and primal values match. So, under π, np = ¬gp = ¬gd = nd.

• Suppose n is an AND-gate.

If no inputs of n are don’t care, then they all must be assigned in π and have the same values. Then

propagation would cause a new inference if n is unassigned on at least one of the channels, and would find

a conflict if n is assigned to different values.

Now, suppose some input of n is a don’t care. Without loss of generality, suppose that there is an input d to

n that is don’t care on the dual channel, i.e., d ∈ DC-0. Because n /∈ DC-0, the only way that d could be

irrelevant with respect to n under π is if nd = ⊥ and there is some other child g of n such that gd = ⊥ and

g /∈ DC-0.
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– Suppose g ∈ DC-1, i.e., g is don’t care on both channels. Because n /∈ DC-1, then g can only be don’t

care with respect to n under π if np = ⊥ and there is some other child of n that is not in DC-1 and is

⊥.

Then, np = nd = ⊥.

– Suppose g /∈ DC-1. Then, gp = gd = ⊥. So, if np is unset in π, propagation would set it to ⊥, and if

it is set to >, propagation would find a conflict.

So, n must be assigned and have the same value on both channels in π.

• If n is an OR-gate, this case is symmetrical to the previous one.

If for any node, np = nd under π, then the same must be true for the output node o. However, the solver

initially sets op = > and od = ⊥. So, if o has the same value on both channels, it must cause a conflict. So, a trail

with the above properties that fails to cause a conflict on one of the channels will never be encountered during

search.

This result says that the solver need never branch on any variable that is don’t care on either channel: the

truth of the formula will still be resolved along every path of its search tree. It is possible that some variables

are recognized as DC only on one of the channels. For example, in a formula of the form α1 ∨ (α1 ∧ α2), the

variables belonging exclusively to α2 will be found DC-0 but not DC-1. Thus, doing dual don’t care propagation

can increase the power of don’t care propagation.

4.3 Handling NNF

Negation normal form (NNF) is a non-clausal input format which was used for the non-CNF QBF evaluation in

2010 [49]. It is defined to be an AND-OR tree of literals. Because NNF involves pushing all negations down to

the level of the propositional variables, it can obscure structure in the input formula.

Example 6. Consider the propositional formula (c∨F (~x))∧ (d∨¬F (~x)), where F (~x) is some sub-formula over

the variables ~x. In a circuit representation a single sub-circuit, CF (~x), could be used to represent F (x), its output

feed into the gate OR(c, F (~x)), and the negation of its output feed into the gate OR(d, NOT(F (~x)). Initially, if

the formula must be true, the output of both OR gates is forced to >. Then, e.g., if during search c was set to ⊥,

propagation would set the output line of CF (~x) to >, the output line of NOT(F (~x)) to ⊥, and thus force d to >.

If this formula was first converted to NNF, then a separate sub-circuit, C¬F (~x), would have to be constructed for

¬F (~x) which would share only inputs (and negated inputs) with CF (~x). Depending on the complexity of CF (~x),
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it is likely that forcing the output of CF (~x) would have no effect on the output of C¬F (~x), e.g., if the output of

CF (~x) failed to propagate down to any of its inputs.

Here we suggest a technique for recovering structure that might be lost in an NNF representation. We define

a relation of structural equivalence
i≡ and structural negated equivalence

ni≡ between two propositional formulas

represented in NNF as follows:

• For every literal l, l
i≡ l and l

ni≡ ¬l

• G1 ◦G2 ◦ · · · ◦Gn
i≡ F1 ◦F2 ◦ · · · ◦Fn for ◦ ∈ {∧,∨} if Gi

i≡ Ff(i) for every i ∈ {1, · · · , n} under some

bijection f : {1, · · · , n} → {1, · · · , n}.

• G1 ◦ G2 ◦ · · · ◦ Gn
ni≡ F1 • F2 • · · · • Fn for {◦, •} ⊆ {∧,∨} with • 6= ◦ if Gi

ni≡ Ff(i) for every

i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, under some bijection f : {1, · · · , n} → {1, · · · , n}.

It can proven by a simple induction that if G
i≡ F then G and F represent the same boolean function, and that

if G
ni≡ F then G and ¬F represent the same boolean function. A simple example of this definition is that

(a ∧ (b ∨ c)) ni≡ (¬a ∨ (¬b ∧ ¬c)).

To simplify an NNF we first generate for every subformula F a function identifier (id) fid(F ) and a negated

function id nfid(F ) so that for any two subformulas G and F , G
i≡ F iff fid(G) = fid(F ), and G

ni≡ F iff

fid(G) = nfid(F ).

This is accomplished by using hashing techniques to identify structurally equivalent sub-formulas (similar

to the hashing techniques used to construct BDDs). Ids for the subformulas are assigned bottom up so that a

subformula obtains an id only after its children subformulas have obtained theirs. For each variable v unique ids

are created for v and for ¬v. In addition we set nfid(v) = fid(¬v) and nfid(¬v) = fid(v). Each function id

assigned is kept in a hash table. The subformula F1 ◦ · · · ◦ Fk is assigned an id by first sorting its children Fi by

their ids (this ensures that we do not have to find a bijection between the children of two subformulas to check that

they are structurally equivalent), then an id is computed that is a function of the operator ◦ (∨ or ∧) and the ids

of the sorted children. Similarly a negated id is computed by repeating the computation using the dual operator

of ◦ and the (already computed) negated ids of the children (resorted by their negated ids). Both ids are stored in

the hash table. It is not hard to show that this procedure generates ids that satisfy the conditions stated above, i.e.,

G
i≡ F iff fid(G) = fid(F ), and G

ni≡ F iff fid(G) = nfid(F ).1

Using the subformula ids an optimized circuit can now be constructed to represent the NNF. Again we build

the circuit bottom up, first creating input lines corresponding to fid(v) and nfid(¬v) for each variable. To construct

the circuit for the subformula F = F1 ◦ · · · ◦ Fk we first check to see if subcircuits for fid(F ) or nfid(F ) have
1Observe that here we are talking about structural equivalence only. It is possible thatG is propositionally equivalent to F while not being

structurally equivalent. This kind of equivalence is NP-complete to detect, and we are not attempting that.
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already been constructed. If so we simply reuse the output line (or output line run through a NOT gate) as the line

representing F . Otherwise we create a new gate representing ◦ whose inputs are the outputs of the subcircuits

corresponding to the Fi, and mark this as the circuit that has already been constructed for fid(F ). This allows the

subcircuit constructed for F to be reused to represent future subformulas.

This process creates a more compact circuit. In particular, the circuit needs only one sub-circuit (and perhaps

an additional NOT gate) to represent an entire set of sub-formulas {F1, . . . , Fk} of the NNF with either Fi
i≡ Fj

or Fi
ni≡ Fj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k).

4.3.1 Simplifying the NNF

Using the ids constructed as described above we can perform some further simplifications of the NNF. This

utilizes two easy to verify logical rules: φ ∧ F (φ) ≡ φ ∧ F (TRUE) and φ ∨ F (φ) ≡ φ ∨ F (FALSE), where φ is

any propositional formula.

The algorithm is simple and is applied before the circuit representation is generated: using the fid and nfid

identifiers, any repeated occurrences of a subformula in its sibling subformula can be replaced with a constant

according to the above logical rules. The NNF is then simplified, function ids regenerated, and the rules are applied

again. This process is repeated until no further simplifications are possible, after which the circuit representation

can be generated.

4.4 Phase memorization

Phase memorization in SAT involves setting variables to their previously set values on the new descent after

backtrack [51]. The main idea rests on the intuition that often a problem decomposes into different subprob-

lems. Reusing the previous values after backtrack allows the solver to retain some of the work done on other

subproblems.

In QBF, we have two types of backtrack—success and failure. Also, universal and existential variables play

very different roles in QBF. We consider this interplay in light of the above idea and in light of the now completely

symmetric processes of failure and success backtracking under dual propagation.

In a conjunction of different subproblems, the universal variables in one subproblem cannot affect the solu-

tion of another one—all possible settings need to be checked anyway. This leads to the idea that remembering

existential variables might be beneficial after a conflict is generated on one of the subproblems, but that the uni-

versal settings are irrelevant. Symmetrically, if a solution is found, only the settings of the universal variables are

important.
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Based on this intuition, we implemented the following phase memorization schema: we restore phase values

only for those variables that are existential with respect to the primal or dual conflict that occurs. This means

that phases are restored for the existential variables when backtracking from a conflict, and for universal variables

when backtracking from a solution.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we described the technique of dual propagation, which removes the bias that prevented the effi-

cient reasoning for the universal player. As will be shown in Chapter 5, this technique dramatically improves

the efficiency of the solver. We have shown that adding dual propagation to a circuit based QBF solver pre-

serves soundness and completeness. We have also shown that the technique of don’t care propagation can be

extended to detect don’t care variables along both channels used during dual propagation. Don’t care variables

and subformulas on either channel can be ignored during search.

We then described a way of dealing with formulas in NNF format, simple simplifications performed on the

NNF, and an adaptation of phase memorization to QBF. As we will discuss in Chapter 5, the benefits of these

approaches are noticeable on some benchmarks, but are much less pronounced or robust than those of dual prop-

agation.



Chapter 5

Experiments on non-CNF problems

The ideas presented from Chapter 3 have been implemented in a solver CirQit, which is a circuit-based QBF

solver equipped with don’t care propagation. Its input is a QBF formula in prenex form with the body represented

as a logical circuit. The solver first simplifies the formula by merging identical subcircuits. It then solves the

circuit using DPLL search running on the circuit representation. We will call this version CirQit1.

The second version of CirQit, CirQit2, implements dual propagation described in Chapter 4. As we will see

in this chapter, dual propagation offers substantial advantages, and its benefits are evident from the experimental

results. For certain benchmark sets the speedups are exponential.

An improved version, CirQit2.1, along with small code optimizations, implements the techniques described in

Sections 4.3 and 4.4. These improvements are robust, although minor compared to the effect of dual propagation.

Except for the results presented in Section 5.3, discussed separately below, all tests were run on a 2.8GHz

machine with 12GB of RAM under a time limit of 600 CPU seconds per instance. In particular, this means that

the results from different tables and plots of this chapter are directly comparable.

Although the standard representation for QBF problems has been prenex CNF, it has been some years since

the drawbacks of this representation have been noticed [1]. The QBF competition has established a non-CNF track

which has been ran whenever there was enough interest. As of this writing, the non-CNF dataset consists of 628

formulas. There are 92 formulas encoding diameter calculation of simple finite state machines (counter, dme, ring

and semaphore), 250 formulas from the Narizanno suite (assertion, possibility and consistency), 150 formulas

encoding reasoning on nested counterfactuals (seidl), and 136 formulas from the Kontchakov suite encoding

minimal query inseparability module extraction from ontologies (core and umbrella) [49].1 These submissions

were made available on the website of the QBF library (QBFlib) [17], and are used for most of our experiments.

1The Kontchakov suite was submitted in 2010 after the announced input format for non-CNF formulas has been changed. Thus we omit it
from evaluation of older solvers.

44
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Benchmark Families CirQit1 qpro pQBF
(number of instances) Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time

Seidl (150) 145 897 150 7 11 1,322
assertion (120) 3 1 0 0 0 0
consistency (10) 0 0 0 0 0 0
counter (45) 38 277 31 126 31 161
dme (11) 10 15 9 125 5 287
possibility (120) 10 1,707 0 0 0 0
ring (20) 15 60 9 398 9 158
semaphore (16) 16 7 16 91 15 84

Total (492) 237 2,965 215 748 71 2,013

Table 5.1: Comparison between CirQit1 and previous non-CNF non-Prenex solvers. The largest number of
instances solved is shown in bold, with ties broken by the time taken to solve those instances.

5.1 Early non-CNF solvers

First, we have experimented with the benchmarks from the non-Prenex non-CNF track of the 2008 QBF evaluation

(QBFEval’08). We have compared CirQit1 with the top solvers of QBFEval’08, solvers qpro and pQBF.

The solver qpro uses non-prenex NNF as the native input format [12]. The main focus of qpro is relaxing the

restriction of a prenex form. The backtracking technique of qpro—relevance sets—involves the solver computing

the set of variables whose values determined the truth or falsity of the formula, and allows the solver to backtrack

non-chronologically over irrelevant variables. The version used in our experiments is 29.02.08, with arguments

-u -p -b s which were recommended by the author.

The solver pQBF introduces new existential variables to decompose the QBF [59]. On some instances pQBF

gave a parser stack overflow error. In a few cases, it proceeded to return an answer. This happened on large

instances in benchmark families for which pQBF timed out on smaller problems. The answer returned under

these circumstances was always FALSE. On at least one instance pQBF returned FALSE while a number of other

solvers returned TRUE. This led us to believe that this answer was returned in error. The results presented here

consider such instances as failure cases for pQBF.

Table 5.1 presents the comparison of these solvers. The benchmarks, originally in QBF1.0 format, were

converted into ISCAS-85 format for CirQit1 and into pro format for qpro. Conversion time was negligible and

was not included in the results. For each solver and benchmark family, the table shows the number of instances

solved and the cumulative time in seconds it took to solve them. Only the solved instances are included in the

time, so timed out or failed instances do not affect that number. The time is shown in seconds, and has been

rounded to the nearest second after summation.

The results show the advantages of CirQit1 over the previous non-CNF solvers. Solver qpro outperforms

CirQit1 on only the Seidl dataset. This dataset contains problem instances that typically have short but wide

quantifier trees, a structure that qpro is particularly well suited to exploit. Other than the Seidl dataset, CirQit1

dominates the other two non-CNF solvers: it was able to solve all the problems that they solved, and also some
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Families CirQit1 CirQit2 CirQit2.1 CirQit2.1-P CirQit2.1-P-S CirQit2.1-S
(# instances) Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time

Seidl (150) 147 2282 150 205 150 53 150 446 150 334 150 155
assertion (120) 3 1 30 4755 35 6471 34 6254 33 5213 36 5664
consistency ( 10) 0 0 3 463 5 810 5 817 3 211 4 638
counter (45) 39 1316 38 19 42 399 42 434 40 572 40 303
dme ( 11) 10 15 10 3 11 11 11 11 10 2 10 2
possibility ( 120) 10 1707 32 3840 47 8337 41 6247 38 5470 39 5839
ring ( 20) 15 61 20 43 20 41 20 54 20 28 20 35
semaphore ( 16) 16 8 16 3 16 2 16 2 16 1 16 1
Core ( 63) 51 5493 43 5362 39 5339 38 5073 43 4391 44 4915
Umbrella ( 73) 61 9548 39 1486 32 1560 31 1115 39 1338 40 1857

Total (628) 352 20431 381 16178 397 23023 388 20452 392 17559 399 19409

Table 5.2: Comparison between different versions of CirQit

additional problems. So, CirQit1 is generally superior to the non-CNF solvers available at the time of its creation.

5.2 Effect of new techniques on the circuit solver

Table 5.2 shows the comparison between the different versions of CirQit.

First, let us consider the difference between CirQit1 and CirQit2. This is what demonstrates the usefulness

of dual propagation. On almost all the datasets dual propagation offers an overwhelming advantage. In fact,

on the dataset of QBFEval’2008, which includes all of the above datasets except the Kontchakov suite (Core

and Umbrella benchmark sets), CirQit2 dominates CirQit1. There seem to be no drawbacks to the method and

often the method provides considerable speedups. Dual propagation allowed CirQit to solve a great number of

additional problems. On some datasets, like assertion, consistency and possibility, which were mostly out of reach

of CirQit1, dual propagation allowed CirQit2 to make considerable progress.

A surprising exception is the Kontchakov suite (Core and Umbrella). By looking at the number of problems

solved, it appears that dual propagation actually made the solver’s performance on these datasets worse. To

investigate more closely, we present a more detailed comparison.

Figure 5.1 displays a more detailed analysis of the data. On the left we show the comparison of solving times,

in seconds, between CirQit1 and CirQit2. CirQit1 runtimes are on the x-axis, which means that any instance

below the bisecting line has been solved faster by CirQit2, and any instance above the bisecting line is where

CirQit2 took longer. The timeout of 600 seconds is indicated by the red line. Any timed out instances are

displayed beyond it. So, any instances along the top border are the ones where CirQit2 timed out, but CirQit1

did not. Any instances along the right border are the ones where CirQit1 timed out, but CirQit2 did not. The

top figures show the statistics for the QBFEval’08 dataset, and the bottom shows the statistics for the Kontchakov

suite, which we wanted to investigate separately.

The figures on the right display the comparison of the number of decisions that the solver has made while
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of CirQit1 and CirQit2 on QBFEval datasets

solving the problem. This is an indication of the size of the search space that the solver needed to traverse before

finding a solution. In general we expect that the reduction in the number of decisions made should directly

translate into a reduction in the solving time, because in general the amount of work that the solver needs to

perform for each decision is polynomial, while the number of decisions can be exponential.

The decision nodes are only presented for the problems solved by both solvers. Again, the numbers for

CirQit1 are on the x-axis, which means that for any instance below the bisecting line, dual propagation reduced

the search space.

We note that on the Kontchakov suite the solving times of CirQit2 are in many cases greater than those of

CirQit1. However, the number of decision nodes is generally reduced, at times by many orders of magnitude.

So it seems that dual propagation does indeed reduce the search space even on these problems. The fact that the

number of decision nodes was reduced while the solving time increased suggests that some internal procedures

are taking longer than reasonable.

It has recently been shown that the mechanisms that help avoid tautological clauses and cubes during clause

learning might, under some special conditions, take exponential time on a single learning episode [15]. One

potential explanation for the discrepancy we observe could be that with dual propagation the problems of the

Kontchakov suite are prone to generating similar conditions, causing clause learning to take much longer, which
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outweighs the benefits of the search space reduction that dual propagation provides.

On all the other benchmark sets, however, our results are as expected. For the QBFEval’08 dataset we observe

both a noticeable reduction in the number of decision nodes, and considerable improvements in solving time.

There are occasional problems where CirQit1 performs better than CirQit2, but that is to be expected: the DPLL

algorithm is guided by heuristics, and even a small change in the search path might cause a big difference in

solving time. Apart from the few outliers though, the data shows convincing evidence of the usefulness of dual

propagation.

We have also included some data on CirQit2.1 and the techniques of phase memorization and NNF simplifica-

tion described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. As expected, CirQit2.1 shows improvements over CirQit2, except for the

anomalous Kontchakov suite. The version CirQit2.1-P is simply CirQit2.1 with phase memorization turned off.

We can see that phase memorization offers improvements across all the benchmarks, including the Kontchakov

suite. However, these improvements are not as dramatic as those offered by dual propagation.

The versions CirQit2.1-P-S and CirQit2.1-S are also restricted versions of CirQit2.1. In CirQit2.1-P-S both

NNF simplification and phase memorization have been turned off, and in CirQit2.1-S only NNF simplification

has been turned off. We can see that phase memorization yields performance improvements regardless of whether

the simplifications rules are employed. The benefits of the simplification rules are more mixed, however. On the

Kontchakov suite the simplification rules seem to harm performance. However, on most other datasets we see

slight improvements provided by the simplification rules.

5.3 IQTest

IQTest, discussed in Section 2.4, is based on similar ideas as CirQit2. It also operates on both the formula and its

negation, although there is no communication between the CNF and DNF reasoning.

Unfortunately, a comprehensive comparison with IQTest is made difficult due to the fact that IQTest was only

publicly available for a brief time and only as a Windows executable. We have, however, compared CirQit1 to

IQTest on two datasets. The first dataset is the Scholl dataset. This dataset encodes the problem of equivalence

checking of partially specified circuits and is described in the paper [58]. This dataset was the one that was used

to present IQTest in the original paper [63]. The second dataset we tested is the Seidl dataset from QBFLIB.

A plot comparing the runtimes for the Scholl and Seidl datasets is shown in Figure 5.2. The experiments were

run under Windows XP on a 2.41GHz machines with 2GB of RAM. An instance is plotted with the time CirQit1

took to solve it on the x-axis and IQTest on the y-axis. So, an instance above the bisecting line is one on which our

solver exhibited superior performance, and an instance below the line is one where IQTest was superior. Timed

out instances are placed at the 1200 second mark on the graph.
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Figure 5.2: Time comparison between CirQit1 and IQTest on two benchmark sets

On the first dataset, IQTest outperforms CirQit1. There are eight problems that IQTest was able to solve,

sometimes fairly quickly, but CirQit1 was unable solve in the time allotted. However, there were also a number

of problems that CirQit1 was able to solve a few orders of magnitude faster than IQTest. On the Seidl dataset, on

the other hand, CirQit1 confidently outperforms IQTest. The detailed results were that on Scholl, containing 63

problems, CirQit1 solved 38 problems in 382 seconds, while IQTest solved 46 problems in 3,887 seconds. On

the other hand, on Seidl, containing 150 problems, CirQit1 solved 147 problems in 2,969 seconds, while IQTest

solved 126 problems in 53,110 seconds.

Although this is not a complete analysis, these sets show that while IQTest is better than CirQit1 on some

problems, there are problem suites for which CirQit1 is better suited. We note that CirQit2 and CirQit2.1 both

outperform CirQit1, so they are also superior to IQTest on at least some problems. Unfortunately, the limitations

of availability on the IQTest preclude further analysis.

5.4 GhostQ

As mentioned in Section 2.4, GhostQ is another QBF solver that utilizes a mechanism akin dual propagation

[39]. The features of GhostQ include a reformulation of clause and cube learning to be able to handle non-

prenex formulas. The more relevant to us is its other technique called ghost literals, which is aimed to remedy

the asymmetry between the reasoning power of the existential and universal players. Recall that in the Tseitin

translation the newly created variables are existential. Propagation on these variables allows the existential player

to reason about its moves. If an internal variable v corresponds to some subformula φ, and the formula would

become ⊥ (the existential player would lose) unless φ is >, then v is forced to >, potentially causing more

propagations. Ghost variables are copies of the internal variables on which the universal player can reason. If vg

is the ghost version of v, and the formula would become > unless φ is ⊥, then vg is forced to ⊥. Existential input
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Benchmark Families GhostQ+CEGAR GhostQ (plain) CirQit2.1
(number of instances) Solved Time Solved Time Solved Time

Seidl (150) 149 2794 150 79 150 53
assertion (120) 42 7627 42 6602 35 6471
consistency (10) 2 336 2 361 5 810
counter (45) 45 1137 45 965 42 399
dme (11) 11 18 11 15 11 11
possibility (120) 41 8206 39 7521 47 8337
ring (20) 20 152 20 56 20 41
semaphore (16) 16 2 16 1 16 2
Core ( 63) 37 1123 50 3778 39 5339
Umbrella ( 73) 42 1639 46 1415 32 1560

Total (628) 405 23033 421 20794 397 23023

Table 5.3: Comparison with GhostQ on QBFEval dataset

variables can be forced by the original internal variables, and universal ones – by propagation on ghost literals.

It can be seen that this technique results in the type of propagation identical to that enabled by the dual channel

of CirQit2. When solving the negation of the formula, the output on the dual channel is forced to ⊥, which

is exactly the condition under which the universal player wins. Arguably, ghost literals is the most powerful

technique of GhostQ. Support for non-prenex formulas has been subsequently dropped [38].

The techniques of GhostQ have been published concurrently with CirQit2. However, here and subsequently

we use a much newer version of GhostQ which has been submitted to QBF Gallery 2013 [44].

Table 5.3 displays the comparison of CirQit2.1 with the 2013 version of GhostQ. As mentioned previously,

a limited version of CEGAR approach has been incorporated into GhostQ [33]. The first version shown in the

table, GhostQ+CEGAR shows the solver performance when CEGAR reasoning is turned on. GhostQ (plain)

is the same solver with CEGAR reasoning turned off. We note that on this dataset the CEGAR-enabled approach

performs invariably worse.

Overall, it seems that the performance profile of GhostQ is very similar to that of CirQit2. The only noticeable

difference is that GhostQ outperforms CirQit2.1 on the Kontchakov suite. Other than that, GhostQ performs

slightly better on assertion and counter, while CirQit2.1 is better on consistency and possibility. We note that

when restricted to the QBFEval’08 dataset (which includes all reported benchmarks except the Kontchakov suite)

CirQit2.1 solves 326 problems while GhostQ solves 325.

5.5 CNF-based solvers

In order to compare with non-CNF solvers we have converted the available benchmark sets from NNF into CNF.

We have used the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation which allows omitting some of the clauses of the Tseitin

encoding. For more discussion of the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation see Section 7.2.3. We have used a sim-

ple non-prenexing strategy which adds variables to the quantifier in the same order in which they are encountered

in the NNF. The auxiliary variables are added at the earliest existential quantifier level following its inputs.
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Table 5.4 presents the comparison of CirQit2.1 with standalone CNF-based solvers. The solvers we have

included are quantor (version 3.0, with picosat back end) [6], sKizzo (v0.8.2) [5], QuBE (version 7.2) [20],

nenofex [41], DepQBF [42] and rareqs [33]. Nenofex is the version submitted to the main track of QBFE-

VAL’10. DepQBF is the version of 2012.

We found that the solver quantor was vulnerable to the problem encoding. In our previous experiments we

have started with the problem sets in the format QBF 1.02 and converted them to CNF using a tool available

from the QBFEval site. It seems that this workflow produced instances much more favorable to quantor. For the

reference we have included these results in Table 5.4 under the heading quantor(QBF1.0). The results for the

Kontchakov suite are unavailable, since these benchmarks were not in QBF 1.0 format.

It is interesting to note that some of the presented families do not seem amenable to DPLL-based approaches.

Both QuBE and depqbf do poorly on the Narizanno suite while quantor is able to make good progress (and in

the case of QBF1.0 benchmarks, solve almost all these problems). DPLL-based approaches also perform poorly

on the Kontchakov suite, while rareqs is able to solve a lot of these problems. It is interesting to note that while

CirQit2.1 shares in the strengths of the DPLL-based approach, is it also able to make good progress on these other

benchmark sets.

Lastly we will mention that the current non-CNF benchmarks can be readily solved using the preprocessor

bloqqer [7]. After preprocessing, depqbf is able to solve 617 instances in 9394 seconds. Out of those, 300 are

solved by the preprocessor alone. Unfortunately, the problems which are hard for bloqqer are not available in

non-CNF format for a comparison. We postpone detailed discussion of preprocessing until Section 7.3.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided experimental evaluation for the ideas presented in Chapters 3 and 4. We have

compared the first version of our solver, CirQit1, to earlier non-CNF solvers, showing its benefits. We then

evaluated the effects of dual propagation by comparing the dual-propagating version of our solver, CirQit2, with

CirQit1. Except for one anomaly and a few outliers, the new solver dominates the previous one, showing how dual

propagation can cause considerable speedups and reductions in the search space. We then have shown the benefits

of phase memorization (Section 4.4) and NNF simplification (Section 4.4). The advantages of these techniques

are much more modest than those of dual propagation. Also, while the advantages of phase memorization seem

robust, there are certain instances for which NNF simplification seems harmful.

We then provided a limited comparison to IQTest showing that it does not dominate our solver. We have

discussed and compared with GhostQ, another solver performing what essentially is dual propagation. We then

2QBF 1.0 was the input standard for non-prenex non-CNF track of QBFEval’08 before it was replaced by the pro format in 2010.
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presented some results showing how CirQit2.1 compares to stand-alone CNF-based solvers. It seems to be quite

competitive, combining the strengths of DPLL-based approaches with the ability to tackle problems less amenable

to DPLL-based approaches.



Chapter 6

Certificate generation

As mentioned before, apart from determining whether a QBF formula is true or false, it is often useful to obtain

additional information. An ability to independently and efficiently verify the answer increases the reliability of the

system and our confidence in the tool. To do that, some solvers are equipped with the ability to return certificates.

In addition to verifying the solver’s result these certificates are also useful in various applications. For example

a certificate of False can often be used in debugging to find that part of the formula that “caused” falsity. As we

will show in this chapter certificates of a certain kind can also be used to construct strategies which are useful

when viewing the QBF as a formalization of a 2-player game. Previous work in the area allowed one to generate

Q-resolution certificates for ⊥ QBF formulas. In the worst case these certificates are exponential in the size

of the formula. However, most solvers are implicitly performing Q-resolution while solving the formula. That

means that any formula that can be solved in a reasonable time would likely have a reasonably sized Q-resolution

certificate. Verifying these certificates can be done in time polynomial in the size of the certificate. Attempts to

certify > QBF formulas have been various and have often produced certificates that are either computationally

hard to verify or needlessly large in size. Even for formulas that could be solved quickly these certificates were

often prohibitively large, and even small certificates could take a long time to verify.

By accepting the duality of QBF, it is once again surprising that a true QBF should be harder to verify than a

false one. Indeed, a solver which uses dual propagation is actually implicitly producing Q-resolution proofs for

both > and ⊥ formulas. In this chapter we show how this information can be extracted and used as a certificate.

In addition to being able to verify that the winning strategy exists for existential or universal player, one might

also want to be able to extract that strategy or pose queries about it. This could be useful, for example, in extracting

an execution plan for solving some problem, or to see a scenario when some system fails.

A number of different approaches to strategy extraction have been tried; no standard has yet been developed in

54
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Figure 6.1: A circuit representation of the formula ∀p∃q.(p = q), and the Tseitin encoding of it and its negation

the field. Often the sizes of strategies grow unreasonably large and strategy extraction has typically concentrated

on obtaining a strategy only for the existential player when the existential has a winning strategy.

Here we show that a Q-resolution proof contains all the necessary information to extract the strategy. We

present an algorithm that, given a Q-resolution proof, interactively computes the moves for the winning player

based on previous moves of the opponent. We prove correctness of the algorithm.

Thus, we are able to generate efficiently checkable certificates for both true and false QBF formulas, and

extract strategies for either player. This work was originally published in [26].

6.1 Q-resolution for true and false formulas

As described in Chapter 4, a QDPLL search with dual propagation on a circuit representation terminates after

obtaining an empty clause or an empty cube. The inference steps used in the search can be mapped to Q-resolution

steps on some set of base clauses, which are lazily obtained from the circuit. These clauses are closely connected

to the CNF representation of the formula.

Let ~Q.f be a QBF, and let CNF[ ~Q.f ] be the Tseitin transformation of ~Q.f . Let CNF[¬( ~Q.f)] be the Tseitin

transformation of the negation of ~Q.f . Let us, as before, designate Q̂ to be the same quantifier prefix as ~Q except

with the quantifiers flipped. Then we note that the negation of ~Q.f is Q̂.¬f , and CNF[¬( ~Q.f)] is the Tseitin

transformation of Q̂.¬f . We note that the size and the structure of the circuit encoding f and ¬f is very similar.

In contrast, if f is in CNF, converting ¬f to CNF often results in a much harder problem that is often not feasible

to solve [37].

Example 7. Figure 6.1a shows a circuit representation of the formula ~Q.f = ∀p∃q.(¬p ∧ ¬q) ∨ (p ∧ q). Figure

6.1b shows a Tseitin encoding of that formula. New variables x, y and z are introduced. Clauses 1-3 (4-6, 7-9)
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constrain the variables z (y,x) to agree with their assigned gate outputs. The last clause represents the requirement

that the formula is >.

In this case, Q̂ would be ∃p∀q, and ¬f would be ¬((¬p∧¬q)∨(p∧q)). Figure 6.1c shows a Tseitin encoding

of Q̂.¬f . The encoding is different from Figure 6.1b in the quantifier, and in Clause 10, which now encodes the

condition that the formula must be false. All other clauses are unchanged.1

Suppose the formula being solved is⊥. As shown in Algorithm 7 on page 36, the solver would output FALSE

only after obtaining an empty clause via a number of Q-resolution steps from clauses lazily generated from the

primal channel of the circuit. The corresponding Q-refutation can be extracted. This Q-refutation would rely on

the prefix ~Q. The base clauses can never include any dual channel of the auxiliary variables; the primal channel of

the auxiliary variables would correspond to the auxiliary variables in CNF[ ~Q.f ]. By examining Table 3.1 on page

27, it is evident that all clauses that the solver lazily generates are a part of the Tseitin encoding of the circuit. If o

is the output of the circuit, the solver would also include the assumption op. The unit clause (o) is also present in

the Tseitin encoding of the circuit, it is the clause that enforces the condition that the circuit should be made >.

In the above example, the primal channels of the gates, xp, yp and zp correspond to the variables x, y and z

in CNF[ ~Q.f ]. The clauses (1-9) directly correspond to all the clauses that can potentially be lazily generated; the

clause (10) encodes the assumption.

We see that the Q-refutation obtained from the solver certifies that CNF[ ~Q.f ] is ⊥; it does not apply directly

to the non-CNF formula ~Q.f . However, one can quite safely take this Q-refutation as also certifying ~Q.f since it

is easy to see that CNF[ ~Q.f ] and ~Q.f are equivalent.

To obtain a certificate for a true formula, we can utilize circuit duality. If ~Q.f is >, the solver will produce

an empty cube. The negation of that empty cube is an empty clause which is obtained by Q-resolution on the

dual channel. This Q-refutation relies on the prefix Q̂, and the base clauses used in it are generated from ¬f .

These base clauses never include any primal auxiliary variables, and the dual variables correspond to the auxiliary

variables in CNF[Q̂.¬f ]. The assumption ¬od corresponds to the unit clause encoding the condition that the

circuit needs to be ⊥.

So, the Q-refutation certifies that CNF[Q̂.¬f ] is ⊥. Since CNF[Q̂.¬f ] and ¬( ~Q.f) are equivalent, this

refutation can also be used to certify that ~Q.f is >. The Q-refutation can then be verified by simply checking

that all input clauses are correct (i.e., that they would be present in the Tseitin encoding of the circuit), and

that all resolution steps are correct. Checking the correctness of the input clauses requires consulting the circuit

representation.

Our aim is to be able to use any third party verifier of Q-Resolution proofs to check these refutations. Such a

1A more naive variant of the Tseitin transformation might, instead of simply using the clause (¬z), create a new gate g for the negation. It
would then add the three clauses (z, g), (¬z,¬g), (g). We note that the clause (¬z) is then easily obtained by resolving the last two clauses.
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verifier would not in general know anything about circuit representations. It would only know the sound inferences

allowed by Q-Resolution. As a result such a third party verifier is not able to generate clauses from the circuit

representation. To solve this problem we generated and output CNF formulas from the circuit. We generated

CNF[ ~Q.f ] for formulas that are ⊥ and CNF[Q̂.¬f ] for formulas that are >. Note that the solver has to solve

the decision problem first to determine which CNF to output. The CNF representation is output along with the

relevant Q-refutation computed by the solver during its search. With these two sets of clauses we were then able

to use the previously developed verifier tool QBV [37] to verify that the Q-refutations was in fact a proof of

CNF[ ~Q.f ] or CNF[Q̂.¬f ] thus verifying the truth value of ~Q.f .

Our implementation of the solver includes clause deletion, which makes it impossible to trace back the Q-

refutation when the result is found. Instead, the solver produces a running trace of its Q-resolution and cube

Q-resolution steps from which the appropriate refutation can be extracted when the result is known. This also

allows us to certify formulas whose Q-refutation is too large to fit in memory.

Each learned clause or cube is given a unique identifier. The clauses and cubes generated from the circuit are

also uniquely referenced. During each clause or cube learning episode, the solver logs the Q-resolution steps it

performs, referring to the participating clauses by their ids, and the identifier of the resulting clause. The channel

on which learning is taking place is also recorded. Once the formula is solved, it means that one of the channels

produced an empty clause. A Q-refutation can then be generated by scanning backwards through this log file. Any

clauses that are produced on the channel other than the one that generated the empty clause can be omitted, as can

be any clause that is not needed to derive the empty clause. After omitting the unneeded clauses, the remainder is

a Q-refutation that can be converted to any needed format.

6.2 Proofs represent strategies

There have been various techniques proposed for representing player strategies for QBF. Unfortunately, they were

usually inefficient to verify, suffered from exponential explosion, or both [47, 37].

In this section we demonstrate that a Q-refutation represents a strategy: the moves mandated by the strategy

can be extracted from a refutation via a simple computation and the correctness of the strategy follows directly

from the correctness of the refutation.

Recall that a closed QBF formula ~Q.f has a natural interpretation as a two-player game with players E

(existential) and A (universal), whose “moves” involve setting their boolean variables in quantifier-prefix order.

Since the variable order within a quantifier block is immaterial to the value of the QBF formula, we may assume

that each player sets all the variables in one block in a single turn. By the time all variables have been set, f , the

body of the QBF, will be reduced to a formula that evaluates either to >, in which case E is the winner, or to ⊥,
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in which case A is the winner, for this particular “play”.

For every > QBF there exists a strategy for E, with which E can win every play of the game, no matter how

A plays. In particular, the strategy tells E how to play given the previous moves played. If E follows the strategy

for all its moves, it will set its variables in such a way that the body of the QBF must evaluate to >. Hence, the

strategy serves to counter all of A’s moves ensuring that E wins. Similarly, a winning strategy exists for A for

every ⊥ QBF.

A Q-refutation of ~Q.f verifies that it is ⊥. This means that there is a winning strategy for A. As stated

previously, a Q-refutation itself is a representation of a strategy. This means that it can be used to extract the

moves forA that are guaranteed to make the formula⊥. Intuitively, what happens is that whenE sets its variables,

parts of the Q-resolution proof simplify, and others no longer apply. A simply needs to set its variables in such a

way as to maintain a valid refutation of the remaining of the formula. Properties of the Q-refutation allow this to

always be done.

Algorithm 8: Reading strategy from Q-resolution

Input: QBF ~Q.f in prenex CNF; Q-refutation R
1 while ~Q 6= ∅ do
2 B ← outermost block of ~Q
3 if B is existential then
4 σ ← QueryExistential(B) ;
5 else
6 (σ,R)← FindUniversal(R, ~Q);
7 Output(σ)
8 end
9 R← simplify(R, σ);

10 ( ~Q.f)← ( ~Q.f)|σ;
11 end

Algorithm 8 presents the framework for extracting

the moves for A from a Q-refutation. Algorithm 8 can

be equally well applied to a Q-refutation of ¬( ~Q.f)

(verifying that ~Q.f is >) to obtain a winning strat-

egy for E. In particular, in Q̂, E becomes the univer-

sal player, since the quantifiers have been switched.

Hence, E can win ~Q.f by playing universal’s winning

strategy for Q̂.¬f .

This is exactly the case for the formula presented

in Example 7, since ~Q.f is >. Then, to generate a

winning strategy for E, we start with a Q-refutation of Q̂.¬f . The Q-refutation is shown in Figure 6.2a.

The algorithm produces an assignment for the universal variables that A has to play each time it is A’s turn to

play. These assignments constitute winning moves for A given the previous moves of the game.

The algorithm takes as input the CNF encoded QBF formula ~Q.f (which must be false forA to have a winning

strategy) along with a Q-refutation R verifying that the formula is false. It works its way through the blocks of ~Q

processing the outermost block first. If the outermost block is existential, it queries E for its move. E must set all

the variables of this block. These moves are represented in a partial assignment σ.

If the next block is universal, the algorithm uses the refutation to find the winning setting of the variables in

that block. These moves are represented in a partial assignment σ. We note that R might also be updated at this

step. A more detailed description of this part will be provided in Section 6.2.2. After that, σ is output as the next

move to make for A.
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Table 6.1: Simplification rules for simplify(R, σ)
Clause to be processed c3 Rule # Conditions Result c′3
c3 is an original clause 1 c3|σ

c3 = resx(c1, c2)

2 x ∈ c′1, ¬x ∈ c′2, c′1 6= >, c′2 6= > resx(c
′
1, c
′
2)

3 x ∈ c′1, c′2 = > >
4 c′1 = >, ¬x ∈ c′2 >
5 x /∈ c′1, ¬x ∈ c′2 c′1
6 x ∈ c′1, ¬x /∈ c′2 c′2
7 x /∈ c′1, ¬x /∈ c′2 min(c′1, c

′
2)

c3 = urx(c1)
8 x ∈ c′1, c′1 6= > urx(c

′
1)

9 c′1 = > >
10 x /∈ c′1 c′1

Lastly, the refutation and the formula are both updated to reflect the new assignment. For the formula, the

values are simply substituted and simplified (line 10). The proof is handled in a similar way. The details of this

simplification are discussed next.

After the simplification, ~Q is shorter; the process repeats until the formula simplifies to ⊥.

6.2.1 Updating the refutation

Recall that a Q-refutation is a sequence of clauses c1, c2, . . . , ck where each clause is either an original clause, a

result of resolving two previous clauses, or a result of universal reduction on a previous clause. Here it will be

useful to talk about Q-derivations, which are resolution sequences that obtain a certain clause.

Definition 9 (Q-derivation). A Q-derivation of a clause ck is a sequence of clauses c1, c2, . . . , ck where for all

1 ≤ i ≤ k, either ci ∈ f , or for some j,m < i, ci = res(cj , cm), or for some j < i, ci = ur(cj)

Note that a Q-refutation is a special case of Q-derivation, where the derived clause is an empty clause.

Table 6.1 presents the rules that can be used to update a Q-derivation R under an assignment σ. For each

clause ci in R it specifies how to obtain an updated clause c′i. By going through R in order and applying these

rules to each clause, one can obtain an updated sequence of clauses R′. We will use the same notation as when

restricting a formula by an assignment and will say that R′ = R|σ .

To simplify the proof, first the algorithm will go through the refutation in order, applying the rules from Table

6.1 to each clause. By min(c1, c2) we mean the shorter of the two clauses c1 and c2. Ties are to be broken by any

fixed order of clauses. We assume a clause that is> contains every literal and is thus longer than any other clause.

For an original clause c, we replace all literals in it that are valued by σ with their value and simplify. That

means, if the clause contains any literals that are > under σ, the result is >. Otherwise, the result is c with any

literals that are ⊥ under σ removed. This includes the case of an empty clause, which is ⊥.

For a resolution step, we look at the updated values of its input clauses. If the same resolution step is possible,
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it is applied. If one of the clauses became > while the other still contains x or ¬x (the literal on which resolution

was to be performed), the result also becomes>. If x or ¬x vanishes from one of the clauses, but x or ¬x remains

in the other clause, the clause where x or ¬x has vanished is taken to be the result. Note that this includes the

case when x is assigned by σ: in that case one of the clauses becomes > while x is removed from the other. The

clause that is not > will then be the result. If both polarities of x are removed, the shorter clause is selected.

This last case is possible if x and ¬x have been removed from their clauses by the reduction rules that have

been applied to the previous clauses. For example, consider a set of clauses {(y, a), (¬y, x), (¬y,¬x), (y, b, d)}.

Suppose a resolution sequence resolves the first two clauses obtaining c1 = (a, x), then resolves the last two

clauses obtaining c2 = (b, d,¬x). Then c1 and c2 are resolved obtaining c3 = (a, b, d). Suppose now that we

restrict this proof by σ = {¬y}. The set of original clauses becomes {(a),>,>, (b, d)}. Then c′1 is obtained by

rule 5 and is (a), and c′2 is obtained by rule 6 and is (b, d). Now, since both x and ¬x is removed from the inputs

used to obtain c3, rule 7 applies. Then c′3 is (a), which is the shorter one of the two input clauses.

These rules are based on those used for restricting a SAT refutation proof [14]. For QBF, however, we also

need to include the rules for universal reduction. If the reduction can be performed as before, it is applied.

Otherwise, if the clause became >, the result is >. If x was removed from the clause, no reduction is necessary.

Example 8. Figure 6.2a shows a pictorial representation of a refutation of the negation of the formula from

Example 7. Each original clause is labeled with its number listed in Figure 6.1c.

The results of applying a restriction by p and ¬p to this refutation are shown in Figure 6.2b and c, respectively.

Note that, since > is considered to contain all literals, the rules 5) and 6) can apply when one of the clauses is

>. One example is the clause (¬q, z) when the proof is reduced by p. In this case, c1 = > and c2 = (¬q, z),

and rule 6) applies, yielding c2. However, these rules can also apply when no > clause is present. For example,

consider a derivation c1 = resp((a, p), (b,¬p)), c2 = resa(c1, (¬a)). Suppose we restrict it by p. By rule 7),

c′1 = resp(>, (b)) becomes (b). Now, c′2 = resa((b), (¬a)). Rule 5) applies, and c′2 = (b).

Algorithm 9: simplify(R, σ)
Input: A Q-refutation R, an assignment σ
Output: A simplified Q-refutation

1 R′ ← R|σ
2 return removeTrue(R′)

We note that since R|σ contains clauses that are

>, it is not strictly speaking a Q-refutation. As Algo-

rithm 9 shows, the simplification process would con-

struct the restriction and then remove all > clauses.

We will now show that the result is a Q-refutation.

By examining the rules, it is easy to see that any clause in R|σ is either >, c|σ for some original clause c, or

can be derived by Q-resolution from the clauses preceding it in R|σ . So, if R is a valid Q-derivation under ~Q.f ,

then by removing all > clauses from R|σ , if the result is non-empty, it will be a valid Q-derivation under ~Q.f |σ .

Now, we will formalize more precisely what clauses it will derive.
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Figure 6.2: Applying a restriction to an initial Q-refutation based on the E’s first choice leads to a Q-refutation
in which one node contains exactly those universal literals that A should set to ⊥ as the winning strategy for that
situation.

Note that in the following theorem we discuss the derivations with the > clauses intact. This will allow us to

ensure that R and R|σ have the same length, and that the corresponding clauses are in the same position in R and

R|σ .

Theorem 5. Suppose R = c1, c2, . . . , ck is a Q-derivation. Let σ be an assignment such that R does not contain

any universal reduction step that would reduce some literal that σ assigns to > (i.e., such that u ∈ σ). Let R′ be

R|σ = c′1, c
′
2, . . . , c

′
k. Then c′k ⊆ ck|σ . In other words, R′ derives a clause that, under σ, is at least as strong as

the clause derived by R.

Proof. Since we interpret > as containing every literal, then c ⊆ > for any clause c, and > ⊆ c is only true

if c = >. In particular, this means that when ck|σ is >, then the condition c′k ⊆ ck|σ is trivially true. Also, if
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c′k ⊆ ck|σ and ck|σ 6= >, then c′k 6= >.

We will show that c′k ⊆ ck|σ by induction on k.

• Suppose ck is an original clause, and thus ck ∈ f . Then, by Rule 1, c′k = ck|σ . Then c′k ⊆ ck|σ . This also

covers the base case, since if k = 1 then ck must be an original clause.

• Suppose that ck = resx(ci, cj). Then, by inductive hypothesis, c′i ⊆ ci|σ and c′j ⊆ cj |σ .

– If neither c′i nor c′j are >, then c′k is derived by applying rules 2, 5, 6 or 7, and the result follows

immediately.

– Suppose that exactly one of c′i and c′j is >. Without loss of generality, assume c′i = > and c′j 6= >.2

Since c′j 6= >, then cj |σ 6= >. Because c′i ⊆ ci|σ , it must be that ci|σ = >, which means that there is

some literal p ∈ ci such that p ∈ σ. If p ∈ ck, then ck|σ = > and thus c′k ⊆ ck|σ . Otherwise, p must

have been the literal resolved upon, i.e., x = p and ¬x ∈ cj . So, ¬x is ⊥ under σ and ¬x /∈ cj |σ ,

and so x /∈ c′j . Thus, rule 6 will be used and c′k = c′j . Since cj − {¬x} ⊆ ck, and ¬x is ⊥ under σ,

c′k = c′j ⊆ cj |σ ⊆ ck|σ .

– Suppose both c′i and c′j are >. Then rule 3 applies, and c′k = >. Following the same reasoning as

above, that means that there is a pair of literals pi ∈ ci and pj ∈ cj such that pi and pj are > under σ.

At most one of these literals can be removed by resolution (because x and ¬x cannot both be >). So,

at least one of pi and pj must be present in ck. Then, ck|σ = >, and c′k ⊆ ck|σ

• Suppose ck = urx(ci). If ¬x ∈ σ, then by rule 10, c′k = c′i. Then ci|σ = ck|σ and c′k = c′i ⊆ ci|σ ⊆ ck|σ .

Suppose c′i = >. Then, by rule 9, c′k = >. Also, ci|σ must be >, and hence there is some literal p ∈ ci
that is > under σ. By the condition in the Theorem, x cannot appear in σ, so p 6= x. Then p ∈ ck, and

ck|σ = >.

Suppose c′i 6= >. Then, by rules 8 or 10, c′k = c′i−{x}. Since c′i ⊆ ci|σ and x /∈ σ, c′k ⊆ ci|σ−{x} = ck|σ .

Note that this is true whether ck contains x or not.

So, it is the case that c′k ⊆ ck|σ .

Corollary 1. Given a Q-refutation R of a QBF ~Q.f and an assignment σ such that R does not contain any

universal reduction step that reduces some literal that is > in σ, Algorithm 9 returns a Q-refutation of ~Q.f |σ .

Proof. If R is a Q-refutation of the formula ~Q.f , then R is a Q-derivation of the empty clause ⊥ starting with

clauses from f . If R contains no universal reduction steps on any literal > under σ, then Theorem 5 guarantees

2The proof for the case where c′j = > and c′i 6= > is completely symmetrical.
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that the last clause c′k of R|σ is such that c′k ⊆ ⊥|σ . For any σ, this means that c′k must be ⊥. So, after removing

any > clauses, the result is a Q-derivation of an empty clause with clauses from f |σ . So, it is a Q-refutation of

~Q.f |σ .

6.2.2 Obtaining winning moves from Q-resolution

Algorithm 10: FindUniversal
Input: A Q-refutation R,

prefix ~Q that starts with a universal block
Output: A winning move for the outermost block,

an updated Q-refutation
1 B ← outermost block of ~Q (must be universal)
2 ci ← first all-universal clause of R
3 σ ← {¬x|x ∈ ci ∧ var(x) ∈ B}
4 U← (B − vars(σ))
5 σ ← σ ∪ {x|x is a positive literal ∧ var(x) ∈ U}
6 R′ = c1, c2, . . . , ci
7 c← ci
8 while c 6= ⊥ do
9 `← qDeepest(c)

10 c← ur`(c)
11 R′ ← 〈R′, c〉
12 end
13 return (σ, R′)

Algorithm 10 presents the method that is used to find

the next set of winning moves from a Q-refutation. We

assume that this algorithm is only applied when the

outermost quantifier block B is universal. On line 2

the algorithm finds the first all-universal clause ci of

the refutation. Recall that an all-universal clause is a

clause that contains no existential literals. Because of

this we can guarantee that any Q-refutation contains

at least one all-universal clause, because the empty

clause ⊥ is also all-universal. However, the algorithm

can find an earlier all-universal clause.

It is important that the algorithm goes through the

refutation in order, so that the input clauses to any res-

olution or universal step are considered before the resultant clause. This allows us to guarantee that no all-universal

clause appears in the derivation of ci. As we will see later, this is an important condition.

The algorithm then assigns σ to include the negation of every literal that is in ci and is part of B. If there

are some variables in B that are unassigned in σ, arbitrary values can be added for them. In the algorithm, they

are simply assigned to >. The updated Q-derivation sequence R′ is then simply the sequence of clauses up to

and including ci. At this point R′ is guaranteed to be a valid Q-derivation. However, it is not necessarily a

Q-refutation. If ci is not empty we then need to add a derivation of the empty clause from ci. The invariant in

the loop on line 8 is that c is an all-universal clause. Indeed, the result of performing universal reduction on an

all-universal clause is also an all-universal clause. Also, since c contains no existential literals, then as long as c

is non-empty, its trailing literal is guaranteed to be universal, so universal reduction is always possible.

After this, R′ is guaranteed to be a Q-refutation of ~Q.f . Then σ and R′ are returned.

Lemma 1. Let ~Q.f be a QBF formula, and R be a Q-refutation of ~Q.f . Suppose Algorithm 10 given ~Q.f and R

returns an assignment σ and a Q-refutation R′. Then R′ does not contain any universal reduction on any literal

that is made > by σ.
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Proof. Let ci be the first all-universal clause of R. Suppose u ∈ ci is a literal. If var(u) is in the first quantifier

block, then ¬u ∈ σ by line 3. Otherwise, var(u) is not assigned in σ, since σ only sets the variables of the

outermost quantifier block. So, we know that ci contains no literals that are made > by σ. All clauses subsequent

to ci in R′ are obtained from ci by universal reduction, and are thus subsets of ci. So, they do not contain any

literals made > by σ.

Suppose R′ contains a universal reduction step on a literal u from σ. Let cj be the clause from which u

is reduced. By rules of universal reduction, u must be tailing in cj . Because σ only contains literals from the

outermost universal block, there are no existential variables that scope u in ~Q, so cj must be all-universal. But

ci is the first all-universal clause in R′. So, cj must be either ci or one of the following clauses. But, as shown

above, these clauses cannot contain any literal that is > in σ. So, such a cj cannot exist and R′ cannot contain

any universal reduction steps on any literal u ∈ σ.

Now, to show that Algorithm 8 correctly computes the winning strategy for the universal, it is sufficient to

show that at the end of each iteration R is a valid Q-refutation of ~Q.f . In particular, this ensures that ~Q.f remains

⊥ under all the assignments made, and that once it simplifies to a constant, that constant will be ⊥. This is the

winning condition for the universal player.

Theorem 6. Let ~Q.f and R be the formula and its Q-refutation at the beginning of some iteration on the main

loop of Algorithm 8. Let ~Q′.f ′ be the formula computed on line 10 and R′ be sequence of clauses computed on

line 9. Then R′ is a Q-refutation of ~Q′.f ′.

Proof. At the end of every iteration of the loop, Algorithm 8 calls the subroutine simplify which performs restric-

tion of the Q-refutation by σ (line line 9). Let Ri and σ be the input to that call.

It remains to show that Ri is a valid Q-refutation of ~Q.f and that it does not contain any universal reduction

steps on a literal that is > in σ. After that, since ~Q′.f ′ = ( ~Q.f)|σ , the result follows by Corollary 1.

If the outermost block of ~Q is existential, then σ is computed on line 4 and R cannot contain any universal

reduction step on any literal assigned in σ. Moreover, Ri = R, which is a Q-refutation of ~Q.f .

If the outermost block of ~Q is universal, then σ and Ri are computed on line 6. We have shown above that Ri

is then a Q-refutation of ~Q.f . By Lemma 1, Ri will not contain any universal reduction steps on a literal made >

by σ.

So, on line 9 the input to simplify is always a Q-refutation of ~Q.f that contains no universal reduction steps

on any literal from σ. By Corollary 1, R′ a valid Q-refutation of ~Q′.f ′ which is ( ~Q.f)|σ .

Thus the algorithm always maintains a valid refutation of the remaining formula, and selects the moves for

the universal player in such a way that the refutation can be maintained. This ensures that the remaining QBF
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formula stays ⊥, and the universal player will always end up winning. So, Q-refutation has all the information

needed for extracting a strategy as shown above, and it can be considered to be a representation of a strategy. It

has the advantage of being computationally easy to verify (verification is polynomial in the size of the certificate),

and is easy to extract from a solver that uses dual propagation.

6.3 Related work

Certificate generation has been thoroughly reviewed in [37, 47]. These papers review a number of works on

generating certificates from QBF solvers as well as make some original contributions to the subject. A number of

different solvers capable of generating certificates along with tools for verifying these certificates are discussed.

None of these solvers/verifiers are, however, capable of generating Q-refutations for both > and ⊥ formulas.

The tool qube-cert/checker generates Q-refutations for ⊥ QBF, but a specialized term-refutation for > QBF.

The term-refutations require their own theory and verification tools: techniques standard for Q-refutations cannot

be applied. This solver/verifier does not generate strategies. However, Algorithm 8 could be applied to obtain

winning moves from the Q-refutation. Furthermore, potentially our method could be extended to deal with term-

refutations to extract winning moves for existential when the QBF is >.

Both ebddres/tracecheck and Squolem produce Q-refutations for ⊥ QBF. ebddres/tracecheck does not

produce a certificate for > QBF.

Both Squolem and sKizzo/ozziks produce strategies represented as a set of Skolem-functions for > QBF.

The idea of a Skolem-function is that the value of each universal variable in an optimal game can be defined as a

function over the preceding existential variables. A set of such functions for all the universal variables constitutes

a strategy.

Verifying the strategies produced by these solvers is a hard problem (co-NP complete [10]). To verify them

previous approaches used multiple calls to a SAT solver [37, 3]. In contrast, the correctness of the strategies we

generate follows directly from the theorems we presented in this chapter and the correctness of our Q-refutation

proofs, which can be verified in polynomial time.

The fact that a Q-refutation also represents a strategy has been independently discovered and published at the

same time as our approach [2]. There, a method for generating Skolem functions directly from a Q-resolution

proof is presented. Without the ability to generate Q-refutations for > formulas, this paper concentrates on

providing countermodels for ⊥ QBF formulas. Starting with a Q-refutation, their algorithm generates a set of

Skolem functions. That is, for every universal, the algorithm computes the boolean function over preceding

existential variables which determines the value that the universal should take. The underlying principles exploited

by the algorithm are the same as those exploited by ours; the algorithm described in [2] can be viewed as a way
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to pre-compile the responses that our strategy generation would provide.

6.4 Experiments

We have equipped CirQit with the ability to produce proofs in the QIR format, which was the announced standard

for Q-resolution proofs in the certification track of the 2011 SAT Competition [35]. This format permits one to

condense the proofs by omitting resolvents that are used only once. Sometimes a subsequence of a Q-resolution

sequence has the property that each next clause uses the previous clause as an input to a Q-resolution step, and that

previous clause is not used anywhere else in the proof. These “linear input” subproofs can be condensed. Rather

than specifying every clause derived in the proof, in QIR format one needs to specify only a subset of those, with

the property that each clause can be derived by a linear-input subproof from the original or preceding clauses.

This condensation has large practical advantages. For example, the Q-refutation in part (a) of Figure 6.2 takes

only two QIR lines. Our strategy extraction algorithm adapts very cleanly to this more abbreviated format, in that

it is able to extract the winning strategy without computing the omitted resolvents. This proof format differs from

many Q-resolution formats suggested previously in that it restricts the ordering of the clauses in each derivation

line. Some other proof formats have followed the approach taken in SAT solving, where a subproof is specified

simply by referring to the participating clauses, in no particular order. In that case the verifier needs to derive the

order in which the resolution steps took place. This is straightforward to do in SAT, because any valid alternative

orderings produce the same result. In QBF, however, due to universal reduction, the ordering becomes important

and more difficult to infer.

6.4.1 Strategy generation example

We have applied strategy generation to the child’s game of Tic-Tac-Toe. It is a two-player game on a 3-by-3 grid,

which is initially empty. Two players, x and o, take turns marking the empty squares. The first one to get three

marks in a row wins the game.

For each player p, let φp be the QBF encoding the question “Does p have a winning strategy?”. The moves

of x will be existential in φo and universal in φx. For o, the situation is flipped: its moves are universal in φo and

existential in φx. Both φx and φo are false: if both players play optimally, there will be a tie. An optimal strategy

Sp for the universal player in φp ensures that player p cannot win.

We have encoded these formulas in QBF and used CirQit to generate a certificate for each formula. Thus

we obtained two Q-resolution proofs which encoded non-losing strategies for both players. After that, we played

these two strategies against each other using the move generation algorithm that worked on the resolution proofs

alone. The move generator for the x-player provided the settings of variables in the first quantifier block (which
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Figure 6.3: Sample games obtained by strategy generation. Grayed-out moves were predetermined.

represent x’s first move). Those settings were then fed into the move generator for the o-player, which determined

o’s next move. The iterations continued for all quantifier levels. The first row of Figure 6.3 shows the resultant

gameplay.

Now, suppose we pre-specify two initial moves so that the o-player is put into a losing position. Let φ′p

represent φ′p restricted by those two moves. The formula φ′x becomes true, because now x can ensure its victory.

Then our strategy generator can be used to play a winning strategy for x. Note that we cannot obtain a strategy

for the losing player, because its moves are irrelevant to the outcome. So, we demonstrate the generated moves

against a human player. The last three rows in Figure 6.3 display three sample games with different initial settings.

6.4.2 Producing and verifying certificates

We evaluated our implementation of two-sided Q-resolution generation empirically, to study the effect of proof

generation on performance. Each test was run on a 2.6GHz 2-core AMD processor with 16 GB of memory.

Programs were single-thread, and were limited to four GB of memory because they were 32-bit binaries. A 1200

second timeout was used for the solver.

We have used CirQit to generate certificates for the non-CNF benchmarks available from QBFLIB [17]. The

results are summarized in Table 6.2. We can see that the overhead of producing the proofs is quite small, and it

was able to produce proofs for every problem it solved.

We used an independently written verifier, named qbv [37], to verify the Q-resolution proofs produced by

CirQit2. This procedure helps to prevent the verifier from incorporating faulty assumptions that might be in the

solver, and thus verifying incorrect output. On 20 problems the verifier ran out of memory. On the remaining
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problems it accepted the proof produced.

We notice that in some cases the verifier took longer to verify the proof than the solver did to produce it. This

seems to indicate some inefficiencies in the verifier, because it needs to do less work than the solver. A possible

source of these inefficiencies lies in the proof format that qbv accepts. It is less restrictive than QIR format, and

allows the resolved clauses to be listed in an arbitrary order. It then needs to perform constraint propagation as part

of the verification process, which is unnecessary for verifying QIR. This makes the verification process needlessly

inefficient. However, even though it is possible to construct a more efficient verifier, results with qbv demonstrate

that it is quite feasible to produce and verify Q-resolution proofs for both > and ⊥ formulas.

We also note that, unlike the effects noted in previous survey papers [37, 47] neither proof generation nor

verification overheads show a bias for either polarity.

Although CirQit is a non-CNF based solver and does not generally do well on benchmarks that went through

a transformation to CNF, it is a robust solver that can compete with the state of the art. The families Core and

Umbrella are encoded in both CNF and non-CNF [17]. CirQit solved 77 problems in these two families, while

qube-cert solved 88. However, the certificates of qube-cert were twice the size of those of CirQit, overall.

Surprisingly, all of the certificates for the true formulas solved by qube-cert were rejected by its own verifier.

On the same dataset, Squolem was not able to solve a single problem within the timeout. The solver sKizzo

solved 72 problems, of which 45 were >. As expected, verification of those certificates proved prohibitive. Out

of 45 certificates produced, it was only able to verify 10, and in all cases verifying an instance took orders of

magnitude longer than solving it. The certificates produced by CirQit were on average 3.93 times smaller.

So, verifying Q-resolution proofs is more efficient and more robust than directly verifying Skolem functions or

similar representations for models. Our approach thus allows us to use a solver with dual propagation to generate

Q-resolution proofs for both > and ⊥ QBF formulas while incurring a very small overhead.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown that Q-refutations can be viewed as an alternative representation of a strategy. We

have provided an algorithm for extracting the winning moves for the universal player from a Q-resolution proof.

We show that dual propagation allows us to generate certificates for Q-resolution proofs for > formulas. This

is done by providing a Q-refutation of the negation of the formula. Applying the strategy extraction method to

that Q-refutation yields a strategy for the existential player in the original formula.

So, we now have a method of obtaining easy to verify certificates for both > and ⊥ formulas, and to generate

strategies for the existential player (when the formula is >) or the universal player (when the formula is ⊥).



Chapter 7

Dual propagation in CNF-based solvers

As our previous chapters show, dual propagation is very useful in non-CNF solvers. However, in these previous

chapters dual propagation was developed for circuit based solvers, which makes it harder to apply as there are

only a few such solvers; also, many efficient techniques and data structures have been developed for CNF, which a

non-CNF solver has no access to. In this chapter we show that all the necessary mechanisms for dual propagation

are actually already present in current QBF solvers. Given some additional information and initialized correctly,

DPLL-based cube-learning solvers can obtain the full power of dual propagation with very few modifications to

the solver. This work was published in [28].

Unfortunately, the non-CNF structure of the problem is not always available. There are techniques that try

to reconstruct the circuit structure, gates in particular, from the CNF [13]. However, these methods are usually

incomplete, and often provide only partially reconstructed circuits. Nevertheless, we can extend our approach to

be able to utilize this partial information. The modified algorithm is able to benefit from dual propagation for parts

of the formula where the structure is available, and does not suffer a large overhead for the part of the formula that

could not be reconstructed. This yields performance benefits even though the information extracted is incomplete,

and allows CNF-based solvers to obtain some of the benefits of dual reasoning in a more general context. To

further increase the applicability of our approach we develop a new method for extracting structure from a CNF

generated from the commonly used Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation. This work was published in [25].

7.1 Dual Propagation given a non-CNF representation

As we have shown previously, conversion to CNF causes the problem to lose information making the solver’s

reasoning for the universal player less effective. To regain that efficient reasoning ability, a CNF-based solver

needs additional information. In our case, we provide the appropriate information by supplying an initial set of

70
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cubes for the cube database. Effectively, the cube database is seeded with enough information to allow efficient

propagation. The cubes that we add are not ones the solver could eventually learn, because they contain addi-

tional auxiliary variables created for the universal player. These auxiliary variables carry the necessary structural

information to allow the universal player to reason about subformulas with the same efficiency that the existential

player enjoys. As shown in Examples 3 (on page 32) and 5 (on page 37), having auxiliary universal variables is

vital to efficient reasoning about solutions.

We will call the input to our solver a Dual CNF (DCNF). DCNF is simply a combination of two CNF formulas,

similar to the combined CNF and DNF of IQTest [63]. Unlike IQTest, however, we do not require the input to

exactly encode the formula and its negation (although that is a simple special case of DCNF). DCNFs are more

general, but they satisfy certain conditions sufficient to guarantee correctness.

Definition 10 (Dual CNF). Let φ be a QBF. The Dual CNF (DCNF) representation of φ is defined to be a triple

< ~Q, f1, f2 >, where ~Q is a quantifier prefix, and f1 and f2 are propositional formulas in CNF such that:

• φ ≡ ~Q.f1

• If ~Q.f1 ≡ ⊥, then at least one countermodel of ~Q.f1 is also a countermodel of ~Q.¬f2.

In a DCNF representation of φ, ~Q.f1 corresponds to a CNF encoding of φ. It must preserve the truth value

of φ. This is the formula on which the reasoning for the existential player takes place, so its main objective is to

detect and provide reasons for cases when φ is ⊥. The formula f2, on the other hand, is the formula on which the

reasoning for the universal player takes place. Intuitively it specifies (some of) the conditions that are forbidden

to the universal player. Since f2 is in CNF, ¬f2 is in DNF. Any cube in ¬f2 denotes some assignment forbidden

for the universal player. Hence, if any clause in f2 is falsified (i.e., any cube in ¬f2 is made true) then universal is

considered to lose the game.

As previously stated, for this thesis we only consider closed QBF. So, we assume that vars(f1) ⊆ vars( ~Q)

and vars(f2) ⊆ vars( ~Q), to ensure that ~Q.f1. and ~Q.¬f2 are closed.

One consequence of the second condition is that if ~Q.f1 is⊥, then ~Q.¬f2 must be⊥. If ~Q.f1 is>, ~Q.¬f2 can

have either value. However, the second condition is stronger than simply ( ~Q.¬f2) → ( ~Q.f1). For example, if ~Q

is ∀x, f1 is (x) and f2 is (x), then (∀x.¬x)→ (∀x.x) is satisfied. The second condition is not satisfied, however,

since the only countermodel of ∀x.x is when x is ⊥, which is not a countermodel for ∀x.¬x.

Observe that φ is not required to have the same quantifier as ~Q. In fact, for useful DCNF representations the

quantifiers will not be the same: ~Q would include auxiliary variables. Also note that the definition only talks

about the value of φ and not about its structure or about its set of models or countermodels.

To solve a QBF φ given a DCNF representation < ~Q, f1, f2 > we give the solver the input ~Q.f1 and initialize
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Figure 7.1: A circuit representation of the formula ∀p∃q.(p = q), and the Tseitin encoding of it and its negation

its cube database to the DNF ¬f2. As we will show in Section 7.1.1, the properties of DCNF are enough to

guarantee that under this set-up the solver will return the correct value for φ.

One easy way to obtain a valid and useful DCNF representation of a prenex non-CNF formula φ = ~Q.f

is as follows. First, obtain ¬( ~Q.f) by negating φ. Then, use existing transformation tools, such as the Tseitin

transformation, to obtain the CNF representations of both polarities. Let ~Q1.f1 be the CNF representation of φ and

~Q2.f2 be the CNF representation of ¬φ. We then observe that ~Q1 would be simply ~Q with existential auxiliary

variables added, while ~Q2 is the negation of ~Q with existential auxiliary variables added. Because the negation

flips all quantifiers, all variables of ~Q are also present in ~Q2 and have opposite quantifiers. In addition, ~Q2 has a

number of auxiliary existential variables. We will assume that all auxiliary variables are given unique names, so

that ~Q1 and ~Q2 only share the variables of ~Q. Then define ~Q3 to be the union of ~Q1 and the negation of ~Q2. This

means that ~Q3 contains all the variables from ~Q1, with the same quantifier. Also, ~Q3 contains all the variables

from ~Q2, but with an opposite quantifier so that all of the existential auxiliary variables in ~Q2 become universal

auxiliary variables in ~Q3. Furthermore if a variable x appears in both ~Q1 and ~Q2 then it must appear with an

opposite quantifier in ~Q2. Hence x will have the same quantifier in both ~Q1 and the negation of ~Q2. As a result,

the shared variables of ~Q1 and ~Q2 can be merged in ~Q3. The DCNF representation will then be < ~Q3, f1, f2 >.

Suppose that after performing this procedure a clause (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xk) is present in f2. This means that

any assignment that includes {¬x1,¬x2, · · · ,¬xk} falsifies the CNF representation of ¬( ~Q.f)—which means

that (¬x1 ∧¬x2 ∧ · · · ∧ xk) makes ~Q.f (and thus φ) true and so it is a valid cube. So, using the negation of f2 to

seed the cube database should be sound. A more formal proof of correctness follows as a corollary from the proof

of Theorem 7 below.

Example 9. Consider the formula φ from Example 7 on page 55. Tseitin representation of it and its negation is

shown in Figure 6.1 and reproduced in Figure7.1. In this case we need to rename the auxiliary variables to avoid
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conflicts. Then ~Q1 would be ∀p∃qx1y1z1 and ~Q2 would be ∃p∀q∃x2y2z2. The formula f1 would be the CNF

from Figure 6.1b with x, y and z replaced by x1, y1 and z1. The formula f2 would be the CNF from Figure 6.1c

with x, y and z replaced by x2, y2 and z2. The merged quantifier prefix ~Q3 would then be ∀p∃qx1y1z1∀x2y2z2.

7.1.1 Soundness Properties

First, we will present an abstract version of QDPLL algorithm to focus on the parts of the algorithm that are

important for soundness. As mentioned previously, QDPLL can be viewed as simply performing Q-resolution

until it obtains an empty clause. Our abstract version of QDPLL (Algorithm 11 described below) does exactly

this: it performs a sequence of Q-resolution steps obtaining either the empty clause or an empty cube. We will

then prove that this abstraction is always sound when given a DCNF input and that it can simulate QDPLL run on

the same input. This will demonstrate the correctness of QDPLL run with the initial cube database ¬f2.

First, we will formalize a notion that we have up to now used informally.

Definition 11 (Negation of quantifier prefix). The negation of a quantifier ~Q, denoted Q̂, is a quantifier prefix

such that:

• vars(Q̂) = vars( ~Q)

• For any x ∈ vars(Q̂), the quantifier level of x in Q̂ is the same as the quantifier level of x in ~Q

• Any x ∈ vars(Q̂) that is existential in ~Q is universal in Q̂

• Any x ∈ vars(Q̂) that is universal in ~Q is existential in Q̂

In other words, Q̂ is the same as ~Q but with all quantifiers flipped. Note that any quantifier prefix has a unique

negation, and negating a quantifier prefix twice yields the original quantifier prefix.

Algorithm 11 shows an abstraction of a QDPLL algorithm with cube and clause learning. Here C1 represents

the clause database, and C2 represents the cube database. For ease of presentation, we represent the cube database

as a collection of clauses (whose negations are cubes). We will refer to it as the dual clause database (the original

clause database being the primal clause database).

We want our results to be as general as possible, so the algorithm is kept non-deterministic. This allows us to

abstract away from the particular heuristics used and the exact propagation performed by the algorithm.

At each step, the algorithm non-deterministically chooses from one of three possible steps. It can use any

mechanism to choose which step it takes, and, as we show below, until termination at least one of the three steps

is always available.
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Algorithm 11: An abstract QBF solver

Data: A DCNF < ~Q, f1, f2 > representing a formula φ

Result: TRUE if φ is TRUE, FALSE if φ is FALSE

1 C1 ← f1

2 C2 ← f2

3 while (∅ /∈ C1) ∧ (∅ /∈ C2) do

4 step← pickStep()

5 if step ≡ 1 then

6 C1 ← C1∪ clsLrn(Q.C1)

7 else if step ≡ 2 then

8 C2 ← C2∪ clsLrn(Q̂.C2)

9 else

10 /* step ≡ 3 */

11 σ ← satAssignment(f1, C1, C2)

12 C2 ← C2∪ clsLrn(Q̂.(C2 ∧ ¬σ))

13 end

14 end

15 return ∅ ∈ C2

As the first and second option, the algo-

rithm generates a new clause from either the

primal or the dual clause database using a

function clsLrn. We treat that function as a

black box and do not constrain the mechanism

used to produce a new clause; we only as-

sume that the new clause is produced by Q-

resolution from its input and that its input is

given in prenex CNF. On lines 6 and 8 we

also assume that the new clause produced by

clsLrn is not subsumed by existing clauses in

its input.

As the third option, the algorithm adds a

new dual clause (a new cube). Using the func-

tion satAssignment it picks some partial as-

signment σ such that f1|σ ≡ > and such that σ

does not falsify any clauses in C1 or C2.1 Re-

call that an assignment σ can be represented

as a conjunction of literals. By negating that

conjunction, we get a dual clause c. We then

obtain a new clause produced by Q-resolution from the dual clause database C2 with c added. Note that the new

clause c is not subsumed by any clauses already in C2: c = ¬σ and if c ⊆ c′ ∈ C2 then σ would falsify c′

violating a postcondition of satAssignment. Here (on line 12) we allow clsLrn to return c. That is, the new

clause added to C2 could be c without any additional Q-resolution steps applied. We do still require, however,

that the clause returned by clsLrn is not subsumed by any of the previous clauses, i.e., those already in C2.

The algorithm terminates when the empty clause is inferred from one of the databases. If the empty clause is

derived in the dual database, the formula is proclaimed >, otherwise it is ⊥.

Here we do not consider clause deletion. Obviously, if we have clause deletion, then Algorithm 11 would not

be guaranteed to terminate. However, we note that the proof of soundness will not be affected if we allow any

newly introduced clauses to be removed—as long as all original clauses and cubes are retained.

We note that for any QBF ~Q.f , the triplet < ~Q, f,> > is a valid DCNF. That is because ¬> ≡ ⊥ is always

false, and any countermodel is a countermodel of ~Q.⊥.

1Note that this does not necessarily mean that every clause of C1 or C2 is satisfied by σ, because there might be unassigned variables.
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We will show that running the QDPLL algorithm on a formula ~Q.f with a cube database initialized to some

set of cubes U can be simulated by running Algorithm 11 on < ~Q, f,¬U >. As a corollary of this, any soundness

properties we prove for Algorithm 11 would also apply to QDPLL. It can be noted that the standard QDPLL

algorithm is always run with an empty initial cube database. That is, f2 is empty, and since an empty CNF is

>, our result will also show that standard QDPLL can be simulated by running Algorithm 11 on the valid DCNF

< ~Q, f, T >.

We will then show that Algorithm 11 is guaranteed to give a correct answer when the input satisfies all the

conditions of a DCNF. Moreover, we show that the conditions specified for the DCNF are the weakest possible

to get this guarantee: if they are violated, there will always be a way for Algorithm 11 to produce an incorrect

answer.2

Lemma 2. Suppose a QDPLL algorithm is run on a formula ~Q.f1, with the cube database initialized to ¬f2 for

some CNF formula f2. Then it will always terminate, and any answer it generates can be generated by Algorithm

11 on < ~Q, f1, f2 >.

Again, since we are only dealing with closed QBF formulas, we assume that vars(f1) ⊆ vars( ~Q) and

vars(f2) ⊆ vars( ~Q). We will assume that given an open QBF both algorithms would terminate immediately

with an error.

Note that at this point we are not arguing correctness. Lemma 2 makes no assumptions about the formula

represented by f2 or its relationship to f1. The Lemma is aimed solely at establishing the relationship between

QDPLL and Algorithm 11, namely that Algorithm 11 can simulate any run of the QDPLL algorithm.

Proof. We note that the addition of an initial cube database does not violate the proof of termination of QDPLL.

As before, each complete assignment will either cause a conflict in one of the databases, or will cause a new

conflicting cube to be gathered. In either case, a new clause or a cube is created. Regardless of the correctness

properties of these new clauses and cubes, they are guaranteed to be asserting and to cause an implication at some

earlier decision level. So, the solver periodically backtracks and assigns new implied literals. In the worst case, it

will terminate when all the literals are assigned at decision level 0. Let σ be the complete assignment at decision

level 0. If σ causes no conflicts, then a new cube will be derived that will be ⊥ under σ and this cube will then be

used to derive the empty cube; if σ causes a conflict then a new clause will be derived that will be ⊥ under σ and

this clause will then be used to derive the empty clause. Either way, the algorithm must terminate.

Let T be a trace of the run of QDPLL to the point of termination, represented as a sequence of learned clauses

and cubes in the order in which QDPLL generated them.
2Note that this does not necessarily mean that QDPLL will always be able to produce a wrong answer given an initial database that fails the

DCNF condition. QDPLL is more restrictive than Algorithm 11, and it is possible that in some degenerate cases the propagation rules might
prevent it from reaching the wrong conclusion. Nevertheless, relying on the specifics of propagation for soundness seems to be a dangerous
assumption.
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We can now show that for any prefix Tp of T Algorithm 11 will have an execution Ep after which it will be

at the beginning of the loop, C1 will contain exactly the union of f1 and all the learned clauses from Tp, and C2

will contain exactly the union of f2 and the negations of all the learned cubes from Tp.

We can prove this by induction on the length of Tp.

• In the base case, Tp is empty and Ep is simply the execution of Algorithm 11 up to the first iteration of the

loop, C1 = f1 ∪ {} and C2 = f2 ∪ {}.

• Suppose that Tp = 〈T1, c〉 for some trace prefix T1 and a learned clause or cube c. Let E1 be the execution

of Algorithm 11 that by our induction hypothesis matches T1.

Note that there are only three ways in which c could be generated by QDPLL: 1) a conflicting clause is

encountered and c is a clause learned by conflict analysis; 2) a conflicting cube is encountered and c is a

cube learned by solution analysis; or 3) QDPLL generates a new cube via cube gathering and a c is a cube

learned by solution analysis from the cube database. We will now show that for each of these three cases,

E1 can be extended accordingly.

– If c is a clause, then it was obtained by Q-resolution from the clause database. At that point (after

trace T1), the clause database of the QDPLL algorithm is equal to C1 after E1. Also, QDPLL ensures

that c is asserting with respect to that database, i.e., it improves the power of unit propagation. So, c

is not subsumed by any clause in C1. Thus, c can be produced by clsLrn on line 6, and E1 can be

extended to Ep by performing one iteration of step 1 to produce c and adding it to C1.

– Suppose c was a cube obtained as a result of a conflict in the cube database. At the time when c

was produced (after trace T1), the cube database of the QDPLL algorithm is equal to the negation

of C2 after E1. So, c can be derived from ~Q.¬C2 by cube Q-resolution. It can be shown that cube

Q-resolution on ~Q.¬C2 and Q-resolution on Q̂.C2 are duals. So, ¬c can be obtained by Q-resolution

on Q̂.C2. Moreover, it is asserting in C2, which means it is not subsumed by any clause from C2. So,

¬c can be produced by clsLrn on line 8, and E1 can be extended to Ep by performing one iteration of

step 1 to produce ¬c and adding it to C2.

– In the last case, c was a cube obtained as a result of learning following a cube gathering episode. In

that case, QDPLL finds a set of literals A that is a partial assignment sufficient to satisfy the original

formula f1. Under the partial assignment A, f1 evaluates to >; neither the clause database (which

at this point is equivalent to C1 after E1) nor the cube database (which at this point is equivalent

to ¬C2 after E1) produced a conflict—otherwise, the solver would have backtracked. So, A is a

partial assignment that satisfies f1 but does not cause either of C1 or C2 to be ⊥. The cube c is then
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learned by obtaining a cube ca that contains all the literals in A, and performing cube Q-resolution

on ~Q.¬(C2) ∨ ca. So, the same cube can be obtained by Algorithm 11 using step 3 and using the

assignment σ = A. E1 can then be extended accordingly.

So, the three possible modifications that QDPLL can make to its database have their counterparts in Algo-

rithm 11.

As a result of this, if QDPLL outputs FALSE, that means that it learned an empty clause, and there will

always be an execution E of Algorithm 11 after which C1 would contain an empty clause. So, after E, Algorithm

11 would terminate returning FALSE.

Similarly, if QDPLL outputs TRUE, there will be an execution of Algorithm 11 that adds an empty clause to

C2, and subsequently outputs TRUE.

Theorem 7. Let ~Q be a quantifier prefix, and f1 and f2 be formulas in CNF such that vars(f1) ⊆ vars( ~Q)

and vars(f2) ⊆ vars( ~Q). Then if < ~Q, f1, f2 > is a DCNF that represents φ, then Algorithm 11 run on

< ~Q, f1, f2 > will output the correct value of the formula φ. Moreover, whenever < ~Q, f1, f2 > is not a DCNF

representing φ, then it is possible for Algorithm 11 to output the value of ¬φ.

Proof. We will first show that if < ~Q, f1, f2 > is a DCNF that represents φ, then Algorithm 11 is guaranteed to

return the value of φ. Then we will show that whenever these conditions are not met, it is possible for Algorithm

11 to return the incorrect value.

Assume that < ~Q, f1, f2 > is a DCNF that represents φ.

Recall that Q-resolution preserves models and countermodels. Because C1 only contains clauses from f1 and

those derived from them by Q-resolution, ~Q.C1 will always have the same set of models and countermodels as

~Q.f1. So, if an empty clause is added to C1, then ~Q.C1 is ⊥, and so is ~Q.f1, and this means that φ is ⊥. So, if

Algorithm 11 returns FALSE, φ ≡ ⊥.

Now, suppose φ ≡ ⊥. Then by properties of the DCNF, there is some model M that is a common coun-

termodel of ~Q.f1 and ~Q.¬f2. Because Q-resolution is countermodel-preserving, then by the same reasoning as

above, M is also a countermodel for ~Q.C1.

We will show that at any point in the execution of algorithm Algorithm 11, M is also a model of Q̂.C2. Note

that this is the same as saying M is a countermodel of ~Q.¬C2.

We will show this by induction on the number of learned dual clauses in C2. Because C2 is initialized to f2

and M is a countermodel of ~Q.¬f2, this initially holds.

Suppose then that M is a model of Q̂.Ci2 for some value of the dual clause database Ci2. Let c be the dual

clause that is being added to database Ci2 at the next stage.
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• Suppose c has been obtained from ~Q.Ci2 on line 8. Because Q-resolution preserves models and M is a

model of Q̂.Ci2, then M must also be a model of Q̂.Ci2 ∪ {c}.

• Suppose c has been obtained on line 12 of step 3. Let ca be the dual clause generated from the assignment

that was used to obtain c, i.e., ca = ¬σ for σ obtained on line 11.

By construction ca is the negation of an assignment that makes f1 >. So, whenever ca = ⊥, f1 is >. In

particular, this means that ca is > at every leaf of every countermodel of ~Q.f1. Then ca is > at every leaf

of M . So, at any leaf of M , Ci2 ∧ ca ≡ Ci2.

Recall that M is a model of Q̂.Ci2, hence Ci2 is > at every leaf of M , and Ci2 ∧ ca is > at every leaf of

M . By properties of models, we can then conclude that M is also a model of Q̂.Ci2 ∧ ca.

Because c has been generated from Q̂.Ci2 ∧ ca and Q-resolution preserves models, then M must also

be a model of Q̂.Ci2 ∪ {ca} ∪ {c}. Removing a clause can never destroy a model, to M is also a model of

Q̂.Ci2 ∪ {c}.

So, it is an invariant that any common countermodel of ~Q.f1 and ~Q.¬f2 is a model of Q̂.C2. Thus, if φ ≡ ⊥,

then Q̂.C2 always has a model, the empty clause can never be in C2, and the algorithm will never return TRUE.

So, if the algorithm returns TRUE, then φ ≡ >.

Now, we will show that if the input is not a proper DCNF, Algorithm 11 will always have an execution

path that would give the wrong result.

Recall that there are two ways that the prefix ~Q and two CNF formulas f1 and f2 might violate the conditions

to be a DCNF representing a formula φ: either ~Q.f1 6= φ, or ~Q.f1 ≡ ⊥ but no countermodels of ~Q.f1 are

countermodels of ~f2. We will start by considering the second case.

• Suppose ~Q.f1 ≡ ⊥ but no countermodels of ~Q.f1 are also countermodels of ~f2. We will show that when-

ever this is true, Algorithm 11 might output either value, thus there will always be an execution path out-

putting an incorrect value even when ~Q.f1 ≡ φ.

Showing that Algorithm 11 can output FALSE in this case is easy: since ~Q.f1 ≡ ⊥, the empty clause

can be derived from it by Q-resolution and added to C1. We will now show that there is also an execution

path under which Algorithm 11 can output TRUE. First, we build an execution path Ec as follows: while

there is some assignment σ such that σ satisfies all clauses in C1 and C2, perform step 3 adding c = ¬σ to

C2. Note that such a σ can always be chosen on line 11. Moreover, since C2|σ = > then c is not subsumed

in C2. So, the preconditions of this step are satisfied.

Let Cf1 and Cf2 be the values of C1 and C2 after Ec. At this point there are no assignments that make

both C1 and C2 true at the same time. We can now extend Ec by an application of step 2 where an empty
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dual clause is generated from Q̂.Cf2 , after which the algorithm would return TRUE. We will now show that

this will always be possible. To do that, it remains to show that Q̂.Cf2 ≡ ⊥.

Suppose that Q̂.Cf2 ≡ >. Then there must be some model M of Q̂.Cf2 . Because no assignments

satisfy both Cf1 and Cf2 at the same time, Cf1 must be FALSE at any node of M . So, M must be a

countermodel of ~Q.Cf1 . As reasoned above, since Q-resolution preserves countermodels, it means that M

is also a countermodel of ~Q.f1.

We note that Cf2 is simply f2 with additional clauses added. So, M is also a model of Q̂.f2. But that

means that M is a common countermodel of ~Q.f1 and ~Q.¬f2, which contradicts our assumption.

So, Q̂.Cf2 ≡ ⊥ and Ec can be extended by an application of step 2 to generate an empty dual clause and

return TRUE.

• Suppose that ~Q.f1 6≡ φ. If the second condition of the DCNF is not met, then, as shown above, the algorithm

can return any value, in particular, ¬φ. If the second condition of the DCNF is met, then < ~Q, f1, f2 > is a

DCNF that represents ¬φ, which, as shown earlier, is guaranteed to return the value of ¬φ. In either case,

the algorithm can return a value that is not the value of φ.

So, Algorithm 11 the result is guaranteed to be sound only when all conditions on its DCNF input are met.

Corollary 2. Let < ~Q, f1, f2 > be a DCNF representing a formula φ. Then a QDPLL algorithm run on ~Q.f1

with the cube database initialized to f2 would output the correct value of φ.

Proof. Lemma 2 shows that any answer generated by the QDPLL algorithm run on ~Q.f1 with the cube database

initialized to f2 can be generated by Algorithm 11 on < ~Q, f1, f2 >. Theorem 7 then shows that Algorithm 11

on < ~Q, f1, f2 > is guaranteed to generate the correct value of φ. So, the QDPLL algorithm run on ~Q.f1 with the

cube database initialized to f2 must output the correct value of φ.

7.1.2 Experiments

In this section we perform experiments to demonstrate how our approach enables an off-the-shelf DPLL-based

QBF solver to perform dual propagation. The experiments were performed on the same QBFLib dataset that has

been used in Chapter 5, and were run on the same 2.8GHz machine with 12GB of RAM. Timeout was once again

600 CPU seconds per instance.

Implementational details

We have modified a modern QBF solver DepQBF [42] to obtain Dual DepQBF. The new version of the solver

has an option of taking a second CNF file and adding the negations of its clauses as cubes. The cubes added this
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way are exempt from deletion, just like original clauses.

We have also implemented automated merging of the quantifiers. We assume that the two input files agree

on the names of the variables from the original problem, and only introduce existentially quantified variables.

Suppose ~Q1 is the quantifier prefix of the file containing the input QBF φ (converted to CNF) and ~Q2 is the

quantifier prefix of the file containing ¬φ (converted to CNF). Then the input variables (i.e., the variables of

φ) are exactly those variables that are universal in one of ~Q1 or ~Q2. In particular, the input variables that are

existential in φ will be existential in ~Q1 and universal in ~Q2, and input variables that are universal in φ will be

universal in ~Q1 and existential in ~Q2. By identifying these input variables and their ordering in ~Q1 and ~Q2 we can

construct a merged quantifier by using ~Q1 (the original quantifier) and then inserting the non-input variables of

~Q2 (these variables must be auxiliary variables existential in ~Q2) into ~Q1 as new universally quantified variables.

These new universal auxiliary variables are inserted in ~Q1 so that they remain scoped by exactly the same input

variables they were scoped by in ~Q2. If necessary these variables are renamed so that they do not conflict with the

names of the auxiliary variables of ~Q1.

This mechanism allows us to use an off-the-shelf tool for translating from non-CNF to CNF. It is run on the

formula to generate the first input CNF, and then on the negation of the formula to generate the second input file.

We can use any tool that preserves the names and quantifier levels of the input variables, and only introduces

existential auxiliary variables.

While there are no theoretical obstacles to seeding the database of the QDPLL algorithms as described above,

in practice the code of DepQBF relies on certain assumptions used for efficiency or to simplify the code. The

addition of the initial cube database breaks some of those assumptions, so some care must be taken with the code.

For DepQBF the following issues arise.

A variable occurring in the cubes but not the clauses. The addition of the initial cube database introduces

a number of universal variables that only appear in the cubes and are needed for propagation. DepQBF assumes

that if a variable does not occur in the input formula, it can be ignored. This affected the code for pure literal

detection. As a brute-force approach to avoid this problem, in our experiments whenever the initial cube database

is used, pure literal detection is simply turned off.

Last quantifier level might be universal. For plain CNF, if the inner-most quantifier level is universal, all

its variables can be removed by universal reduction. DepQBF assumes that the last quantifier level is existential,

and violating this assumption causes a problem with its dependency detection scheme. In our experiments the

standard dependency scheme has been turned off and the trivial dependency scheme used instead (even there,

we needed to introduce a dummy existential level to enable the existing code to work). We note that switching

dependency schemes on this dataset did not degrade performance.3

3Dependency schemes are different mechanisms for detecting a set of variables a variable v depends on. Returning set of all variables that
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In the experiments below, the original version of DepQBF used both pure literals and the standard dependency

scheme; the dual version used neither. Note that this means that the dual version was potentially at a slight

disadvantage.

Experimental evaluation

For each formula in the dataset we have generated two CNF files. One has been encoded the same way as in

Chapter 5. We will call these instances positive. The second file is created using the same encoding, but instead

of encoding the original formula, it encodes the negation of the formula. We will call these instances negative.

First, we want to analyze the effects that our approach has on the solver. Figure 7.2a shows a cactus plot

comparing the different versions of DepQBF. The names DepQBF+ and DepQBF- denote the results of running

DepQBF on positive and negative instances, respectively. The names D-DepQBF+ and D-DepQBF- denote the

results of running the modified version of DepQBF that uses dual propagation. In the first case, the positive

instances are used as clauses and the negative are used as cubes. In the second case, the negative instances are

used as clauses and the positive are used as cubes.

The version ending with an ampersand (&) is a hypothetical best version. The results for that version were

obtained by taking the best of the positive and negative results for each instance. It is not surprising that when

the best answers of both polarities are combined, the result is better than the result of any single polarity alone.

The algorithms are guided by heuristics, and chance plays a large role. So, taking the best of two runs would

generally give noticeable improvements. These improvements are further increased by the bias of CNF-based

QBF solving—there are problems where one polarity is noticeably easier to solve than the other. However, we

can see that the impact of dual propagation is much more pronounced than simply taking the best of the two

polarities. This is indicated by the large gap between DepQBF& and the versions that use dual propagation. Dual

propagation enables the solver to reason about conflicts and solutions equally efficiently, and moreover it allows

interaction between the two processes. By doing that it is able to produce large improvements in solving time.

Figure 7.2b compares our approach with state-of-the-art standalone solvers. The solvers used were described

in Chapter 5. For CNF based solvers, the results include running the solver on both positive and negative versions

of the problem. Again, the the suffix + means that the solver was run on the positive instance, and - means that

the solver was run on the negative instance. We have omitted the solvers that have solved less than 100 problems.

The graph clearly shows that the solvers using some form of dual propagation (CirQit, GhostQ and D-DepQBF)

are at a definite advantage. It also shows that the adjustments described above have allowed the CNF-based solver

D-DepQBF the full power of dual propagation, as it is now competitive with the non-CNF solvers on this dataset.

scope v is a legal dependency scheme, but other more sophisticated schemes returning smaller sets have been developed. See [42] for more
information about dependency schemes and how they can be used in QBF.
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Family D-Depqbf+ D-Depqbf- D-Depqbf& Depqbf+ Depqbf- Depqbf& GhostQ(P)

(# instances) A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F

seidl (150) 150 93 57 150 57 93 150 93 57 140 83 57 144 53 91 149 92 57 150 93 57

assertion (120) 57 0 57 55 55 0 59 0 59 11 0 11 0 0 0 11 0 11 42 0 42

consistency (10) 8 8 0 7 0 7 8 8 0 0 0 0 9 0 9 9 9 0 2 2 0

counter (45) 43 36 7 43 7 36 43 36 7 25 25 0 23 0 23 25 25 0 45 36 9

dme (11) 5 5 0 2 0 2 5 5 0 8 8 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 11 11 0

possibility (120) 51 6 45 49 43 6 51 6 45 10 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 10 39 1 38

ring (20) 20 10 10 20 10 10 20 10 10 12 9 3 9 0 9 12 9 3 20 10 10

semaphore (16) 16 16 0 16 0 16 16 16 0 15 15 0 15 0 15 15 15 0 16 16 0

Core (63) 39 7 32 32 30 2 40 7 33 17 0 17 26 26 0 31 0 31 50 14 36

Umbrella (73) 31 6 25 32 26 6 33 6 27 16 1 15 17 13 4 28 5 23 46 12 34

Total (628) 420 187 233 406 228 178 425 187 238 254 141 113 243 92 151 298 163 135 421 195 226

Family Quantor+ Quantor- Quantor& sKizzo+ sKizzo- sKizzo& CirQit2.1

(# instances) A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F

seidl (150) 39 23 16 31 9 22 43 26 17 15 10 5 16 4 12 19 14 5 150 93 57

assertion (120) 40 0 40 3 3 0 40 0 40 13 0 13 4 4 0 13 0 13 35 0 35

consistency (10) 4 4 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 5 0

counter (45) 28 27 1 28 1 27 28 27 1 36 33 3 35 3 32 36 33 3 42 35 7

dme (11) 0 0 0 4 0 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 3 3 0 11 11 0

possibility (120) 44 4 40 0 0 0 44 4 40 13 1 12 1 1 0 13 1 12 47 5 42

ring (20) 11 9 2 10 1 9 11 9 2 12 9 3 12 3 9 12 9 3 20 10 10

semaphore (16) 16 16 0 13 0 13 16 16 0 14 14 0 15 0 15 15 15 0 16 16 0

Core (63) 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 31 17 14 0 0 0 31 17 14 39 11 28

Umbrella (73) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 23 9 0 0 0 32 23 9 32 7 25

Total (628) 185 83 102 89 14 75 193 90 103 167 108 59 86 15 71 175 116 59 397 193 204

Family QuBE7.2+ QuBE7.2- QuBE7.2& rareqs+ rareqs- rareqs& GhostQ(C)

(# instances) A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F A T F

seidl (150) 127 75 52 135 49 86 142 89 53 3 0 3 13 0 13 16 13 3 149 92 57

assertion (120) 4 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 42 0 42

consistency (10) 0 0 0 6 0 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

counter (45) 31 30 1 27 1 26 31 30 1 32 30 2 31 1 30 32 30 2 45 36 9

dme (11) 6 6 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 10 10 0 7 0 7 10 10 0 11 11 0

possibility (120) 8 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 27 2 25 0 0 0 41 2 39

ring (20) 13 9 4 8 0 8 13 9 4 13 10 3 0 0 0 13 10 3 20 10 10

semaphore (16) 16 16 0 16 0 16 16 16 0 16 16 0 0 0 0 16 16 0 16 16 0

Core (63) 26 0 26 22 22 0 36 0 36 44 8 36 36 36 0 44 8 36 37 1 36

Umbrella (73) 21 1 20 35 29 6 40 7 33 45 11 34 40 33 7 45 11 34 42 8 34

Total (628) 252 137 115 249 101 148 302 163 139 165 85 80 154 72 82 178 98 80 405 178 227

Table 7.1: The number of problems solved within the timeout for various solvers. The number of All (A) problems,
True (T) problems and False (F) problems solved is reported. The values for CNF-based solvers are reported for
a positive encoding of the problem (+), a negative encoding (-) and a hypothetical best of both (&).
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Figure 7.3: The number of cubes encountered by DepQBF while solving a problem vs. the number of clauses
encountered while solving its negation, and vice versa

Table 7.1 provides more details on the same data. It shows the number of problems solved within the timeout

for all versions of the solvers that we experimented with. The results are broken down by the formula value:

column T reports the number of > formulas solved, F reports the number of ⊥ formulas solved, and A reports

the combined values for all formulas. Note that for negations of the formulas these polarities are flipped. We also

note that even taking the hypothetical best time for solving the formula or its negation is not enough to obtain

performance comparable to that of dual propagation.

The effect of Dual Propagation on clause and cube learning is visualized in Fig. 7.3. For the same problem, we

compare the number of cubes learned while solving the problem to the number of clauses learned while solving

its negation. A positive point on the left graph is the number of cubes learned by DebQBF+ versus the number

of clauses learned by DepQBF-. A negative point on the left graph is the number of cubes learned by DebQBF-

versus the number of clauses learned by DepQBF+. If the problem was not solved, we take the number of

cubes/clauses learnt within the timeout.

From the theoretical point of view, we would expect the number of cubes in one polarity to be similar to the

number of clauses in the other polarity. After all, any clause of a problem is a cube of its negation. However,

we can see that it is not the case for the original DepQBF. Because of the bias introduced by the formula repre-

sentation, it has to learn substantially more cubes than it does clauses. Note that the plot is logarithmic, and the

difference is usually many orders of magnitude. This demonstrates the inefficiency of cube learning: it seems that
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the solver needs to process many orders of magnitude more cubes to cover the same search space that it can with

much fewer clauses.

The figure on the right shows the same numbers when dual propagation is employed. This figure is close to

what one would expect: the number of clauses for the problem and the cubes for the negation is roughly the same.

This indicates that the bias has been removed, and equally efficient reasoning for solutions and conflicts has been

achieved.

7.2 Utilizing partial information extracted from CNF

If the original formula is unavailable, sometimes it is possible to extract the original structure from the CNF

encodings [13]. However, many different methods exist for converting problems to CNF, and in general it is NP-

hard to optimally extract problem structure. Existing techniques usually employ heuristic or greedy approaches,

and are often only able to extract a portion of the original structure.

In this section we employ a well-known gate extraction method to obtain gate information from the CNF. We

later show how it is possible to extract structure from a CNF generated using the Plaisted-Greenbaum transforma-

tion, a problem that has not been previously addressed. We develop a technique for automatically generating input

cubes for the CNF solver given information about the gate structure, even when that information is incomplete.

We prove that these input cubes can be soundly added to solver. Finally we show that although our technique

cannot generate all of the input cubes that we would obtain from a circuit representation of the formula, even an

incomplete set of input cubes has a positive impact on the solver. Thus our work allows us to access the powerful

idea of dual propagation within an ordinary CNF QBF solver without requiring any additional input beyond the

CNF.

7.2.1 Reconstructing the structure

In general, given a CNF, figuring out which variables are auxiliary is as hard as solving the problem. However, it

is possible to develop incomplete techniques and techniques aimed at particular methodologies for encoding CNF.

Most existing techniques are aimed at finding functional dependencies, cases where a set of clauses forces some

variable to take the same value as some function over other variables. Various structure reconstruction techniques

have been developed for SAT solving, and some have been used in QBF.

The simplest technique is to look for patterns commonly used to encode logical gates. For example, AND and

OR gates are often encoded as (y∨x1)∧ (y∨x2)∧· · ·∧ (y∨xn)∧ (¬y∨¬x1∨¬x2∨· · ·∨¬xn), which encode

the equivalence ¬y ≡ x1 ∧ x2 ∧ · · · ∧ xn. Note that here the literals may be in any combination of polarities.
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This kind of pattern matching can be implemented efficiently. However, there is another problem: the re-

sultant circuit has to be acyclic. Finding an optimal acyclic subset of gates can be costly, so often a greedy ap-

proach is taken. More advanced techniques exist that use propagation and other reasoning techniques to uncover

equivalences. The approaches include using a clausal graph [48] or unit propagation [29] to detect functional

dependencies. There has also been work on selecting definitions that would give a maximal circuit [13]. Although

our method would benefit from better structure reconstruction, comparison and review of different reconstruction

techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Some forms of structural reconstruction have also been applied to QBF [39], [50]. Most of the techniques can

be generalized from CNF in a straightforward manner, while keeping in mind an additional constraint: that an

auxiliary variable must be scoped by the variables it depends in.

For the first part of this section we will use a greedy pattern matching technique which ensures that the

dependent variable is deeper in the quantifier prefix than the variables it depends on.

7.2.2 Utilizing partial information

Let ~Q.f be a QBF formula in CNF, and suppose that the set of clauses A ⊆ f encodes a definition of a variable

x. Let V be the set of variables vars(A) − {x}, this is the set of variables that x depends on. For our purposes

we will say that a set of clauses A encodes a definition if:

1. x is an existential variable.

2. All variables in V precede x in ~Q.

3. For any assignment π to variables in V , π can be extended by exactly one setting of x such that the new

assignment satisfies A. Note that this implies that x appears in the A.

The second condition is specific to QBF, and is based on the fact that in order to preserve the value of the

QBF, an auxiliary variable must follow all the variables in the subformula to which it is equivalent. Consider, for

example, a formula ∀a∃b.(¬a∧¬b)∨(a∧b). This formula is true, since b can always be set to the same value as a.

Suppose we create an auxiliary variable g to represent a∧b. The matrix will then be ((¬a∧¬b)∨g)∧(g ≡ a∧b).

If we insert g in the wrong place in the prefix, we might get ∃g∀a∃b. Now, however, the formula becomes false.

If g is true, a can be set to false, violating g ≡ a ∧ b. If g is false, a can be set to true, violating ((¬a ∧ ¬b) ∨ g).

Conversely, if we started with the latter formula and treated g as an auxiliary variable, we would turn a false

formula into a true one. Other examples can be found in [50].

We also do not want to allow cyclic definitions, i.e., cases where some variable x is defined in terms of y

while y is defined in terms of x. This would lead to problems with soundness. For example, in the formula
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∃a, x, y.a ∧ (y ≡ ¬x ∧ a) ∧ (x ≡ y) we do not want to consider both y ≡ ¬x ∧ a and x ≡ y as definitions.

To see why, consider substituting the variables with their definitions. The resultant formula, ∃a.a, would be >.

However, the original formula is ⊥, because a is forced to be >, and the remainder of the formula simplifies to

(y ≡ ¬x) ∧ (x ≡ y), which is unsatisfiable. The second condition above is designed to prevent this problem. It

assumes a strict ordering on ~Q, and not the relaxed variant where variables on the same quantifier level can be

interchanged. The ordering must be fixed, and all the definitions must respect the same ordering. It can be seen

that this condition prevents cyclic dependencies.

The last condition ensures that there is always a setting of x that satisfies the definition, and that there is only

one such setting: i.e., the value of x is completely determined by the settings of V .

Let us say that Sx(A) is the subformula to which the set of clauses A forces x to correspond. Note that x does

not appear in Sx(A). It never needs to be explicitly computed, but for theoretical results it can be defined as a

disjunction of all assignments to the variables in vars(A)− {x} that require x to be true to satisfy A. Let f |x←B
mean the result of taking the formula f and substituting every occurrence of x by the formula B. Our conditions

ensure that if A is a definition of x in ~Q.f , then ~Q.f ≡ ~Q.f |x←Sx(A).

Algorithm 12: Partial-solve

Input: ~Q.f : QBF in prenex CNF
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if

φ ≡ ⊥
1 (X,D)← extractDefs( ~Q.f );
2 ( ~Q′, Xu)← insertUniversal(X , ~Q);
3 U ← ¬(replace(X , Xu, D));
4 return QDPLLp( ~Q′.f , U, D, X, Xu);

Algorithm 12 outlines our approach. It first uses an algo-

rithm for finding functional dependencies. One possible such

algorithm is the pattern matching algorithm outlined in Section

7.2.1. However, other more powerful methods can be applied.

Here we treat the extraction algorithm as a black box repre-

sented by the function extractDefs. We assume that the result

of that function satisfies the following conditions:

• X is the set of variables found to be auxiliary.

• D is a CNF obtained by conjoining the definitions D1, D2, · · · , Dk, where k is the number of variables

in X , and there is a one-to-one mapping between variables in X and definitions in D, such that to each

variable in X corresponds exactly one definition Di.

• All definitions are from f , i.e., D ⊆ f .

• All the definitions are disjoint, i.e., there is no clause c such that c ∈ Di and c ∈ Dj for some i 6= j.

• All definitions respect the same quantifier ordering. That is, there is some fixed ordering ~Qr that can be

obtained from ~Q by reordering variables within each quantifier block. We will refer to ~Qr as a reference

ordering.4 Then, if Di is the definition of a variable xi, all variables in vars(Di) − {xi} must precede xi
4We will assume a single reference ordering. In cases where there are multiple suitable orderings, an arbitrary suitable ordering can be

used.
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in ~Qr.

The function insertUniversal takes a set of variables X and a quantifier prefix ~Q. For each variable x ∈ X it

inserts a fresh universal variable at the earliest universal level following x. Then it returns the new prefix ~Q′ and

the list of newly inserted variables Xu.

The function replace takes a formula and replaces every occurrence of every variable in X by its correspond-

ing variable from Xu. Here we feed it the set of definition clauses D, which is a CNF, and replace will return a

CNF containing (in addition to other variables) variables from Xu and not containing variables from X . We then

negate the result of replace, yielding a DNF that can be used as an initial set of cubes. This is used as the initial

cube database U .

Then, QDPLLp is run on the CNF formula Q′.f with cubes U . Here QDPLLp is a modification of QDPLL

that explicitly takes the initial clause and cube databases, and also takes the information about the definitions.

Algorithm 13 shows the modifications needed to Algorithm 1 in order to implement QDPLLp.

The cube database is initialized to the cubes given as input. The only remaining difference is in the way new

cubes are obtained on lines 9-10. Instead of selecting a subset of variables to satisfy all clauses in the body of the

original formula f , QDPLLp only satisfies the clauses in f −D obtaining a cube c. Then replace(X,Xu, {c}) is

used as the starting cube. Recall that these lines can only be reached when τ is a complete assignment that causes

no conflicts in either the clause or the cube database.

Lemma 3. Assume that QDPLLp (Algorithm 13) is called from Algorithm 12 as described above. Let c be a cube

generated on line 9 of QDPLLp under the assignment τ , and let c′ be the cube generated from c on line 10. Then

c′ is guaranteed to be made true by τ , i.e., c′|τ = >.

Proof. Because c is constructed such that c|τ = >, to show that c′|τ = > it suffices to show that whenever these

lines are reached, τ sets x = xu for any x ∈ X that corresponds to xu ∈ Xu. Let ~Qr be the reference ordering

for the definitions D. By induction we assume that for all variables y ∈ X that appear before x in Qr we have

y|τ = yu|τ , where yu ∈ Xu is the universal that corresponds to y. Let A be the clausal definition of x, and let

Au be A with all variables from X replaced by their counterparts from Xu. Note then that A ⊆ D and since

U = ¬(replace(X , Xu, D)), Au ⊆ ¬U . Since all variables in vars(A) − {x} precede x in ~Qr, by assumption

the values of these variables that are in X must be equivalent to the values of their corresponding variables from

Xu. Since Sx(A) only contains variables from vars(A)− {x}, Sx(A)|τ ≡ Sxu(Au)|τ . Since no cubes are true,

and the negation of Au is among the cubes, then all clauses of Au are satisfied by τ . So, since Au is a definition

of xu and τ satisfies Au, xu must be set by τ to Sxu
(Au)|τ . Furthermore, since all clauses are satisfied by τ , so

is A, and since A is a definition of x, τ must set x to Sx(A). So, x|τ ≡ xu|τ . This ensures that QDPLLp can use

c′ as a base cube for learning.
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Algorithm 13: QDPLLp( ~Q.f, fc, D,X,Xu)

Input: A closed QBF φ = ~Q.f in prenex CNF,
initial cube database fc in DNF,

a set of definition clauses D ⊆ f ,

auxiliary existentials X ⊆ vars( ~Q)

and corresponding universals Xu ⊆ vars( ~Q)

1 τ ← empty sequence of literals;
2 C← f ;
3 U← fc ;
4 while TRUE do
5 c← unitPropagate(τ , ~Q, C, U);
6 if c = NONE then
7 v← select dec( ~Q, τ );
8 if v = NONE then
9 c← gatherCube(τ , f −D );

10 c← replace(X , Xu, {c}) ;
11 else
12 τ ← 〈τ, v〉;
13 end
14 end
15 if c 6= NONE then
16 if c is a clause then
17 (btlevel, c)← analyzeConflict (c, τ , ~Q, C);
18 if c ≡ ∅ then return FALSE;
19 C← C ∪ c;
20 else
21 /*c is a cube*/
22 (btlevel, c)← analyzeSolution (c, τ , ~Q, U);
23 if c ≡ ∅ then return TRUE;
24 U← U ∪ c;
25 end
26 backtrack (τ , btlevel);
27 end
28 end

Before we prove the correctness of Algo-

rithm 12, we observe the following fact.

Lemma 4. Let ~Q.f be a QBF formula, and let

~Q′ be a quantifier prefix that is identical to ~Q ex-

cept it also contains a number of new variables

not present in f . LetX (Xu) be the set of new ex-

istential (universal) variables in ~Q′ not present

in ~Q.

For any variable xu ∈ Xu, let gxu be

an arbitrary boolean function over variables in

vars( ~Q′)−X that precede xu in ~Q′.

Then, if ~Q.f is ⊥, then there is a counter-

model M such that:

1. M is a countermodel of ~Q′.f .

2. For any variable xu ∈ Xu, xu = gxu at

any leaf of M .

3. For any variable x ∈ X and assignment

π that corresponds to some leaf in M , if

π′ is π with the value of x flipped, then π′

also corresponds to some leaf in M .

Intuitively, this says that if a countermodel

of a formula exists, one can always find an-

other countermodel that uses an arbitrary func-

tion over preceding original and universal vari-

ables to assign any dummy universal variables

and that has identical subtrees for both values of any dummy existential variables. Here by dummy variables we

mean variables that do not appear in the body of the formula.

Proof. If ~Q.f is ⊥, then it has some countermodel M1. Let S1 be the set of all assignments over variables

vars( ~Q) that correspond to the leafs of M1. We can construct the desired countermodel M as follows: a leaf n

corresponding to an assignment π is in M if:
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• π1 ⊆ π for some π1 ∈ S1, and

• For any xu ∈ Xu, xu|π = gxu |π .

To complete the countermodel, add to M all the ancestor nodes of the above leafs.

Note that f |σ must be ⊥ for any σ ∈ S1, since M1 is a countermodel. Hence since all leafs of M include the

assignments of the leafs of M1, f is⊥ at any leaf of M . It can also be shown that, because any xu is scoped by all

the variables in gxu
, M includes exactly one child of every universal node and, as we show below, both children

of every existential. So, it is a countermodel of ~Q′.f .

Also, xu = gxu
at any leaf of M .

Let π be an assignment that corresponds to some leaf of M . Then there is an assignment π1 ⊆ π such that

π1 ∈ S1. Let π′ be π with the value of some variable x ∈ X flipped. Because x /∈ vars( ~Q), x is not assigned

by π1. So, π1 ⊆ π′. We also note that for any xu ∈ Xu, xu|π ≡ xu|π′ . Also, since gxu
does not contain any

variables from X , gxu
|π ≡ gxu

|π′ . Then, the leaf to which π′ corresponds is also a leaf of M .

We will now prove the correctness of Algorithm 12.

Theorem 8. Suppose Algorithm 12 is run on a formula ~Q.f . Then it will return TRUE iff ~Q.f ≡ >, and FALSE

iff ~Q.f ≡ ⊥.

Proof. First, we note that again our modifications do not affect the proof of termination.

Also, as before, Algorithm 13 can only add a clause c to its clause database if c can be derived by Q-resolution

from its initial clause database. So, if the call to QDPLLp( ~Q′.f , U, D, X, Xu) returns FALSE, then we can

guarantee that ~Q′.f has no models. Since ~Q′ is simply ~Q with new variables introduced, and these new variables

do not appear in f , then ~Q.f ≡ ~Q′.f ≡ ⊥.

It remains to show that if ~Q.f ≡ ⊥, then Algorithm 13 can never return TRUE.

If Algorithm 13 returns TRUE, it means that QDPLLp has generated an empty cube by cube Q-resolution

from the cube database U and some set of base cubes B, where each cube in B has been generated by QDPLLp

on line 10. That means that ~Q′.U ∨B is>. So, to ensure that Algorithm 13 never returns TRUE, we need to show

that for any possible set of generated base cubes B, ~Q′.U ∨B has a countermodel. To show that, it is sufficient to

show that there is a countermodel M is such that:

1. U is ⊥ at any leaf of M

2. For any newly generated base cube c, c is ⊥ at any leaf of M

We will now show how to obtain such a countermodel when ~Q.f ≡ ⊥.
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First we define a new formula f−; the countermodel we seek will be among the set of countermodels of f−.

Let f− be the formula obtained from f −D by replacing every x ∈ X by Sx(A), where A ⊆ D is the definition

of x. Assume this replacement is performed in the order opposite to that in the reference prefix ~Qr so that the

other variables of X appearing in Sx(A) will later be substituted by their own definitions. Because there are no

cyclic dependencies, this ensures that no variables from X appear in f−. Note that f− encodes the same formula

as f , except it does not force the values of the variables in X . At any leaf in the decision tree, f− ∧D ≡ f . So,

~Q.f ≡ ~Q.f− ∧D. Because f− does not contain any variables from X , these variables can always be set in such

a way as to satisfy D. Hence, ~Q.f ≡ ~Q.f− ∧ > ≡ ~Q.f−, and since ~Q.f ≡ ⊥, ~Q.f− has a countermodel.

For a variable x ∈ X , let Ax ⊆ D be the definition of x. For a variable xu ∈ Xu that corresponds to x,

let Axu = replace(X,Xu, Ax). Note that Axu does not contain any variables from X . Also note that U =

¬(∧xu∈Xu
Axu

).

Since f− does not contain any variables from X and because ~Q.f− has a countermodel, so does ~Q−.f−,

where ~Q− is the prefix ~Q with all the variables from X removed. Let ~Q′ be the prefix ~Q with the variables

from Xu inserted. Then ~Q′ is the same as ~Q−, except it introduces the existential variables X and the universal

variables Xu. By Lemma 4, since ~Q−.f− has a countermodel, then so does ~Q′.f−. Because for any xu ∈ Xu

Axu
contains no variables fromX , neither does Sxu

(Axu
). Then Lemma 4 also allows us to select a countermodel

of ~Q′.f− with the desired properties. In particular, let M be a countermodel of ~Q′.f− (known to exist by Lemma

4) such that for any leaf of M that corresponds to an assignment σ:

• For every xu ∈ Xu, xu|σ = Sxu(Axu)|σ

• If σ′ is σ with some x ∈ X flipped, then the leaf corresponding to σ′ is also in M .

Now we will show that U is ⊥ at any leaf of M , and that any newly generated base cube c is ⊥ at any leaf of

M , i.e., we will show that M is the countermodel we seek.

1. Recall that U = ¬(∧xu∈Xu
Axu

). Let σ be the assignment corresponding to some leaf of M . Recall that

for any xu ∈ Xu, xu|σ = Sxu(Axu)|σ , which means that Axu |σ = >. So, U |σ is ⊥.

2. Suppose QDPLLp obtained a new cube during cube gathering phase. Let us say that c is the cube generated

on line 9, and let c′ be the cube generated from c on line 10. Then c′ will be the cube used by the algorithm

as a base cube for Q-resolution.

Suppose contrary to what we are trying to prove that c′ is true at some leaf n of M , and that n corresponds

to an assignment π. We could then generate an assignment π′ from π by setting all the auxiliary existentials

to the values of their definition (set every x ∈ X to Sx(Ax)). By the above properties of M , the leaf

corresponding to π′ would also be in M . Now, because c′ is the result of replacing all variables from X by
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their counterparts from Xu, then c′ contains no auxiliary existentials. So, since c′|π ≡ >, then c′|π′ ≡ > .

Also note that in π′ the values of variables in Xu match their corresponding values from X . Then, because

c′|π′ ≡ > it follows that c|π′ ≡ >. By construction, c contains one literal from every clause in f − D,

thus c → (f − D). Since c → (f − D) and c|π′ ≡ >, then (f − D)|π′ ≡ >. Since all variables in X

are set according to their definitions in π′, we also have that D|π′ ≡ > and therefore f |π′ ≡ >. Since

f |π′ → f−|π′ we get f−|π′ = >. But M is a countermodel of ~Q′.f−, so this contradicts our assumption

that n is a leaf of M . So, any new cube c′ generated by QDPLLp will be ⊥ at all leaf nodes of M .

Because U is ⊥ at any leaf of M , and any base cube is ⊥ at any leaf of M , then M is a countermodel of

~Q′.U ∨ B for any set of base cubes B, and the algorithm cannot produce an empty cube and thus cannot return

TRUE. So, if the algorithm outputs TRUE, ~Q.f must be >.

7.2.3 Recovering implication-based encodings

The Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation is an improvement over the Tseitin encoding [52]. It recognizes that if

the literal x only appears positively in the rest of the formula, then instead of the equivalence x ≡ α, it is sufficient

to encode¬α→ ¬x. For example, the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation of the formula ∃p∀q.(¬p∧¬q)∨(p∧q)

from Example 7 on page 55 would be ∀p∃qxyz.(¬z, y, x), (¬y,¬p), (¬y,¬q), (¬x, p), (¬x, q), (z).

In particular, any formula that has no substructure sharing, for example, a formula encoded in NNF, after

conversion using the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation will be completely encoded using implications. Obvi-

ously, the formulas transformed this way do not have any gate definitions that an algorithm could find. Actually,

they have no functional dependencies, since only one polarity of the variable is forced. So, no method men-

tioned above is directly applicable. We are unaware of any work on reconstructing formulas transformed using

the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation.

In this section we will describe how it is possible to reconstruct structure from problems encoded using the

Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation. First, we note that under certain conditions an implication can play the role

of a definition, and can be replaced with an equivalence without changing the value of the formula.

Definition 12 (I-definition). Let ~Q.f be a QBF formula in CNF. Let x be a literal such that var(x) ∈ vars( ~Q).

Then the set of clauses Cx ⊆ f is an I-definition of x if:

1. x is an existential literal.

2. x is scoped by all variables in vars(Cx)− {x}.

3. Cx is the set of all clauses of f that contain x.5

5Note: this talks about all the positive occurrences of x. It does not include the clauses that contain ¬x.
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As we will show below, if x has an I-definition, then the formula can be modified without changing its value

to make x functionally dependent on the variables before it.

Definition 13 (I-implicant). Let Cx be an I-definition of x. Then, Cx = {c1, c2, c3, · · · } can be rewritten as

γ → x, where γ is a DNF that can be composed by the disjunction
∨
c∈Cx

¬(c− {x}). We will say that such γ is

the I-implicant of x.

Example 10. For example, if Cx = (a ∨ x) ∧ (b ∨ ¬a ∨ x) ∧ (d ∨ x), then γ ≡ (¬a) ∨ (¬b ∧ a) ∨ ¬d.

Lemma 5. Let ~Q.f be a QBF, and let Cx be an I-definition of a literal x, with γ being the I-implicant. If

f2 = (f − Cx) ∧ (γ ≡ x), then ~Q.f ≡ ~Q.f2. In other words, replacing an I-definition by an equivalence

preserves the value of the formula.

Proof. Recall that Cx essentially encodes γ → x, so f = (f − Cx) ∧ (γ → x). Also note that (γ ≡ x) = (γ →

x) ∧ (x → γ). Then f2 = (f − Cx) ∧ (γ → x) ∧ (x → γ) = f ∧ (x → γ). Since a ∧ b → b, this means that

f2 → f . So, if ~Q.f2 has a model, f must be true at every leaf of that model, and thus ~Q.f2 → ~Q.f . It remains to

show that ~Q.f → ~Q.f2.

Assume ~Q.f ≡ >. We first show that there will always be some model M of ~Q.f such that at every leaf of

M , γ ≡ x.

Let M1 be a model of ~Q.f . Let S1 be the set of assignments that correspond to all leafs of M1. We can then

construct a model M by including any leaf n that corresponds to an assignment σ such that x|σ ≡ γ|σ and either:

• σ ∈ S1 or

• σ1 is the same assignment σ except with the value of x flipped, and σ1 ∈ S1

Note that since M1 includes only a single child for every existential node, at most one of the above conditions

can hold for the same leaf. So, intuitively we are just picking a model that is identical to M except x is always

chosen such that x ≡ γ.

M will also include all the ancestors of the leafs described above. Because all variables in γ precede x in the

quantifier ordering, it can be shown then that M includes both children of every universal node and exactly one

child of each existential node.

We will now show that M is a model of ~Q.f . Let n be a leaf of M that corresponds to an assignment π.

• If π ∈ S1, then f |π ≡ >. Also, x|π ≡ γ|π . So, f2|π ≡ >.

• If π /∈ S1, then there exists an assignment π1 which is exactly as π but with the value of x flipped and such

that π1 ∈ S1. Then x|π1
6= γ|π1

. Since (γ ≡ x)|π ≡ > by the construction of M , and x|π 6= x|π1
we have
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that (γ ≡ x)|π1 ≡ ⊥. Furthermore, π1 ∈ S1, which means that f |π1 ≡ >, hence (γ → x)|π1 ≡ > since

f → (γ → x). So we must have that (x→ γ)|π1
must be ⊥, i.e., x|π1

≡ > and γ|π1
≡ ⊥. Since f is true

under π1, then so is f − Cx. Recall that Cx is the set of all clauses that contain x, so f − Cx only contains

negative occurrences of x. As a result, setting x to ⊥ cannot falsify f − Cx. Then (f − Cx)|π ≡ >. Also,

γ|π ≡ ⊥ ≡ x|π . So, f2|π .

So, f2 is true at any leaf of M , and thus M is a model of ~Q.f2 and we have that ~Q.f → ~Q.f2.

Algorithm 14: Partial-solve-imps Naive

Input: ~Q.f : QBF in prenex CNF
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if φ ≡ ⊥

1 while ~Q.f has unprocessed implications do
2 (x, γ, Cx)← extractImps( ~Q.f);
3 f ← (f − Cx)∧ CNF(x ≡ γ);
4 end
5 return Partial-solve( ~Q.f )

Algorithm 14 shows a basic approach for handling

implications. The function extractImps finds an im-

plication and returns a triple (x, γ, Cx) such that x is

an existential literal, Cx is the I-definition of x, and γ

is the I-implicant.6

The algorithm then transforms each discovered

implication into an equivalence. By Lemma 5, ~Q.f ≡
~Q.((f − Cx) ∧ x ≡ γ). Transforming the formula to CNF also preserves its value.

After that, Algorithm 12 (Partial-solve) is applied to solve the problem. Instead of implications, ~Q.f now

has equivalences that Partial-solve can discover and exploit.

Example 11. Suppose ~Q.f = ∀u∃ab.(b∨a)∧(b∨u)∧F , where F is a CNF that contains no positive occurrences

of b. Then the I-definition of b is Cb = (b ∨ a) ∧ (b ∨ u). Note that b is scoped by all variables in Cb − {b}.

The I-implicant of b is then γb = ¬a ∨ ¬u. Note that f ≡ (γ → b) ∧ F . Then by Lemma 5 ~Q.f ≡ ~Q.(γ ≡

b) ∧ F . Converting this to CNF we get ~Q.f ≡ ~Q.(b ∨ a) ∧ (b ∨ u) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬u) ∧ F . The clauses

(b ∨ a) ∧ (b ∨ u) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬u) form a definition for b which can be discovered by Partial-solve.

Partial-solve would then call QDPLLp to solve the formula ∀u∃ab∀c.(b∨a)∧ (b∨u)∧ (¬b∨¬a∨¬u)∧F ,

initializing f2 to (¬c ∧ ¬a) ∨ (¬c ∧ ¬u) ∨ (c ∧ a ∧ u), where c is a fresh universal corresponding to b. Any new

cubes would then only be gathered from F .

We can further improve the algorithm by observing that the properties that allowed the Plaisted-Greenbaum

encoding to omit some of the definition clauses still hold. Thus, the full equivalence is not needed in either the

clause or the cube database.

Suppose we have found an implication γ → x and used the mechanism above to replace it with an equivalence

x ≡ γ. Our previous mechanism for handling definitions (Partial-solve) will then introduce cubes encoding

6Again, all such modifications have to respect some fixed reference ordering ~Qr , which orders the variables even within quantifier blocks,
so as to avoid cyclic dependencies.
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¬(xu ≡ γ), where xu is a new universal variable created to correspond to x. In the body of the formula, outside

of the definition clauses, x only appears negatively.

Note that Lemma 5 applies both ways. It shows that it is sound to add an extra implication to turn an I-

definition into a proper definition. By the same token, it shows that it is sound to remove one direction of a

definition if the result is a proper I-definition. Using this reasoning, we can note that keeping γ → x in the clauses

is sufficient, and the full definition γ ≡ x is not necessary.

Recall that the definition clauses do not participate in the process of cube gathering. So, cube gathering will

only happen on the part of the formula where x appears negatively, and, after replacement of the corresponding

variables, will only contain the negative occurrences of xu. So, in any future cubes xu will only appear negatively.

So, the dual clause database (recall that this is a CNF obtained by negating the cubes) would contain the definition

xu ≡ γ and in the rest of the formula, xu would only appear positively. We can see this as an indication that

¬(xu ≡ γ) can be replaced simply by ¬(¬γ → ¬xu).

So, a less naive approach does not need the equivalence γ ≡ x. Instead, it only needs to have γ → x in the

clauses and ¬(¬γ → ¬xu) in the cubes. A formal proof of correctness of this approach follows in the proof of

Theorem 9.

Example 12. For the example above, it is sufficient to solve ∀u∃ab∀c.(b ∨ a) ∧ (b ∨ u) ∧ F , which is equivalent

to ∀u∃ab∀c.(γ → b)∧F , where γ is ¬a∨¬u. The cube database would then be initialized to ¬(c∧a∧u), which

is ¬(¬γ → ¬c).

Algorithm 15: Partial-solve-imps

Input: ~Q.f : QBF in prenex CNF
Output: TRUE if φ ≡ > and FALSE if φ ≡ ⊥

1 D ← ∅
2 U ← ∅
3 X ← ∅
4 ~Q′ ← ~Q;
5 while ~Q.f has implications for variables /∈ X do
6 (`, γ, Cx)← extractImps( ~Q.f);
7 X ← X ∪ {var(`)};
8 D ← D ∪ Cx;
9 U ← U ∪ ¬CNF(¬γ → ¬`);

10 end
11 ( ~Q′, Xu)← insertUniversal(X, ~Q′);
12 U ← replace(X , Xu, U );
13 return QDPLLp( ~Q′.f , U, D, X, Xu);

Algorithm 15 summarizes our full technique for

handling the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation. As

before, the function extractImps finds an I-definition

Cx of a literal `, and the corresponding I-implicant γ

(line 6). The variable of ` is then added to X , which is

a set of variables that were found to have an implica-

tion definition. Cx is then added to D, which is a CNF

that collects all the definition clauses. U is a DNF that

collects the cubes to be fed into the cube database. To

obtain the DNF that needs to be added to the cubes,

¬γ → ¬` is converted to CNF and then negated.7 The

extraction is repeated for all suitable variables. We

7Note that negating γ might in general be an expensive operation. This can be avoided by introducing auxiliary variables. In fact, the
Tseitin or the Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation can be used to encode them. Of course, these variables will only appear in the cube database,
and must be universal in ~Q′.
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again assume that there is some reference prefix ~Qr to ensure that the extracted definitions are acyclic. After

this is done, just as before, universal counterparts are created for the existential auxiliary variables, and their

occurrences in the cubes are replaced. Then QDPLLp is used to solve the problem.

Theorem 9. Suppose Algorithm 15 is run on a formula ~Q.f . Then it will return TRUE iff ~Q.f ≡ >, and FALSE

iff ~Q.f ≡ ⊥.

Proof. The termination can be handled as before, as our modifications do not affect the proof of termination of

QDPLL.

If Algorithm 15 returns FALSE, it means that QDPLLp returned FALSE. That means that the formula input

into its clause database ~Q′.f is ⊥. Since Algorithm 15 does not change f , and because f does not contain any

variables from Xu, it means that ~Q.f ≡ ⊥.

To show correctness in the opposite case assume that ~Q.f ≡ ⊥. For any x ∈ X , let `x be the literal for

which the I-definition was discovered; let γx denote the I-implicant of `x, and let Cx denote the I-definition of

`x. For the variable xu ∈ Xu that corresponds to x, let `xu be xu if `x = x and ¬xu if `x = ¬x; let γxu =

replace(X,Xu, γx) and Cxu
= replace(X,Xu, Cx). Note that γxu

does not contain any variables from X .

Also, U ≡ ∨
xu∈Xu

¬(¬γxu → ¬`xu).

Let f2 be the formula obtained from f by adding clauses such that each discovered implication γx → `x is

replaced by equivalence γx ≡ `x. Lemma 5 tells us that each such replacement preserves the value of the formula.

By repeated application of Lemma 5, ~Q.f2 ≡ ~Q.f .8

Let f− be the formula obtained from f − D by replacing every variable x ∈ X by γx if `x = x and by

¬γx if `x = ¬x. Note that f2 → (`x ≡ γx) for every x ∈ X , so by equivalence reasoning we can show that

~Q′.f− ≡ ~Q′.f2 and thus ~Q′.f− ≡ ~Q′.f ≡ ⊥. The replacement is done in the opposite order to that in which the

variables appear in the reference order ~Qr, so that any variables fromX appearing in some γx are later themselves

replaced.

Because f− contains neither variables from X nor from Xu, by Lemma 4, there is a countermodel M of

~Q′.f− such that at any leaf of M that corresponds to an assignment σ:

• For every xu ∈ Xu, `xu
|σ = gxu

|σ

• If σ′ is σ with some x ∈ X flipped, then the leaf corresponding to σ′ is also in M .

Following the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 8, it is sufficient to show that U is ⊥ at any leaf of

M , and that any newly generated base cube c is ⊥ at any leaf of M .

8It is sound to repeatedly apply Lemma 5. To see that, consider the reference prefix ~Qr , and apply the Lemma to variables in X in the
same order in which they appear in ~Qr . When adding the clauses for an equivalence γ ≡ x, we would never add any clauses containing
variables deeper than x. So the status of any deeper implication would not be affected.
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1. Recall that U ≡ ∨
xu∈Xu

¬(¬γxu → ¬`xu). Let σ be the assignment corresponding to some leaf of M .

Because for every xu ∈ Xu, `xu
|σ = γxu

|σ , U |σ = ⊥.

2. Suppose QDPLLp obtained a new cube during cube gathering phase. Let us say that c is the cube generated

on line 9, and let c′ be the cube generated from c on line 10. Then c′ will be the cube used by the algorithm

as a base cube for Q-resolution.

Suppose contrary to what we are trying to prove that c′ is true at some leaf n of M , and that n corresponds

to an assignment π. We could then generate an assignment π′ from π by setting all the auxiliary existentials

to the values of their I-definition (set every x ∈ X such that `x = γx). By the above properties of M ,

the leaf corresponding to π′ would also be in M . Now, because c′ is the result of replacing all variables

from X by their counterparts from Xu, then c′ contains no auxiliary existentials. So, since c′|π ≡ >, then

c′|π′ ≡ > . Also note that in π′ the values of variables in Xu match their corresponding values from X .

Then, because c′|π′ ≡ > it follows that c|π′ ≡ >. By construction, c contains one literal from every clause

in f −D, thus c→ (f −D). Since c→ (f −D) and c|π′ ≡ >, then (f −D)|π′ ≡ >.

Recall that D ≡ ∧
x∈X γx → `x. Since each x is set such that `x ≡ γx, D|π′ ≡ > and therefore f |π′ ≡ >.

Since f |π′ → f−|π′ we get f−|π′ = >. But then n cannot be in a countermodel of ~Q′.f−. This contradicts

our assumption that n is a leaf of M . So, any new cube c′ generated by QDPLLp will be ⊥ at all leaf nodes

of M .

Because U is ⊥ at any leaf of M , and any base cube is ⊥ at any leaf of M , then M is a countermodel of

~Q′.U ∨ B for any set of base cubes B. So, an empty cube cannot be produced from ~Q′.U ∨ B, and thus the

algorithm cannot return TRUE. So, if the algorithm outputs TRUE, ~Q.f must be >.

Related concepts.

Lemma 5 shows that it does not change the value of the formula if an implication ¬γ → ¬x is added to a formula

~Q.f that contains an I-definition γ → x. If we consider γ obtained by our method, and if we assume that the

translation to CNF is straightforward and does not introduce any new variables, in the augmented formula ~Q.f∧

CNF(¬γ → ¬x) the new clauses can be shown to be blocked, with the blocking literal ¬x [7]. It is sound

to introduce blocked clauses, which provides an alternative intuition for Lemma 5. However, the definition of

blocked clauses is purely syntactic and it might not generalize to more complicated versions of γ, for example,

those obtained by reasoning on propagation.

The conditions on the variable x to which this method can be applied are actually the same as the conditions

for being depth monotonic [15]. Intuitively, they mean that the value of x can be determined without considering

the clauses containing ¬x.
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Our approach could potentially be strengthened to include dependency reasoning. By determining functional

dependencies of a variable, we could rule out other dependencies to strengthen universal reduction. This might be

done by identifying where our conditions agree with dependency reasoning, for example, the triangle dependency

scheme [56], and might be an interesting avenue for future work.

7.2.4 Experiments

As in Section 7.1.2 and Chapter 5, the experiments in this section were done on a 2.8GHz machine with 12GB of

RAM under a time limit of 600 CPU seconds per instance.

We have implemented a no-frills barebones DPLL QBF solver with clause and cube learning, VSIDS variable

heuristic and phase saving. We have used three versions of the solver:

• B. The barebones solver used as the baseline.

• G. The variant B with partial dual propagation using information obtained by gate pattern matching (as

described in Section 7.2.1).

• I. The variant B with partial dual propagation using information obtained by implication reasoning (as

described in Section 7.2.3).

• GI. The variant B with partial dual propagation using information obtained by both gate reconstruction and

implication reasoning. This is the combination of the techniques of G and I.

To avoid cycles we use a greedy approach, initially treating the quantifier as a partial order where the variables

on the same quantifier level are unordered. As new gates or implications are discovered and added, further

ordering constraints are added. The new constraints prevent the inclusion of definitions that would cause cycles.

We set the initial VSIDS heuristic scores to 1 for the input variables, and to 0 for the auxiliary variables.

This is done to discourage the solver from branching on the auxiliary variables until the heuristic becomes more

informed. No further distinction between auxiliary and input variables is made after the initialization.

We note that gate pattern matching extracts the gates AND, OR and equivalences. Equivalences are discovered

when the clauses of the form (x,¬y)(¬x, y) are found for some literals x and y. Depending on the polarity of x

and y, this could encode a pass-through gate (i.e., the gate where the output simply repeats the value of the input)

or a negation. In AND and OR gates, once the corresponding clauses are found, it is easy to determine which

variable is meant to be the output. With equivalences, however, the two variables are symmetric. If they happen

to be on the same quantifier level, the algorithm cannot reliably determine which of the variables is meant to be

auxiliary. In this case, it has to greedily select one. To make sure that a wrong decision about which variable
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Figure 7.5: Comparison with standalone QBF solvers

is auxiliary does not prevent the algorithm from including other, more constrained gates, these equivalences are

processed last in the greedy order (i.e., while there are still unprocessed AND and OR gates to be discovered, an

equivalence will not be processed). In the version GI implications are also processed before the equivalences.

The new approach allows us to step away from the non-CNF problems and experiment on the general CNF

benchmarks of the QBF competition. QBFLib contains a large number of CNF problems; an extensive evaluation

on these problems is not the goal of this section however, as we aim for a proof of concept and look for evidence

of the usefulness of our approach. For our experiments we have taken a pre-selected dataset that has been used in

the CNF track of QBFEval competition 2010 [17].
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Figure 7.4: Different versions of the algorithm

Figure 7.4 compares the different versions of the

algorithm. We can see the benefits of utilizing par-

tial information gathered from gate recognition, but

the dataset did not seem to have a lot of problems that

were amenable to that approach. We can see the great

benefits from applying implication reasoning, which

greatly improved performance on many more prob-

lems. Combined together, the two approaches are

more versatile and are able to extract more structure than each individual approach. So, the best performance

is obtained by applying both extraction mechanisms.

Figure 7.5 shows the comparison of our approach to state-of-the-art standalone QBF solvers. The graph clearly

shows how the addition of our approach turned a simple baseline solver B which does not perform well on this

dataset, into GI which confidently outperforms stand-alone solvers.

Finally, Figure 7.6 gives an indication of the reconstructive power of the three algorithms. We look at how
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many clauses remain in the problem and were not found to be part of any definition. On the y axis is the fraction

of the original problem remaining after the extraction (so, the smaller it is, the better). On the x axis is the number

of problems that were reconstructed with this percentage or better. We note that the gate extraction seems to

be able to reconstruct a small number of problems well, and is close to useless on many others. Implications,

on the other hand, are almost always present in problems, even if they were not originally encoded using the

Plaisted-Greenbaum transformation. As a result implication reasoning is able to yield at least some reductions in

the majority of cases. Combining the two methods, as expected, leads to even better results than any one of the

methods separately. The new method is now able to fully reconstruct problems encoded using the vanilla Tseitin

or Plaisted-Greenbaum approaches, and extract significant structure from many other problems.

7.3 Preprocessing
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Figure 7.6: Reconstructive power of the algorithm

The state of the art in QBF solving is not limited

to stand-alone solvers. Before being given to the

solver, the formula can be reduced and simplified.

In fact, QuBE comes with a built-in preprocessor

sQueezeBF [18]; depQBF works best when com-

bined with Bloqqer [7].

As mentioned in Chapter 5, bloqqer together with

depQBF is able to solve the majority of problems

from the non-CNF dataset. As shown in the compe-

titions, problems that are hard for bloqqer exist. However, they are not represented in the limited non-CNF

dataset that is currently available.

On the CNF dataset preprocessing also offers substantial advantages. Figure 7.7 shows the comparison that

includes the preprocessing methods. The solver QuBE7.2-all is the result of running QuBE7.2 with all prepro-

cessing enabled. The solver Bloq+DepQBF is the result of running DepQBF on the instances preprocessed by

Bloqqer. In both cases the preprocessing time is included in the solving time. It is evident that preprocessing has

a strong impact on performance.

We have also combined Bloqqer with B to get Bloq+B. We note the dramatic impact of this, however, it

was not enough to outmatch GI. Unfortunately, applying preprocessing out of the box negates our approach.

Preprocessing breaks down the structure that our reconstruction algorithms attempt to reconstruct, and as a result,

almost no structure is found in the preprocessed instances. The solvers B, G, I and GI with Bloqqer solved 342,

343, 340 and 341 problems, respectively. For comparison, the numbers without Bloqqer are 260, 283, 361 and
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399 respectively.

To indicate the potential usefulness of our approach even in the face of preprocessing, we show a more detailed

comparison between GI and Qube7.2 and Bloqqer+depqbf. Figure 7.8 displays GI solving time on the y axis

and the competitors on the x axis (any problems below the dividing line are solved faster by GI). Color indicates

how much structure of the formula was recovered. The number is natural log of the fraction of the formula

recovered. A value of 0 indicates a formula where nothing was recovered, while −10 is the one which was

recovered (almost) completely. The problems which timed out for a solver were placed above the timeout value

of 600, beyond the dividing line.

The figures indicate that while GI lags on a number of instances (most of which show a poorer reconstruction

rate), for some problems it also offers substantial speedups, and is able to solve a number of problems unsolved

by other approaches.

To additionally demonstrate that our approach is orthogonal to the currently employed methods we have en-
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Figure 7.9: The results of solving Example 3

coded the Example 3 (from page 32) in CNF. Figure 7.9 demonstrates that on this example there is an exponential

gap between the methods that employ dual propagation and those that do not.

In addition to previously described solving methods, we have added Blo-unlim. Under normal execution,

bloqqer has stopping criteria that tell it when to stop simplifying the formula and when to hand it off to a solver.

If that criteria is lifted, bloqqer could be used as a solver. This is exactly what Blo-unlim is: it is a version of

bloqqer with the stopping criteria turned off.

Both GhostQ and GI perform reconstruction on the CNF instances and are able to extract the problem struc-

ture that allows them to perform dual propagation. We can see that for this problem dual propagation is vital to

efficient solving.

The left side of Figure 7.9 displays a standard cactus plot. All the pure CNF-based approaches exhibit an

exponential curve on this dataset. The results for GhostQ and GI are difficult to make out, since they can solve

all the problems in this dataset in under a second. The right side of Figure 7.9 shows the same plot, but with a

log scale for the y-axis. We can see the difference in the slopes of the curves of purely CNF approaches and those

employing dual propagation.

Although the naive application of preprocessing does not work with our method, it is interesting to see if

the approaches can be combined. The paper [28] takes some first steps toward allowing preprocessing with dual

propagation. It considers the two CNF formulas of the Dual CNF, one of which is fed into the solver as clauses and

the other as cubes. It hypothesizes that the two CNF formulas can be preprocessed separately while maintaining

the Dual CNF properties, thus guaranteeing correctness. Unfortunately, its analysis of blocked clause elimination

is insufficient. In fact, for certain DCNFs a blind application of blocked clause elimination might break the Dual

CNF property. However, it is possible that if DCNF has been obtained as we presented in Section 7.1 on page 72,

a stronger condition can be obtained which blocked clause elimination preserves.

However, issues of soundness aside, separate application of preprocessing to the two formulas of DCNF have
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been shown to be harmful to the performance of dual propagation [28]. This is likely due to the fact that the

duality of the problems is reduced, and the inferences made on one polarity are no longer relevant to the other. It

would be interesting to develop a duality-preserving preprocessor that would work together on the two formulas

and simplify them while preserving their relevance to each other. For instances where the structure could not

be completely recovered, preprocessing can be applied to the unrecovered portion. A number of changes to the

algorithm need to be made, in particular, the clauses that are part of the recovered definition need to be treated in

a special way (either frozen or corresponding updates need to be made on the cubes).

Combining dual propagation with state-of-the-art preprocessing methods is an interesting avenue for future

work.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have extended the idea of dual propagation to CNF-based solving.

First, we showed that the cube learning mechanism of existing CNF-based QDPLL solvers can be utilized to

perform dual propagation. By correctly seeding the cube database, we were able to harness the full power of dual

propagation in an existing QBF solver DepQBF. We have formulated conditions on the input formulas and have

shown that under these conditions seeding the cube database is sound. Experimental evaluation demonstrated the

usefulness of our approach and confirmed that the new solver gains the advantages of dual propagation.

We then considered cases where only a CNF version of the formula is available. We have considered methods

for reconstructing CNF structure, and have shown how partial structural information obtained by these methods

can be used to gain some of the benefits of dual propagation. We have shown the soundness of that approach. We

then have suggested a new structure reconstruction method that is able to reconstruct structure from encodings

that utilize implications rather than equivalences for their auxiliary variables. Experimental results show that

the addition of this partial information has a powerful effect on the solver performance, and that implication

reconstruction is very useful to increase the scope of problems to which our approach is applicable.

We then discussed preprocessing, which is a powerful QBF reasoning technique but cannot be directly com-

bined with our approach. Preprocessing utilizes orthogonal methods, and combining it with dual propagation

seems a fruitful direction for future research.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

SAT solving is a well-established field, with SAT solvers successfully applied to many application problems in

industry. QBF is an extension of SAT. It can still be considered an emerging field, but it has vast potential and

new applications emerge as QBF solvers become more efficient.

This thesis describes an approach of utilizing structural information in QBF formulas to improve the efficiency

of QBF solving. This structural information has traditionally been lost to QBF solvers because the standard input

format that they employ, CNF, is unable to represent it. The CNF format has been inherited from SAT. Although

there has been some research on utilizing structural information in SAT, modern SAT solvers have generally

accepted the trade-off, giving up the potential benefits of additional structure in favor of a uniform and simple

representation that CNF provides, to be able to employ the efficient tools and methods that have been developed

for CNF.

CNF is efficient for reasoning about conflict, but it makes reasoning about solutions difficult. In SAT this

is reasonable, since many conflicts need to be quickly processed, but a single solution is sufficient. In QBF,

on the other hand, conflicts and solutions need to be processed equally efficiently. It has been noted that the

loss of structural information upon conversion to CNF is a major obstacle to efficient QBF solving [1]. As we

demonstrate in Examples 1 (on page 22) and 3 (on page 32), there are classes of problems where the loss of

structural information causes an exponential loss in efficiency.

In Chapter 3 we present a QBF solver that represents the formula as a logical circuit. It thus has direct access to

the structure of the formula. It takes the first step toward utilizing this information for efficient solution reasoning

via don’t care propagation. Don’t care propagation is a technique where a solver reasons on the circuit structure

to identify subformulas that are irrelevant to the circuit output. Any variables deemed irrelevant do not need to

be assigned, and can be omitted from learned solutions. This method is useful for improving the efficiency of

104
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solution learning, and, as shown in the chapter, can sometimes provide exponential improvements. However, it is

insufficient to make solution reasoning as effective as CNF’s conflict reasoning.

In Chapter 4 we present the notion of dual propagation, which forms the core of our approach. It finally allows

equal efficiency in conflict and solution learning. It can be thought of as attempting to solve the problem and the

negation of the problem at the same time, and making inferences from both views of the problem. Because a con-

flict in the negation of the problem is a solution in the original problem, solution reasoning can now be performed

as efficiently as conflict reasoning. The chapter then discusses some minor improvements of the algorithm.

Chapter 5 describes the experimental results for the solvers presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We demon-

strate that the circuit solver is in general superior to other non-CNF solvers available at the time of its creation. We

then show the impact of dual propagation on solving effectiveness, and find that the solving time is improved dra-

matically. Also, the applicability of the solver is increased: dual propagation allows the solver to make progress

on a number of benchmark sets that were previously almost completely out of its reach.

Another effect of dual propagation is that now the solver is able to provide Q-resolution certificates for both

true and false formulas. Providing a Q-resolution certificate for a false formula is a well-known technique. Now

the same idea can be applied to true formulas, and the certificate is simply a Q-resolution certificate that certifies

that the negation of the problem is false. This idea is presented in Chapter 6. We then show that a Q-resolution

certificate is actually a representation of a strategy, and provide an algorithm that extracts the winning moves

from a Q-resolution certificate. Together with the ability to generate Q-resolution proofs for both true and false

formulas, this allows us to have easy to verify strategies for both the universal and the existential players. We

experimentally show that the overhead to generate the proofs is extremely small, and that the resulting certificates

can be verified by existing verifiers.

Dual propagation relies on having the structure of the problem available. That is because negating a formula

represented as a circuit is easy, while negating a CNF involves either introducing new variables (which complicates

the encoding and harms propagation), or suffering a potential exponential blow-up. However, CNF is a convenient

and uniform representation for which many techniques have been developed. Having to construct a specialized

solver in order to use dual propagation is difficult and requires reinventing existing techniques.

In Chapter 7 we show that specialized solvers are not necessary to exploit dual propagation. In fact, existing

cube learning mechanisms can be used to obtain the same reasoning power with minimal modifications to the

solver. Additional information about problem structure is still required, however. We show how we can extract

the necessary information from the original formula representation, and use it to initialize the cube database in

such a way that the solver gains full advantage of dual propagation. We formalize the conditions on the formula

that is used to initialize the cube database, and prove that if these conditions are met then the result is guaranteed

to be sound. We implement the approach in a pre-existing QBF solver and show experimentally that it gains the
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advantages of dual propagation.

However, obtaining the original formula representation is not always possible. In these cases it is possible

to try and reconstruct the original formula by noticing the patterns created during conversion to CNF. This is

an unreliable and incomplete method, and it usually is able to reconstruct only a part of the formula structure.

That partial information can still be used to gain some of the advantages of dual propagation. Section 7.2 shows

how the algorithm can be modified to take advantage of this partial information while requiring no overhead for

cases where the reconstruction is poor. We then develop a method for reconstructing structure from the formulas

encoded using implications rather than equivalences for the auxiliary variables, which, to our knowledge, has not

been done before. We experimentally show the advantages of our approach, and that this partial dual propagation

has a significant positive impact on performance.

Lastly we discuss preprocessing, which is a powerful technique that has been shown to be very useful for ef-

ficient QBF solving. We demonstrate that our approach is orthogonal to the approaches currently used in prepro-

cessing, and there are classes of problems on which dual propagation is able to significantly improve the solving

time but which are out of reach of other approaches, including preprocessing. Nevertheless, preprocessing offers

significant advantages that we currently cannot combine with our method. However, we believe that combining

advantages of the two methods is possible. Modifying preprocessing to be compatible with dual propagation

seems like a fruitful direction for future research.
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